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and STRIKING ADVANTAGES of TUNGSTONE PLATES.
Tungstone (patented) British made, Battery is practically Foolproof
INVALUABLE

Standàrdization, lterchangeability, Simplicity and Accessibility applied to all other individual parts and plates.
No Wood Separators used
between Plates or in Cells.
No Celluloid or Ebonite
Containers used.
Each Plate fixed firmly and
independently in the Acid
resisting Metal Container.
High Pressure Die Cast Plates
cannot be buckled or short.
circuited in service.

The Paste by Machinery is
Riveted in and through the
Lead Grid ot Plate.

3
Psre

No sediment spice is required
or provided in the Acid Proof
Metal Contaiiier.

Lecci G?Á1

.

"w \

Entirely of 1ritish

i

.

3ran

nd Workmanship,

-

Metal Container Lids ' not
sealed. No outside cfeeping.
s-Nesting or spraying of Acid

i

/
r

When makiig a repair generally create further costly repairs. Is this a fair description of
your repair experiences to any of the present-day Car Batteries?
Have you proved that it is to your convenience and practical working advantage that the
present-day Car Battery with Plates and Cells hermetically and permanently sealed together
into a block, make for an easy adjustment of infinitesinial irregularities or a quick repair of
more serious defects? Is it to your security and, advantage that all other car component
parts are open to your inspection? Please write u your experiences.

L

.h4

'"

?

Can Maker of any present-day Car or Lorry Battery, or Service Station Mechanic, or Owner
Driver separate and take out in a few minutes on roadside or workshop one or more defective
Plates from any Two Volt Cell and replace new Plates without doing irrevocable damage to
the Plates that remain or the new ones to be inserted?
,.

t

- TIJNGSTONE

PLATES ARE STANDARDIZED AND INTERCHANGEABLE.
Each Plate separately fixed and stupported independently of each other in same Cell.
TUNGSTONE PLATES AUTOMATICALLY FIT INTO ANY TWO VOLT CELL.

Tungstone Plates are not sealed together into a solid Block with Wood Separators.

Unskilled Labour in a few minutes on the Roadside or elsewhere,
with only a pair of spanners to unlock Visloks on Terminals, can,
without any risks whatsoever to any Plate, take out, replace ìnd
change over one or more Plates from or into any. other Cells.

Pl

-

Apply for Copy, sent post free, Illustrated Booklet, " Ihotography tells the Story of the Tunstone Accumulator."

-

T. 33
Please address all communications to thé Distributor's Offices and Showrooms:
BRIDE'S
HOUSE,
LTD.,
3,
ST.
SALISBURY
FLEET
CO.,
ACCUMULATOR
ST.,
LONDON,
SQ.,
E.C.4
TUNGSTONE
Serie, of Patent Designs and Trade Mark
Telegrams: "Typify Fleet, London."
lisued or Applied for in the Chief Couutrie
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
of the World.
Telephone: Central 8157 (4 lines).
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The remarkable clari'ty and
delightfully natural Tone
of the World Famous
AMPLION LoudSpeaker

I
.

J

r.%

'.1

:

l.

i

i

j,
.

when assóciated with a
suitable
Receiving Set
render wireless reproduction
comparable w t h t h e
original performance.
With an AMPLION, the
unseen speaker. vocalist. or
orchestra, as the case may
be, is brought right into the
Home and the advantages
of Radio Broadcast may
he enjoyed to the full.
18 AMPLION models are
available from 38/- and are
\
obtainable from AMPLION

,

.

Speciftj
R

\

I,

L-J

%

J

STOCKISTS,

t
R!j

-

bb

-1

'0

D

......

's
s

'i

Radio

Dealers or Stores.
WrUe for latest
Illustrated Lists

'WR''

.

-

-

-

Demonstrations gladly given
during business hours at the
AMPLION Showrooms:
25.26, Savile Row, London, \V.1.
'9-82, High St., Clapham, S.\V.4.
o,
\Vhitworth Street West.
Manchester.
101, Vincent Street, Glasgow.

l

Have you entered for the

Dubilicon Competition
yet?
If not, write to us now for
full particulars.
Cash Prize £200.
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Paper

you like the WIRELESS MAGAZINE
for its expert detailed constructional articles
BECAUSE
and the many interesting phases of.wireess,
which it so admirably presents, you cannot but like
AMATEUR WIRELESS.
WIRELESS MAGAzIÑE, as you know, leads,.
the monthlies: AMATEUR WIRELESS is foremost of

The

the weeklies..

.

Every issue of Ai'IATvR WIRELESS.: contains
remarkably useful constructional rticles, helpful
contributions on recèiving and transmitting; novel
ties and new-developments, and-Iinally and
particularly-the best possible Pews service

Take "Amateur Wireless"

D.;

each wek aiíd TÉe the
best results from your set
-

*

Thursday
-''

Cassell & Co, Ltd, La Belle Sauv'ige, E C 4

In wriling to aci,erlisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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TRANSFORMER

F.

incorporates this

rAT1

BY-PASS CON DENSER

kc
PA.

WHICH IS INCLUDED.
IN THE PRICE.

-

-

-

Type AF4

Your

17/6

Slock of Terminals

Type AF3 25/The " Nearly Perfect"

-.
Transformer.
Ask your dealer foi leaflets W401 and W402.
HOLLINWOOD,

FERRANTI

LTD.,

\Vhat is it now-a drawer or cabinet with a
miscellaneous heap of ill-assorted terminals?
What ought it to be ?-f t ought to be exactly
as illustrated here-the Belling-Lee box of
three dozen sorted indicating terminals. Our
experience has enabled us to make up a stock
box in which the z8 different descriptions of
indicating terminals are correctly proportioned,
so that you do not find yourself with a stock
of too many "Phones" and not enough
"Aerials " or " Earths."
Order one or two boxes from your usual
wholesaler now.
TERMI4ALS.

I

I

I

Come and

see the

best Coil Holders
At Stand No. 84 at the Natjonol
Radio Exhibition you are invited
to inspect for yourself the Coil
Hotders thot ore used in fully
half the sets that aro made-the
"Lotus Coil Holders.
Their

i3

Standard Model (Bakelite-msulated) (Type B) 9d..each.
Popular Model (Non-Insulated) (Type M) .. 6d. each.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue and attractive
trade terms post free on request.
Highly finished

'

'

eve

oeree05

due to their unvarying
good performance and

the

following

features

:-

-

screw action Bahelite insulated head.

unique

Cross-hole for connections, aush with

t4

Moving Block cannot

From all Radio Dealers

gtaet

/

__,

screwed, down.

Highly f in ish cd
Bakelite insulated

....

Patent

¡

&

CO., Ltd.,
Lotos Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.
Mok-e of

lt.

Lolos

Boyoory

Voir. Hol4r,.

.Vo.

-

2489?1.

Rnjsatcred Dro ign Yo. 71,424.

2'

I

BELLING LEE:

HOLDERS

GARNETT, WHITELEY

Transverse al o-t,
with clamping nut,
eliminating aolderaig.

collar,
Standard 2 BA.
stem with nut.

]LQT1UFS
COIL

DI:

fall

Moves in saine direction as knob, thus preventing
confusion.
H01d5.. heaviest coil securely io any
ppntion.
-Dead accurate tuning possible because encased
precision cut gears reduce speed by 8 to I.

VERNIER

Nosi-rotaliog insulated engraved top:

0lploj,ary/
__..0n8l

PAN

E L

FITTINGS

QUEENSVAV \VORKS, PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX.
.
-

Telephone: Enfield 0498.

E.P.S.6

\

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the
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Loud-Speaker Crystal Sets

Perfect Broadcast Recention

How to Make and Manage Them

By Ernest H. Robinson

Provides working instructions for building a number of highly
efficient crystal Sets ; making an attachment for simple connection
to existing wireless Set ; and designs for cr3 stai sets embodying
the crystal loud-speaker system.

-

(5M)

Explains how most Sets fall short of the ideal and how to
obtain perfect reception. Is virtually a popular exposition of the
main problems of transmission and reception. Very valuable
alike t? listeners and experimenters. -'
-

Wireless Faults and How to Trace
By W. D. Kendrick
Them

All Abòut the Wireless. Valve

Tells how to locate and remedy faults-fading, veak reception,
and bad functioning generally. Fully illustrated with' pratical
diagrams, circuits, etc. A perspicuous and most useful book.

Shows how to choose a valve to meet special requirementshigh-frequency amplification, detec*ion, and either low-f requenct
or intermediate-frequency amplification ; how the valve has
developed. Full of data and ¡ractical hints.

The Wireless Man's Workshon

The Practical Wirélèss Data Book,

By

R.

W.

The intelligent novice, and particularly the home constructor and
the keen wireless amateur who is always rigging up different
circuits and experimenting for progress, will find this Data Book
extremely helpful.

Hallows, M.A.

Vritten by a practical home constructor, this book-containing
much useful wireless information-enlightens readers on the
aelection and right methods of using the tools and materials
used in constructing wireless sets.

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers,
2/6 net each, or 2/9 post free from
the Editor, "Amateur Wireless,"
La Belle Sauvage, London. E.C.4.

The Practical "Super-het" Book
Explains what the Super-het is, what it does, how it works, and
how to build up a number of super-het sets (some of them
American, and others made of tested, British-made conponents).

-:

each

.

i!6

net
Wireless Telegraphy añd Telephony

Simple' Valve Receiviñg Sets
And How to Make Them
'

And How to Make the Apparatus

A

Single-valve Set with Basket-coil Tuiier ; A Singlevalve Set with Slide Inductance ; A Single-valve Autodyne Receiving
Set ; One-valve Variometer Set ; A Portable Single-valve Set ; Adding
a Valve ; A Two-valve Set ; A Three-valve Amplifying and Detecting
Unit; The "Amateur Vireless" Unit Set; An Improved Unit Set; Index.
CONTENTS

Crystal Receiving Sets

-

General Principles of Vireless Telegraphy; Some Informative Experiments; Tuning and Resonance Explained; Transmission and
Reception; Various Detectors Explained and Described; Thermionic
Valves as Detectors, Amplifiers and Generators; Making a Single-circuit
Receiving Set; Making a Complete Short-wave Receiving Set; Making
a Valve Panel for a Receiving Set; Making a Five-valve Amplifier;
Wireless Telephony; Arrangement and Erection of Aerials; Index.
CONTENTS:

-

And How to Make Them

Wireless Telephony Explained

-

.

A Simple and Efficient Receiving Set; A. Single-sliderSet;'
Set with Semicircular Tuner: Crystal Set with Tapped Single Coil; A
Loose-coupled Set; Set with Plug-in Basket Coils; Combined Crystal and
Valve Receiver; Some Miniature Receiving Sets; Crystal Circuits; How
Crystals \iork; Making a Buzzer; Receiving C.\V. Signals on a Crystal
Set; Converting Low-resistance Phones ; The Morse Code ; Index.
CONTENTS:

-

Of all NewsaEents and Booksellers
1/6 net each, or: by post 3d. extra
from The Editor, "Amateur Wireless,"

Wireless Component Parts
And How,

to

Make Them

couplers; Resistances or Rheostats; Transformers; Making
Buzzer; Index.

A

The Electron; Induction and Electro-manetism; %Vaves
and Hosv they Travel: Inductance and Capacity; Rectification; Amplification; Reaction and Beat Reception; Aerials and Earths- Transmission
Systems; Receiving Sets Useful Fdrmul and Data; index.
COaTENTS:

-

a

Test

a

ee

Useful Series for Wireless
-

-

%
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That Set You Want to Buy for
I

the Winter
will be found fully described and illustrated
in the special " Wireless Magazine

the

to

Guide

Best Valve Sets

the fiTS! part of which appears on page
124. In these pages will be found details
will do, how t is
of what each set
operated, and what it costs.
1:

PAGE

The B.B.C.

as a Public Service.

An

Exclusive Article by J. C. \V. Reith.. 100

....

Under My Aerial. Halyard's Chat on
..
the Month's Topics
Novelties and New Apparatus.: . ..

03
107

........

L:

Shield.

Unit
Makes any set selective,
amplilies and prevents infree
terference.
With
Structograph plate

1

94

Educated by Wireless-Unawares
108
.. 109
Becoming a Wireless Engineer
Wireless Terms Travestied A Dull
Emitter. A Drawing
.... ill
.

.

:

The Fireside
Four
An ideal family receiver
designed by E. Redpath.
and as simple to operate as
a gramophone
138
.

That Tuning Note

.

.

.......

120

When Your Aerial Collapses: What
the Law Has to Say. By a Barrister-

........

at-Law..

122

PACE

...

The Cosmopolitan
Nine

........
........
.........

L

A special nine-valve superhe in three units.

L-

The Detector and Oscillator
Unit
112

135
Selectivity
135
Accumulators
Conirolling Wavelength with the
Oscillating Crystal ....... 136
Writing a Broadcast Play.
By C.
..
145
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..
-.
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148
The Fate of the Ossi-lata. Verse
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..... 150
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151
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Making a Low-loss Lead-in Tube .. 171
.. 171
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168
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... 169
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134
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Announcements.-The

WIRELESS MAGAZINE, edited by Bernard E. Jones, is published about the 25th day of the
Technical Adviser: Sydney Brydon, D.Sc., M.!.E.E.
One
date of the month following.
Contributions,
Canada. 13s. 6d. a year. posi free.
Subscription rates are l5s. od. a year1 post free;
Shilling Nei.
Ali editorial communications sl1ou!d be addressed to The Editor,
accompanied by stamped and addressed envelopes, are invited.
\VIREiiSS MAGAZINE, La Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4. :Subscriptions should be addressed to The Pu'!isher, WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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Every Listener Must Build for Himself this Set.

->
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/ 71_
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If

S?i1ELDi

The B.B.C. and the wireless Press
have both implored the public to refrain from scillating, but with no
result.
station?
The reason for this apparent apathy
The answer has usually been
on the part of the wireless public is
Change )our tuning arrangement
that reaction must be used if distant
to such-and-such a circuit," or somereception is b be obtained, and listimes even " Use a a'etrap."
tenersare apt b become tired of their
local station.
There is a very
decided objection to
is only one
both these replies.
Cure, and that is to
Suitable for attachment lo any existing receiver, the" W.M."
In the first place,
allow people to osShield Unit-specially designed, built and tested by the WIRELESS
of
the alteration
the
cilIate to any reasonMAGAZINE Technical Staff-is a device that should be in the
existing tuning arable
extent,
but
possession of every listener.
rangement necessito prevent those osNot only does it make any sel more selective, al the same lime
tates the re-arrangecilla lions from reachthat
it acts as a high-frequency amplifier, but it allows the operator
ment of the interior
ing the aerial, being
to oscillate lo any reasonable extent without causing interference
of the set and, in
radiated and thus
to other listeners.
all probability, of
srig interference.
the controls on the
.
T
he
" W.M."
can
be
justly
Seldom, indeed, it
claimed, has à. unit so use/ui as
panel.
Such
a
Shield Unit; as we
thù been developed for the benefti of the readers of any British
Course is not popuhave called ìt, is
wireless periodical.
lar, for in manY
piece of apparatus
t(emeniber tflat tue 'I/V .IVI. )uiield Unit enables you to cut
cases it might mean
.
which performs the'
.
out unwanted stations, amplifies me selected signal and prevents
.
the Pulchase of a
.
functions set out in
.
r
you Jrom causing inlerjerence.
iiv
ami ,,,
tions will prevent the operator froni
broadcasting in all directions the resulting squeals of his efiorts to tunein some distant station. The oscillation nuisance appears to be growing
instead of diminishing.
\dmittedly, it is very difficult to
search round for distant stations
without oscillating, and a squeak now

ONE of the most frequent questions asked by the wireless amateur is " How can I make my et
more selective and cut out the local
:

j

.

I

-.

:

j

.....

,,

.

.

:

-

-

ic

-

:

re-wiring of
the
complete receiver
Secondly; the addition of a, wavetrap, although certainly increasing the
signal
seleëtivitv, decreases the
strength by quite an appre.iab1e
amount, and its purpose is thereby defeated. In this respect the wavetrap
has been a failure.
Lastly, neither of the above altera-

,

LIIC

It

........
.

and tJen would be a pardonable
offence.
Unfortunately, everybody appears to
be trying hard for distant reception,
and the result to a listener who has
settled down to enjoy some special
item from his local station can only
be described as devastating.
.

.

.

iuiiuwiiig

liSt

is suitable for

attachment to ANY
existing receiver.
It sharpens n tuning to an ¿flor.
mous extent.
It acts as a high-frequency amli_
fier. Stations that normally dould not
be received or only faintly heard can
be tuned-in with this instrunient.
It allows the receiver to oscillate,

94
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Full-size Structograph Coloured Plate Free with This Issue
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will not allow the oscillations
circuit to the receiver, such as the re- coil to the aerial coil which the neuradiated from the aerial.
ceiver itself oscillating violently, can- tralisation of the internal capacities
The Shield Unit must not be con- not be transferred back to the grid of the valve could not possibly comfused with a wavetrap. The latter circuit, and thence to the aerial.
pensate.
admits all wavelengths except a narThe output circuit of the valve
This shield is earthed through a
row band, and signal strength is gives a fairly constant amplification small fixed condenser which allows
more or less impaired. The Shield over the broadcast wavelength band the passage of HF. currents,° but
Unit, on the other hand, keeps out between 250 and 600 metres, and, in prevents the burning-out of the valve
all wavelengths except a very narrow the present design, the instrument is should the H.T. positive lead acciband, which it addentally touch the
shield.
huis and amplifies ....................................
before
they
are
A
list of
the
Circuit Diagram of
passed on to the
components
-ft1T+
required
\ /
Shield Unit
receiver.
for the construction
OOl
3tIILLD
Hailing
from
i of
this interesting
-______ ______ -OAR.
America, the circuit
-instrument is given
L.
OUTPUT TO
makes use of the
ere
HF.
AERIAL 4110
ct1O.
Isofarad principle in
Ebonite panel,
EAFTh OF Ally
9
in. by 7 in. (AmenRCfJVR,-,
which the Wheat1005
can
Hard
Rubber
stone Bridge effect
/
Co., or Becol, ClayER.

but

t',

it

be

I

.

i

7

'

Pi

I

to.
u0O0,1
the internal
capacity of the valve.
Provided these capa/
cities are exactly
-.
_________________________
NEUTRALI3ItIG
cOnLlfl5F5.
neutralised it is poscible to feed energy
'vw
through the valve
only ir one direction.
The valve vill refuse to allow any only suitable for this wavelength
energy to be passed back from the band.
plate circuit to the grid circuit.
lt 'ill be noticed that the aerial
lt is obvious, therefore, that while and secondary coils are shielded.
an incoming signal will be trans- This is done for the reason that,
ferred from the grid to the plate of owing to the compactness of the inthe valve and amplified in the process, strument, it would be possible for an
any disturbance in the plate or output energy transference from the plate
is

employed

ton, Trelleborgs.)

.

bilance

Baseboard-mount-

I

valve
holder.
H. Hunt or
Lotus, Benjamin.)
Base-mounting coil
holder. (Athol.)
Neutralising condenser. (McMichael
or Gambrell.)
Special
doublevalue condenser. (Ediswan.)
Vernier dial. (McMichael.)
30-ohm (approx.) filament rheostat.
(Penton, or Lissen, Ormond, Igranic,
ing

(A.

-OLT-

G.E.C.)
engraved
4
&

Lee.)

terminals.

(Belling

3 .001 -microfarad fixed condensers.
(Dubilier,
or
Mullard,
Watmel,
Igranic, Ediswan.)
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Reduced (Half-scale) Reproduction of thé Structograph Coloured Plate of the "W.M." Shield
Unit Given Free with This Issue.
Wiring should be carried out in
the order indicated by the small
letters, that ié, all those points
marked a should first be connected together with one wire,
or as few wires as possible,
then all those points marked b,
and so on.
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"W.M." Shield' Unit is
Connected to Any Existing Receiver,
either Valve or Crystal
How the
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any Ch ance.
come across any difficulty
write to us just the. samewe CTe always glad to be
of the greatest possible serVice

by

Io

our readers
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or two write and let us know
what you think of it
we
havent any doubt bui that

If

Wiring should be carried out
with No. iS-gauge tinned-copper
wire or preferably with Glazite,
which has an insulating covering
of various colours. The colours
can be chosen to correspond with
the coloured wiring lines shown
on the Structograph: for instance, red, yellow and blue
wiring could be used whete red,
red-and-white and black are
indicated on the coloured plate.
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Diagram showing How Wheatstone
Bridge Principle . is Applied to
Balance the Internal Capacity of a
Valve.
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Details of Cabinet for- the
"W.M." Shield Unit.
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Completed "W.M." Shield Unit with Tablet. on Panel for Noting Adjustments.''
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Photograph of the "W.M." Shield Unit in Course of Construction.
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and .0003-microfarad flaed
.0005or Dubili«,
(Vates,
condensers.

Mullard, Watmel, Igranic, Edisan.)

Shield. (Burne-Joiles.)
Cardboard former, 2 ¡fl. diameter nd
3 in. long.
(Unica
Cabinet and baseboard.
Cabinet Co.)

NOTE :-The particular coupuents
shown in the photographs and allowed
the Structograh are in each
f or in
case nice fiorsed first.

ConstTuCt?Ofl
The first step in -the Construction
is to drill the panel according to the
Structograph, hich shows the positions and centres of the holes necessary for mounting the components.
The variable condenser, which requires four holes for fixing purposes,
i mounted on the right-hand sidé of
the panel, with thé filament rheostat
directly underneath. In the centre
of the panel the one-hole fixed neutralising condenser is mounted.
The two injut and two output terminals are bo'ted to the left and
right edges of the panel respectively.
Before the remainder of the components are mbunted on the baseboard the construction of the tuning
coil should be begun. The coil is
wound on a cardboard former, 210.
in diameter and sin. long, having
one end plugged with a circular piece
of wood, through the centre of which
a hole is drilled for fixing purposes.
The secondary winding is oijndon first, and consists of 90 turns of
No. 26-gauge d.c.c. wire, the two
ends being threaded through holes in
the former, leaving a free length of
about 6m, for connections.
The aperiodic aerial coil is wound
over the secondary coil, and consists
of io turns of a thick-gauge wire

'i

-

-

.

(No. i8-gauge dcc. or insulated
flex).
Holes in the cardboard former are
also proided for fixing the ends of
this coil, and the sanie free lengths
are left for connecting purposes.
The completed coil is then screwed
down to the baseboard, together with
the lid of the shield, the fixing screw
passing through the hole in the
centre of the wooden plug and the
centre of the shield lid.
holes are drilled in dia-

To

metrically opposing positions in the
shield itself, through which the connections to the coils are threaded.
Finally, a hole is drilled in the top
of the shield, to which a terminal ïs
bolted for the purpose of earthing the
shield.

these components can be clearly seen
from the photographs and the Struc-

tograph.
By closely following the Structograph. wiring is a very simple matter.
The Structograph shows grid,
filament-lighting and plate circuits
iii blick, red and red-and-white respectively.
Each connection is marked with a
small letter of the alphabet to indicate the sequence in which the wiring should be accomplished.
All those terminals marked a, for
instance, should be joined together
first, with one wire, or as few \vires
as possible.
To avoid confusion, we recommend
the use of Glazite connecting wire,
which hascoloured insulating cover-

With reference to the variable ings.
double-value condenser, this has been
slightly modified to suit the circuit. Coil Connections
The small knob projecting from the
lt should be noted that the ends
main dial supplied with this con- of the aperiodic aerial coil are coñdenser was screwed out so that the nected to the aerial and earth tertwo sets of moving plates were insu- minals, while the ends of the -secondlated from each other.
ary coil are connected to the two sets
The complete knob and dial was of moving vanes of the variable conthen removed and the thin shaft on denser, one to each. Both sets of
which the small knob was originally fixed -plates are joined to the shield
fitted was sawn off and a McMichael and through a fixed condenser to the
vernier dial fitted to the main filament of the valve.
spindle.
Battery connections are provided
The original.,.4ial and knob, of for by three lengths o'f rubber flex
course, may b& retained if the opera- soldered to the proper leads in the
tor makes sure that the small knob Is set (refer to Structograph) and
always unscrewed.
taken out through a hole drilled in
On the baseboard, which measüres the back of the cabinet. These leads
5m, by gin. by iin., the remainder of are for connections to L.T. positive
the components are mounted, includ- and negative and t9 H.T. positive.
ing the' valve holder, anode coil
The unit is connected up exterholder, aerial and secondary coils, nally in the following manner As
together with the shield and the five previously indicated, the aerial and
fixed condensers.
The,, positions of earth leads are clamped in the two
:
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A Special "Wireless Magazine" Design.
terminals on the left-hand edge of
the panel. On the right-hand edge
the upper output terminal is joined
across to the aerial terminal of the
receiver, and the lower output terminal to the earth terminal of the receiver.

Note that the earth tenu mal of
the receiver should diso be connected
to earth.,

Suitable Valve.
The chàice of a valve depends on
those being used in the actual
receiver, If - or 6-volt valves are
being used we recommend an Osram
DES HF. ;for 4-volt valves, DE3B,
and for 2-volt valves, an Osram
DE2 H.F. Other well-known makes
can be used.
For the plate coil a No. 250 Igranic
honeycomb type or its equivalent will
lie found suitable,

tor. Should neutralisaûin 'be found
difficult ve advise Constructors to try
components
farther
spacing the
apart, paying particular attention to
the 'separation of plate and grid leads.

Having connected the unit to the
receiver in the manner indicated,
turn on the filament rheostats of the
unit and receiver, and, by adjusting
the variable condenser of the unit
and tuning the receiver in the usual
flay, tune-in the local station.
-.

Maximum

Strength.

As each station is tuned-in the
reading of the dial should be noted on
a slip of paper.
\Ve have used this unit with great
success and on a series of tests it vas found that the, interference
caused by an oscillating receiver to
which the unit.. w as connected was
completely elimbiated.

.

Adjust the controls until the niaximum signal strength is obtained;
after which the filament rheostat of
the unit is turned off, till leaving
the set in a receptive condition.
Signals will probably still be héard
and the neutralising condenser should
be so adjusted that they become practically inaudible.
If the wiring of the receiver is too
crowded difficulty will be experienced
in neutralising the unit, and on the
complete neutralisation depends its
efficiency as an'interference elimina-

Selectivit and Sen.itivity..

-

Selectivity is greatly increased at
the expense of only one extra control and at the same time the sensitivity of the receiver was increased
by an amount that made it possiblè
to tune-in stations that, without the
Unit, could not be received.
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Photograph of the ".W.M." Shield Unit Compietezy Wired ami Ready tor Use.
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THE British Broadcastig
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J.C.W.REITH.:
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.

.

Coni-

pany can, and
claim that
for four years it has run broadcast¡ng as a public
The recent
Committee on brodcasting has recommended that the company should
shortly b reorganised as a public
service.
Many, therefore, will ask
themselves why it has becQme necessary to reorganise a public service,
admittedly successful as such, intoa public service.

New

Tiihiic

Ideals?
Is the change (from .the point of
view of the listener) merely one of
form, or is there some subtle implication that new ideals and conceptions of " public service " are to be
substituted for those hitherto followed? Is t a case of " new lamps
for old," or one of enabling the old
lamps to burn more brightly?
l'he answer to these questions will,
I think, be evident to those who have

-

has been specially written
the Editor's invitation

cratic, alert or devoid of vision-irrespective of whether the ends it subserves are public or private ends; and
whatever corrective to inefficiency
there maybe hi the (not seldom overrated) " stimulus of competition
does not in any case apply to British
broadcasting, which admittedly must.
form a unified
As regards administrative efficiency,
therefore, there is no need to
suppose that the change from
indirect to direct public mntrol w ill involve retrogression. it
On
should, and must, be obiated.
the contrary, the support and confidence that the Government (any
Government) will accord to a publicly
appointed Corporation is neeessarily
fuller and more effective than that
which a Government department can
accord to a public-uthity company of
commercial origin working under- its
control. 1nd, admInistratively, fuller
support ought to mean either increased financial resources or greater
freedom in their allocation and employment, or both.

sstem..

j

at

the secondary sphere of machinery,
the tractive effort required of a locomotive is minimal hen the train has
reached full speed..
Perfection, indeed, is unauainabte,.
and even a convergent approximation
to it is very far ahead of us yeÑ
immensé and not. yet measurable
efforts of will and intellect, of
material push and pull, have still to
be put forth, for in both domains we
are only at the beginning.

-

-

Overcoming Inertia
In our most confident moods f
retrospect, ve of the B.B.C. hardly
claim more than that we have overcome the starting inertia. It would
seem-judging by some of the evidence given before the Broadcasting
Committee-that we have not even
overcome all of that.
.

But, however they interact, spirit
and system stand to one another as
prime mover and machine.
n the
Its
case of broadcasting, the prime mover
read the Committee's report.
is-adapting Nietzsche's phrase-the
clear intent is that the old lamps
should be retained, and, indeed,
\Vill-to-serve."
It is an insistent
will, perhaps, like most emanations of
safeguarded. That, rather than any
the European soul. It is much more
necessity for reformed administra- Need of Fu,ds
tion, is the motive for the forthoom:ctually we are most anxiously positive than a mere willingness to
ing constitutional changes; and concerned that the funds ontnbuted please, and it inevitably leads to our
no higher compliment could have for the purpose of the service will not being criticised as being possessed
been paid to the present Board be withheld from us There seems a of another Nietzschean devil-the
than the recognition that it has (langer of this happening in consider-. " \Vill-to-power." One of the objects
of the coming reconstruction is, we
approved a standard of practice able degree.
As I have said before, administra- trust and believe, to allow a wider
and outlook which only an independent public Corporation, appointed by tive efficienc, however we look at it, scope for the
" 'Will-to-serve."
the Crown, can be sure of upholding. is only the means to an end. It is Another may be to eliminate in
the end----" public service " :in the advance the possibility of the micro"
"Public Servicé
major sense-that is primary. And phone being employed as an engine
Public service " is primarily, in yet there is an intimate interplay be- of the " Will-to-power."
fact, a standard and an outlook, and tween end and means.
Dante teaches that, in this primary No Evclusivity
only seèondarily a form of adminisLet no one suppose, however, that.
tration. Administratively, any big sphere of purpose, all effort both of
and complex organisation may he will and of intellect ceases when their because we are imbued-and strongly
good' or bad-smooth or bureau- activity ¡s at a maximum; just so, in imbued-with the will to serve, we

wo

--

-

-

-
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look for any administrative unity. doing the public not a servicè but
What e can and must aim at is disservice to %ithhold from it the
unity of outlook, the idea of service non-partisan review-,, the neutral1
ground' debate, or even the party
as a ruling principle for all concerned.
It is not an unattainable ideal, but leaders' pronouncements, on the
much remains to be done before it is question of the day. Indeed, with a
realised on any large scale. Rarely, press organised, as ours is, on party
if ever, has a new mode of dis- lines, broadcasting may often be the
continent.
only medium by which the problems
Technically it rs of such subtlety seminating in formation or entertain
that its operation can only be figured, ment created such alarm and hostility of our collective life can be presented
never shovn-of such range that eren in the circles of vested interests as fairly and c!early to the community as
Even a whole.
low-power staons must not talk in broadcasting did in 1922-3.
the same frequency unless separated now, in 1926, some of the oppositioa
Flexibility of Institutions
by many hundreds of miles-and of remains recalcitrant.
may
be
fair,
be
added
that
To be
it should
such frailty that. reception
Difficulties of exactly the opposite.
spoilt by a neon advertisement or a a very small part 'of the opposition kind have been prophesied by some
leaking power-main in the listener's rested upon artistic misgivings; but it of our candid friends over the new
is equally fair to ourselves to say that authority's presumed ability to dea
neighbourhood.
the greater part of the opposition was, with the individualism and ' temperaand is, based on motives of self- ment" of artists. But I suggest that
Uniform Control
interest. One imputes no blame for in this matter, as in some others,
These peculiarities necessitate not this,, for it must be remembered that Cassandra
has failed to allow for the
onlv control, but control on a uniform the public-service conèeption of broad- flexibility of our institutions.
system, and according to a unitorm casting has only become familiar
The prospect of a governmental
policy-at any rate ithin the limits through experience, and even now assessment and classification of, say,
of a state of normal European size- awaits Parliamentary sanction before entertainers as
'" singers, comic.
for without such uniformity, there is
t is formally stabilised.
female, Class Il " and so forth, is so
"
for
vhat
responsibility
due
neither
But I do suggest that the time is absurdly remote as to be a fit-subject
goes out," nor binding law against ripe for a change of outlook on the for harmiess fooling.
mutual heterodvning by stations, nor part of those interests that still
As I have said already, in broadeffective aid th the listening public in remain suspicious, aloof or over- casting affairs
administration is
other troubles.
exigent. For they too, according to second.irv to outlook. The artist's
But, with all this, radio broadcast-- the wider conceptions of to-day, are gifts, in hatever form they
cona
ing is far too big to be the concern
shculd be-broadcasters.out-the
tragic, the grave, the dainty,
merely of those vlio are in charge of
the coAnic-have no meaning apaLt
the microphones and the transmitters. Wider conceptions
from the sers ice of his fellow-men.
They have no monopoly of the publicIn other fields, also, these wider But in that service, so. far as we ar?
service outlook, which should be-and conceptions
are bound to make their concerned with it, there is room-a3
eventually vil -be-common to all influence felt presently. One of these there is need-for almost all the
who ;nitiate, transmit, or facilitate the
talents.
is the " controversial " talk subject.
reception of broadcast programmes.
During the years of probation, anl
Besides the managing authority:
before it had been demonstrated that Mechanical Limitations
artists ami
tI'e statesmen, jecturers,
Not for all, of course, on account of
the very power of the microphone
preachers, the engineers, manufacdeveloped the habit of cautiön in those the technical limitations of oar
turers,
traders,
amateurs
and
who used it, it was hardly to be ex- medium, and the characteristic contechnical journalists-all collectively pected that the licensing authority ditions of home listening.
But
fire, as it were, producers to whom the
would concede an uncensored freedom though there may be gaps in the
rnllions vlio listen stand in the rela- to the exploiting company; and even series, the range of the possibilities
lt is production now, probably, that freedom of dk- extends, like the range of human
tion of consumers.
-output-that serves the public.
cretion would not be given save to a moods, froni the sublime to the
body t1ìat was at Once public and non- simple.
-No Officialised Broadcast. ;s
We do not forget that our medium
partisan.
But, happily, a place has been, found is itself one of the sublime wonders
The broadcasters (in this vider
of the universe and not to be
sense of- the word) could never be for such a body in our elastic constiofilcialised even if the managing tutional system, and with its creation vulgarised. But we have read, and
moral of Anatole
organisation became so-for, widely tlie question of controversial topics marked, the
varied as are listeners' tastes ar1 takes on an altogether differe'it France's beautiful story " Our Lady
For, while the use of the and the Juggler."
needs, they are not more varied than aspect.
artists' talents, speakers subjects. microphone to aid
preachers' modes of appeal and news- and abet a " Willto-power" must
getters' " stories.''
In all this diversity it is useless to be prevented, it is

daini, for ourselvés any exclusivity in
the right to serve. Our medium,
It is able to
indeed, is peculiar.
transcend frontiers, to annihilate
time-lag, to reach the intimate fireside, to speak in the ear of the sick,
to raise the hue and cry over a

-or

I:

..
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Group Programmes
WHEN are ve going to.hear a
trial run of those new groupedstations programmes in which each
group of stations would use the same

programme and the saine wavelength
and so make our choice of type of
programme a niere matter of wavelength adjustment?
The idea seems to me a most
entertaining one, and I have been
looking forward for some time to the
preliminary tests.
Do you remember the details of the
scheme? As far as we listeners are
concerned it would mean that, if we
wanted a programme of jazz and

--

do not see how you can get more
than three groups with those stations.
Even with only three groups, you
cannot cover the ground very
thoroughly.
My best set of three groups each
containing three main broadcasting
stations was as follows
i. London, Manchéster, Glasgow.
2. Cardiff, Belfast, Aberdeen.
Birmingham,
Bournemouth,
.
Newcastle.
\Vhat is your best set?
I

Perhaps the above two examples
are a trifle extréme as illustrations
of our different pronunciations,. but
they serve to show the need for a
happy medium in our pronunciation
of the English language.
I am glad that the B.B.C. is trying
to find such a happy medium. There
is no better vehicle for the spreading
of a standard pronunciation of our
language than our broadcast system.

Ñ

.(-Ç

Lightning and Atmospherics
The Happy Medium

American wireless scientist,
Has it ever struck you how difficult who has made an extensive study of
it would be for an announcer, when
-.
speaking by simultaneous broadcast
through all stations, to please everybody over the matter of his pronunciation of our English language?
Usually, an announcer speaking
Loo! for a flash-then lisien.
through
all stations from the London
A hztkg-a1ky nighL
studiôs adopts the pronunciation
such-like music, we should have to peculiar to southern England, and the effect -of lightning- on wireless
reception, suggests that valuable orl
chance our arm (or rather hand) on talks in this fashion
may he done. by any listener who will
three hundred nietres, say. If we
kabCorliftars are now ovah, but the
wanted classical music we should have
barge is rapidly kain,ning to the front watch for lightning flashes and note
in the London rest-o-rarnts.
the resultant atmospherics in his
to tune-in on three hundred and fifty
pronunciation, receiving set.
such
a
With
metres, say. Similarly, if we wanted
If you want to carry out an inan educating talky-talky evening, we
An

c

-

should adjust our dials to four huñdred metres, say. The latest broadcast play would be obtainable on four
hundred and fifty metres, say, and,
if we desired John Henry, the Vicar,
The Roosters, or some other entertainers, ve should put our -controls
to the fie-hundred metre mark, say.
What interested me most about the
scheme was the probable way in
which the main broadcasting stations
would be grouped in order to cover
as much ground as possible with each
group and therefore with each type

ofprogramme.

of

vestigation

r
Apt

to be sarcastic.

listeners in the .North are apt to be a
little critical, i not a little saicastic.
Suppose, however, that. the announcer pleased his northern listeners
by speaking in this manner
Collyfiours are now over, but the cabbidge is rapidly kununiiig to the fruiit
in the Lundzìn rest-yer-anix.
Why all the listeners in and around

have tried various groupings of Lohdon for miles would arise in their
the main broadcasting stations; and anger and telephone to Savoy Hill.
I

103

this kind,

all

you

have to do is to place your wireless
indow when there aré
set near a
thunderstorms about, put on yo
nhones. switch on. look for si liøhtning flásh, and then listen.
No, it is not quite as dangerous a
game as you might think. Of course,
jf yoú use a loud-speaker, you need
inove the receiving set at all, but
just go to the window yourself.
With a loud-speaker, there is practically no danger to the observer provided he keeps vell away from .the
-

nt

Still, even with a loud-speaker
should not let the storm, come too
near before turning over the earthing
set.
L

-

.
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My

Under
itch to safety. The set might get
a nasty wallop, you know.
I have often listened to the approach of a thunderstorm as shown
by the increase in the severity of the
atmospherics to be heard in my loudspeaker. I have always made it a
s

Aerial (ontinued)

lt sounded to mc more like a have been glancing through the ad'ercradding groler. You're a very tisement pages of the most recent
American wireless periodicals to-day,
brave man, you know."
and I have been well repaid for my
" In what way?
Daring to listen-in when there trouble by a discovery of the following
innovations
are thunderstorms so near. '
(i)
Wiring harness," a kind of
But ¡ am helping in an investiga-

:-

tion into the range of atmospherics,
and I really must not fail to carry
out my observations on a Friday
evening, you know."
Funny what a lot of risks some
people will take in the cause of
science, isn't it? Anyhow, good luck

A crackling growler.

then

rule, though, to switch off as soon as.
ever I could see a flash of lightning.

:

:

especiaHy to my old friend.

¿
What's New?

A Meteorologist at Home
Speaking of atmospherics reminds
me that when I called on my meteoro..
logical friend last Friday e\ening I
found him sitting before his threevalve set with his phones on.
Nothing unusual about that, you
say. Wait a minute, though. First
of all, my meteorological friend does
not like phones; he hates them_
they make his ears hum like the
engines of an aeroplane. He invariabl- uses a loud-speaker.
Secondly, there was a thunderstorm
raging in the icinity. So near vas
this thunderstorm that you could
occasionally see the zigzag path of thé
real lightning. In fact, it was because of this thunderstorm that I had
switched off and gone round to see
my frieid of the "Weather Brewery,"
as F. W. Thomas so aptly calls it.
My friend
as too occupied with
his listening to takeany notice of me,
so I sat down in a chair close to
him and his sèt. He vas amusing
himself making pencil lines on a
sheet of squared paper.
Suddenly, there was a loud crasji of
thunder and a rea! nasty noise in my
friend's phones. So loud vas the
noise in the: phones that I .thouglt
m' fiiend of the veidier forecasts
must have. received a nasty smack.
However, he reassured me by taking
off the phones and speaking to me.
Rather a nasty one that last ohe,
wàsn't it? " he asked.

I have been trying to find out from
various sources what new component
parts are likely to appear in large
numbers in the wireless shops this

coming autumn.
So far, I have obtained very little
evidence of the likelihood of there
being
any
rèalry
new
wireless
instruments to tempt us during
the next few months. Ever)thing
that the great
goes to
show

(iv) A " reel "aerial.
The last of this " lii' bunch " is a
copper-ribbon aerial which winds in
and out of a case in the same way in
which a measuring tape winds in and
out of its leather case. 'ihe price,
however, of this reel aerial is a trifle
on the high side, being five " beans,"
the equivalent of a " Fisher.'"

I,.

'f-

Tonics

.

%Vhen a
wireless receiving set
shows signs .of being " run down a
little ' what is the best tonic to
administer to it?
Yes, I can see you shaking your
head and looking very wise while
you say to me

lt

:-

all depends."
Depends on what? " I ask.
Er--well," you reply, "
er-tue high-tension battery has been
in use a few months, the best tonic

er-if-

Improvemenis are ahrniys laking place.

feature of the autumn and ; inter.
vilt be that we shall reap the
full benefit of the many improvements
v bici have been made this year in
the design and manufacture of the
old, familiar component parts.
To take one example, the variable
condenser: if you compare the new
autumn variable condensers with the
condensers you bought only a yeal
ago, you will see what wonderful
strides have been made the last twelve
months in manufacture.
As you know, irnproements are
always taking place in the design and
manufacture of valves, and, during
the coming autufnn, we shall not be
disappointed in the number of new
types of valve v hich will be put before
us when we. wish to make a valve
l)ecidedlv;" I repIiel.
it purchase.
Really novel wireless innvations
a hiss, a craekleor a growle?
I think it wa a long drawn-out are about as scarce in America just
.. ov
as they are here in England. I
hissing crackle.'".
....
-

\a'

insulated cable to be used for connecting up a set;
(ii) A novel form of " capacity elemont " (variable condenser);
(iii) A " doughnut coil " (toroidal);
and

.

104.

might be a new battery."
Good," I reply, " but how about
gingering the old battery up with a
few new flash-lamp batteries, or a
new fifteen-volt unit?
1'he effect
be just as good."
It might not be as lasting," you
rightly say.

might

Supposing, though, the voltmeter

Tonics.

shows the high-tension battery to be
full of beans, what about a tonic
then?
Rather a difficult question, the last
one, isn't it? Assuming a new hightension battery is not required, there
are so many tonics to ry
Fkst of all, I suppose, one might
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try a new valve.

If you are like me,
though, you are by no means given
to purchasing rev valves on the offchance of improving your reception.
Other possible tonics are :-A new
accumùlator or a new charge to the
old accumulator, a new grid coñdenser or leak, and last but not least
in importance, a new aerial or earth,
or both.

Cum

Grano Salis

Do you cdnider it. a good plan
to pour a quantity of salt vater over
'our earth, George? " 1 asked the

other evening.
Certainly," George replied, " pro-

-

was

result

TH

With

remarkable.

simple crystal set, he picked
up in one evening all the B.B.C.
station, main and relay, thirty-eight
Continental stations, and five hundred
and forty-one American stations, He
would have added considerably to his
already large hag had his earth not
put a stòp to his reception by trying
to jump over his aerial."
George, my boy, yod ought to
write books, you really ought. If
only you could develop your imagination a little, you would achieve farne
as the Baron Munchausen of wire-

less."

a

Earth's Charge

A.gooddeal of speculation

is being
made these days in scientific circles
as to the effect of the earth's magnetic and electric forces on wireless
transmissiòn and reception.
Being a little hazy ìn the subject
of the earth's magnetic and electric
forces, I asked my meteorological

.

¿.

The "bar

".

type.

.

vided it is fresh."
Don't he silly, George. How
could salt water be fresh? There's
salt vater in the sea and fresh water
in the river, but there is no. such
thing as fresh salt water."
I thought I liad him for once, but
he replied
" Oh yes, there is.,'
Where is it to be found then? "
I asked.
It is not to be found. You make
it," he replied.
How do you make it then? "
By dissolving common salt or
sodium chloride in common water or
aitch-two-oh with a little comimn
sense. If the salt has only been dissolved in the water a few hours, say,
it is fresh salt water. See?

friend to give me the latest informaThe H.T. Nuisance
tion.
or
two,
highFor the last week
the
I suppose -you knv that the
tension battery has been my biggest
earth
acts as a huge nuígnet of the
highmy
own
wireless nuisance--not
tension battery, for that lias been bar type," he remarked.
Yes, the isobar type," I sugbehaving quite nicely, thank you, but
high-tension batteries belonging to gested humbly.
My suggestion was repudiated with
other people.
You see, it is Ìike this. A few a scornful look and my meteorological
months ago I advised three beginners friend proceeded
In addition to its being a great
in wireless about their high-tension
magnet,
the earth possesses a negabatteries.
tive
charge
of electricity. This negaI told them that, with care, their
batteries should last from six to tive charge on the earth and the
positive ions of electricity in the
tv1vc mnntlis
atmosphere attract each other and so
a current is caused to flow from air
to earth. How this air-earth current
is maintained is an unsolved mys-

You're quibbling, George, in
order to evade an answer to my
question."
Nothing of the sort. If you pour
fresh salt water over your earth, you
improve reception. On the other
hand, if you pour old salt water over
your earth, you increase the coefficient
of damping."
" Does pouring fresh salt water
over your earth really improve reception, George? "

Surely, though, there is a theory,
there not? " I asked.
Bcginne7s in Wireless.
There have been two theories,
Now the three of them have been both of which have failed to hold
complaining to me recently that their vater.''
" Electricity, ou mean."
high-tension batteries have petered
" It is immaterial. The first theory
out after only a few months' service,
whereas ¡ told them that the batteries was that rain restored the balance by
bringing down negative electricity.
would last a year.
I asked each one of the three how Observations showed, however, that
many hours a day they used their sets, rain brought down positive electricity
nd the reply in each case vas" about more often than negative elec-

!

-

tery.''
is

-

five or six

The old

salt

in

the water.

Rather, and then some. I know
a man who did wonders by pouring
fresh salt water over his earth.
Every day he measured out his little
dose and-put it by. When he had
saved his daily dose for a whole year,
he made up a gallon of solution and
poured it over his earth.
78

1

hours."

How can anybody expect a hightension battery to last for six months
when it is in use daily for six hours
or more?
I think, in future, when I am asked
by a beginner in wireless how long
his high-tension battery ill last, I
shall do the usual rough calculation
and divide the answer by two. Then
perhaps I shall get a little bit nearer
the truth for these good wireless folk
who work their sets so much.
Yes, it is an excellent idea to give
half the usual answer in these cases.

tiicity."
" So the rain theory was a washout," I remarked as I helped myself

to an acid drop.
Yes, it did not reign for long."
I passed my meteorological friend
the acid drop to which he was entitled and he went on
The second theory was that lightfling brought down negative electricity
and so maintained the earth's negative charge."
That sounds a likely enough

:-

theory,"

I

remarked.

So it does, or rather did, until

105
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Halyard's
observations proved that the electric
charge brought down by lightning is
as often positive as negative."
' What is the effect of the earth's
magnetic force and the earth's electric
diarge o.n wireless? "
That is not a fair question to ask
nie. ¡ am a meteorologist, not a
wireless expert."
For myself, I thought it a fine
question to ask him, but there you
are, you see, one never knows, does

one?
1

Broadcasting Overseas
A fortnight ago to-day a near relatien of mine left us to try his fortune

Thoughis of home.

in New Zealand. A week ago to-day
a family I know set sail for Regina,

Canada.
These two departures coming so
quickly one after the other made me
think what an excellent thing it
would be if we had one high-power
long-distance broadcasting station
here in England, capable of reaching
out consistently to those distant lands
where are so many of our friends.

Chat on the Month's Topics
friends the other side of the Atlantic
had been able to hear me.

The Record
Being very full of interest in this
matter of a wireless district championship, I discussed the thing with
District Wireless Numbers
George, who, as you know, is my
Where does your district figure in hundred per cent., and then some,
the wireless championship tests ini technical adviser on all matters apperwhich the determining factor is the taming to wireless.
number of aerials per number of
' George," L said, " there is a
houses?
village in Rutlandshire in which there
Perhaps ,you may not be able to are velve houses."
make an exact count of aerials and
"You mean eleven houses and a
houses, but you must have a rough pub.," said George, who has travelled
idea as to your " district wireless much and far and will yet go farther.
number."
It is of no consequence," I said.
I think that the district wireless
number of my ewn particular district
must be somewhere round about one
in ten. That is to say, on the
average, there is one aerial to ever
ten houses.
For the road in which I live the
number is one in six, mine being the
only aerial in a short road containing
six houses.
Rather a low district wireless
number, one in ten, isn't it?. I don't
think I shall write to the wireless
papers about it. All the same,
sider it a very satisfactory district
wireless number, and I am not in the
least perturbed at its comparative
lowness.
You see we happen to be between
forty and fifty miles away from the
nearest broadcasting station,
d,
although the experienced wiretess
i

.

The important thing is that.therc
are twelve houses in this village and
eleven of those houses have wireless

Tie

record.

Pretty good, isn't it? Eleven
houseswith sireless Out of a possible
twelve."
sets.

" Fairish,"
" I suppose

said George.
you know that, as good
a record as it is, it has been beaten."
"

In a certain parish in
Yes.
Oxfordshire every house has a wire:
less set. That is a record, of course,
which cannot be beaten."
" I do not agree with sou. That
record can be beaten.
But it cannot."
" But it can.. Get your hat and
come along with me and I'll show
'

I have lived in the province of
British Columbia for a while, and I
spent the greater .part of a year in
Ottawa, Ontario, and I know what
(
it is to long for a sight of dear old
you."
England, thousands of miles away.
George took me a short walk of
Rather low in
¿ISfrkI.
The next best thing to a sight of
half a mile, or so and pointed at a
England, v hen one s far away across enthusiast can .ick up the high-poer house standing at a corner between
the seas, is a voice from the old station and one or two of the main two roads. It was a fairly large
:

-

country. I can imagine the effect of
hearing speech from London on an
emigrant listening-in in some lonely
spot on the great prairies, of the
l)ominion of Canada.
Apart from the joy such a highpower
long-distance broadcasting
statiun would bring to those overseas,
I think such a station would make
our broadcasters do even better than
they do now.
I have had the great pleasure of
speaking from two of our main broadcasting stations some little time ago.
I know what it would have meant to
nie if I had thought thai my many

broadcasting arid relay stations on a
simple crystal set, the crystal receiver
is not a practical proposition for the
broadcast listener.
Before I came to live where I am
now I was in a district within fifteen
miles from 2L0. The district wireless number for that locality must
have been something like four in five.
There were very few houses without
aerials in those parts.
All the same, as regards wireless
reception, I prefer my present district
with its low district wireless number.
There is so much less interference
from oscillating receivers.

house.

"

Count the aerials," said George.
How many do you make of them? "

Four," I replied.
There you are then, four aerials
to one house.
That beats your
Oxfordshire parish with its one aerial
to a house."
I had to admit it. There is no
getting round George on matters of
wireless.
Perhaps I ought to say that subsequent inquiry showed that there were
four different families living in four
separate sections of George's record.
breaking house.
HALYARD.

"
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amateurs whc twanta

good component w a low

lOtL

price.

The plates are of aluminium, as ¿ire he ¿nd
i

pieces, which are c ist.
These condense rs are
made by K. Raym ond, of
Lisle Street, W.C.s

particular intrest

Of

iviecnanwaiiy w eu con.
structed, the new R aymond
straiglit-line-freque icy condenser will prove useful to

to those who wish to keep

tidy are the Lewcos battery leads for HT.
connections.
T/zeH.T. leads
are so arranged
that two different
voltages can be
tapped off.
The London
Electric Co. and
Smiths, Ltd., 0/
Playhouse Yard,
Golden Square, E.C, are the manufasturers.

wouna wun
and thus

wire

.

having a constant resistance,

Varley

Bi-

duplex
anode
resistances are
made of óo,000
and 100,000 ohms value.
Each resistance is supplied with an'
ebonite base and clips.
Tite manufacturers are the
Varley
Magnet Gp., of Bloounfield Road, Woolwich,
-

S.E.r8.

ouItisc1ad

their sets
and L.T.

quency resistance has been ,-educed. The
address of the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.,
is 149, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

andthus the elements for the

Old dry cells

can

easily
converted into
be

new wet battery

'

wetH.T.batterHaving a capacity range of approximately 2 to 38 micromicrofarads, the Gambrell Neutrovernia condenser is
particularly useful where very fine capacity adjustnients
have to be made.
A particularly neat indicating dial is supplied for
Use

:.

-

with these condensers.

of the direct-reading
type and is attached directly
to the condenser.

rrnCTIOr (OUÍ.T

Tending, by virtue of i/s design, to remain upright, the
under surface of he Sarbolt aerial insulator also remains
dry and eliminates surface leakage due to damp.
.

Ho

-

FOR

HcLLoupo&uR

I

-

-

The carbons
from old cells

.

\

J

BWD
.

stow,

E. 7,
I

make these zinc
plates.

Although they have been on the market
only a short time, Dimic coils are already
well known amongst amateurs.
The number of coils has now been
extended to cover a wavelength range of
approximately 65 to 4,600 metres when
used with a .0005-microfarad variable
condenser.
The makers are L. jilcMichael, Ltd., of
Hastings House, Norfolk S/reel, S/rand,
W.C.2.

e

It will be seen
that holes are provided for adjusting

-

-

Fwoc. wnî.

,.-'

that illustrated.

are aireadyconnected in series.
Cole& Vincent,
of 147, Barclay
Rd., Waltham-

.

oijuTrOT

LARThI.Ii

.Ç

uNDIrlG

It is

The manufacturers are
Gambrell Bros., Ltd., of 76,
Victoria Street, SW.,.

f

les by the use of
zinc plaies like

are screwed into
the spring clips

PIe1ELL.

I

-

\n.oA1.
.

\

WIRF

yarding to the slant
-f the aerial.
The inanufaclurers are
the
Hat/on'
Supply
Co:, of Ha/ton,
Middlesex.
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by Wiréless.- Uñawares!

THE compliment paid by one of
our old essayists to a famous
woman, when he said that" to have
loved her was a liberal education,"
may be applied to the wisely cultivated love of wireless.
Looking back on the stages traversed in a country home by the
unscientific members of the family
in their discoveries in this marvellous
new world, one observes three phases
through which probably the
majority of listeners has
passed
(i) An attitude of hostility towards a nusisance,.
tempered by pity. This
coincided with early efforts
with crystal and Eiffel
Tower reception.
(2) An
amused trifling
with a toy to -be lightly
flung aside. This went with
our first valve and local

:-

the living .voice, particuIarly if it
happens to possess personality.
The fact is that parents, living a
retired country life; and inclined
to lose touch with things, are more
eager to listen than are their
children.
If anyone had proposed that they
should receive a course of instruction
in serious music at their age, they
would have regarded as absurd what

NOT A FRAME AERIAL-

-

.

- i

,.

station.
(3) A genuine wonder and
delight in a thing to be
taken seriously and gratefully. This goes with most
regular drawing-room reception.
But as a fourth step the
further discovery remained
to be made that we are
being educated unawares
besides, and that without
effort and irrespective of age.
This does not refer to the
regular afternoon transmissions to schools, but to the
informal education which is
proceeding apart from anything scholastic, and in the
widest sense of the word.
The younger members of a family
are so ready to take flight at the
mention of education, that the word
itself is to be kept in the background. To be caught with the
phones on is one way.
It s to be observed that the
difficulty of getting them put on at
an important point in the programme is about evenly balanced by
a reluctance to remove them.
This latter often results in a talk,
of which the announcement appeared
uninviting in cold print, being swaljowed by the curiosity inspired by

-:

/

i

-bui

r..

a carefu!ly-deigned 1oud-speaIcr!

they now find themselves undergoing.
The same applies to the revival
of our interest in English and
French literature, and in history
rendered to us in dramatic. form.
Pupils learning music, singing,
French, and even German, can all
get helped along their way; and this
year, besides the classes for schools
now regularly organised, university
lectures are being broadcast or

music be advanced to a valuable
extent, the contribution of the wireless set to his education is complicated when he is electrically inclined,
and he is liable to be less interested
in the matter received than in performing stunts with the adjustments.
From the standpoint of domestic
peace it is not advisable to possess a
home-assembled wireless set for
youth to experiment with; whilst
it is also questionable
whether it is suitable from
the science master's point of
view, because adjustments
have unaccountable ways of
acting which may conduce
to confusion of training.
Personally the murmuring
morse in the background
attracts me, sometimes to
the exclusion of the Test,
and in reading fragments of
it I sense the transoceanic
atmosphere of coast stations
and liners, which has something of the tonic effect of
the sea itself.
In the broader sense
of the word education we
are having our interest
awakened, sympathy widened, and our lives given a
more vivid contact with the
world by the ]istening-iñ
habit wisely used.
Beyond this there is the
fostering of corporate education, by linking us all up in
a national and international
fellowship, and inspiring
peace and goodwill.
The yet higher value of
broadcast preaching is beyond the scope of this article, but
must be thankfully reckoned in our
debt to the men of vision and faith
who confrol the B.B.C. How admirably they have contrived to make
entertainment and instruction go
hand in hand with a high moral
and religious tone has been lately
te tilled in the Ti,nes, by two such
-

liste n ers " as Lady
Harrowby and Lord Wolseley.
And we are on the way to the
"forecast."
realisation of yet grander things on
Though a musical boy may delight the ev of g eat developments in
in listening-in, and his knowledge of world-broadcasting.
J. E. Y.
"grateful
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A specil article, that should
be reäd by all those who

.

are interested in wireless
engineering as a career,
written for the "W.M." by
J. F.
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numerous courses
THERE,
open to the amateut who
wishes to turn professional, but
before you decide to take up some
branch of wireless vork as a profession you should make sure that you
are really interested. It is all very
well to play about with a receiver
occasionally and tune-in the different
broadcast stations; it is quite a different thing to have to do a particular
job day in and day out for years on

J
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-
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end.

Remember that now, when you experiment, you jlease yourself how and
when you do it, but that when you are
employed by some wireless firm you
will not be able to pick and choose.
Having convinced yourself on this
point the next thing to decide is which
side of wireless appeals to you most.
The more congenial you find your
work the more likely are you to be
successful. The time has long since
passed when one can be a really good
all-rôund wireless man. To become
really competent in any particular
branch of the subject you must
specialise, but this does not mean that
you needn't trouble to learn anything
outside your own particular work.
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merely as a necessary evil and
delighted only in tuning distant stations in when the set vas complete,
you are cut out for an operator.
Now a commercial operator is
called upon not Only to receive, but
Therealso to transmit, messages.
Interested for Some Years
fore you should, if at all possible,
Suppose, as it will be in the great obtain a transmitting licence and so
majority of cases, that you have been gain practical experience of this side
interested in eception for two or three of your future work before taking it
years. You will have built a number up professionally. Do not despise a
of receivers. Did you enjoy the build- permit to use an artificial aerial only,
ing of them? Or did you rush the should this be offered to you, as a
work through, being interested only transmitter constructed within the
limits thus imposed is quite sufficient
in their operation afterwards?
In the first case you may lind con- to enable you to study the problems
genial work by applying for a job in involved.
Before a transmitting 1icece of any
the workshop of some large firm engaged in the manufacture of broad- kind is issued to you it will be necesGood workmen are sary to prove that you can send and
cast receivers.
constantly wanted. If, however, you receive messages in the morse code at
looked upon the constructiona! work the rate of twelve words per minute.

Five letters will be counted as one
word for the purpose of this test, so
you will have to send and receive sixty
letters per minute, irrespective of the
actual number of words, which will
depend upon their length. You will
probably be tested for a period of five
consecutive minutes.

Commercial Speed
Although this speed is sufficient for
the purposes of an experimental
licence, it is practically useless cornmercially. You should therefore lose
no time in improving your speed
until you attain twenty-five words, or
one hundred and twenty-five letters.
per minute. You will have to become
proficient in morse transmission and
reception sooner or later. So why
not sooner?
It is now presumed that you are
prepared to go to sea as a wireless
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Becoming A Wireless Engineer
The length of time you will be at
operutor, for a few wears at least.
Positions in land stations are hard to school will vary between a few
get and ai-e greatly coveted by the months and a year, depending upon
majority of sea-going operatos-s (par- how far advanced you are when you
ticularly by those who ar married) begin. The fees will be proportionate,
who are naturally more fitted for so study spent while an amateur will
such positions as become vacant than not be wasted.
Perhaps your case is different from
would be a man without previous exeither of those already dealt with. lt
perience.
may be that you are interested
very little in tuning-in distant staP.M.G. Certificate
Before you can be employed on a tions or in building receivers, but are
ship, hovcver1 you will have to obtain Iceen only on eperimenting.. You
a certificate of pro&iency issued 1w
the P.M.G. after examination. There
are two grades of certificate, first and
second class. They cover the same
SET?
ground as regards theoretical arid
be
gad
to
advise
you
shall
We
and
of
wireless
practical knowledge
asso whic.Jz types of sets are the
the regulations gorning the use of
best for your personal use.
wireless apparatus at sea, differing
Tell us how much, roughly, you
only in the operating speed required.
wish Io spend; where you are
For a first-class certificate twenty
situated; what stations you
words per minute must be attained.
wish to receive; whether you
As each word containing an error will
intend to use phones or a loudbe deleted the speed at which recepspeaker; and we will advise you
tion vill be carried out during the test
as to the general lines 0/sets that
will answer your purpose.
vill exceed this, to allow for a few
errors. The test wiU last five minutes
Send your inquiry with coupon
and stamped
p. iii cover)
for sending and the same time for
receiving. As such. a large number S addressed envelope io'Buyers' Advice Bureau,"
of candidates obtain first-class certiWIRELESS MAGAZIr'E,
ficates at each eaamination a second- j
class certificate ¡s practically useless
and its eEistence may be forgotten.
i
It will be necessary for you, as a
would4e operator, to undergo a may even be an experienced hanscourse of instruction at some wireless mittei-. The job to suit you, then, is
college before sitting for examination. on the research or experimental staff
This is no reflection upon your ability of one of the large wireless concerns,
to master the theory of wireless by but such positions, usually highly
yourself, but tests vill be carried out paid, are liard to get. This is, for the
on a standard ship installation, and most part, a non-productive branch
you would have littl chance of find- of wireless as far as actual profit-making the various faults you wil have to ing goes, and naturally no firm can
trace, within a reasonable time, if you afford to maintain a veiy large staff
are not absolutely familar with the on this work.
Still, very few of the large wireless
particular apparatus on which you are
companies are without their laboraexam ned.
Before approaching- the wireless tories, and the positions which occacollege write to the various firms em- sionally become vacant are well
ploying operators and enquire whether worth trying for. The highest quali
or not there are likely to be any fications are, of course, absolutely
vacancies at the time you will have essential.
The construction of broadcast
qualified. Having obtained an answer
in the affirmative ask them which of receivers or the operation of a ship's
the wireless schools in your vicinity wireless installations will, of course,
they would recommend. lt is no use fail to satisfy the more ambitious
going to a college which teaches one amateur, at least for long. At the
system when you wish to enter the saine time he may be too practical to
service of a company using another wish for a position in a research
laboratory. If you are one of this
and entirely different system.

DO YOU WANT
TO BUY A

._1

(Continued)

class, and wish to reach the top of the
profession, you should aim at becoming a wireless engineer.
There is no recognised and standard
way of achieving this end. At least
there is, at present, no recognised
examination which can be passed and
which will at once stamp a man as
being a fully qualified wireless
engineer. Some men reach it through
the operaing stage.
Becoming first of all sea-going
operators, they next become sea-going
inspectors, further promotion making
them shore inspectors having a depot
at one of the large ports. Their duty
is then to inspect the installations of
such ships as call at the port, to
supply spares, information and instructions to the operators if necessary, etc.
From this they become installation
engineers, when their work consists
f installing
wireless apparatus
aboard ships, and they may eventually
find their way to a responsible position in the works of the firm by whom

tiey aie emploveiL
This progress, of course, is necessarily slow and none too sur. Many
years must elapse before a sm-going
operator becomes a wireless engineer.
The higher he climbs the more difficult is it. to proceed further, as the
more responsible positions are few in
number.
If you wish to becOme a 'ireiess
engineer as quickJ as possible you
will want to take a more direct

course.'
Ysu should become as fully qualified as possible at the outset.
If
you have had some years' practical

electrical experience the examination
of the Institute of Electrical Engineers
is open to you, and, when passed successfully, this will very materially help
you on your way.

i

University 'Degree

'Otherwise .ou can take a university
degree in electrical engineering,
specialising during the last year of
study in. high-frequency and wireless
work.
This done, you have, of course, still
to find a position where your qualifications v ill be of advantage. This may
be found either under the Government, in the Services, or in the emplow of one of the large commercial
wireless companies.
-
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NINE.
A
THREEUNIT.
SUPER-

HET

'1-The
Detecto&
I

-

Oscillato!'

Unit:

IN this and the two following system, each unit contains a defintc frequency power amplifying salves.
issues of the WIRELESS M.Gzn'a stage in the cycle of operations, ami
This artide, the first of the series
vell known that the farther of three, describes the first unit constages are separated ffom each taining the receiving and oscillating
the less evil effect will one or hetei-odvning valve.
have on its neighbours.
For the theory of the produetion of
Such separation is only rendered ai " beat" frequency caused by the
possible by the unit system in which oscillating valve, oui- readers are rethe incoming signais are received and ferred to previous ismes of this niagaheterodyned in the first unit, produc.. une in which explanations have
impressive appearance is obtainod. ing a beat frequency which is been piit4ihed at considerable lenguh.
The advanlages
Let it be suffif r o 01
obtained
tient to say here
building a superthat the whole
Excellent results have been obtained with the Cosmopolitan Ninehet on ths prin- i a special three-unit super-het designed, bui/i and tested by the
point of the superscaik - heterodyne
ciple are rnanif1d.
Wuiss MAGAZINE Technical S1a5-as will he seen from the table
method of recepIn the first
19.
of stations logged that appears on page
tion is to change
each unit may be
Twenty-five stations were heard ana! idenhfled in two evenings.
the wavelength of
constructed a a d
Each transmission was recewcd -on a loud-a peaker for not less than ten
t h e
incoming
tested by atseli
minutes and each programme was afterwards independently confirmed.
until it
ictions
signai to one hayMany more stations were iieard, but owing io almosplieric inierJerence
with a maximum
Ing a much higher
(the tests were made ¿n .the middle of July) they could not be logged,
Iìicienày.
value
at which
In this respect it
high-frequency
amCoditio mil be better when jou have built your Cosmopolitan
plification is cornmay be mentini
Nine!
that with a reparatively stable.
ceiver of this tipe
change of
mounted as a whole in one cabinet it amplified and 'rectified in the second waelengtli is accomplished by the
is often extremely difficult to trace unit and, finalhr, amplified at low- oscillating valve, producing waves
the cause of some defect, for the frequency in the third and last unit. which, when compounded with those
The first unit, therefore, contains received at the aerial, produce by the
reason that the preceding and followbeat "method a much longer waveing stages of heteroclyning or ampli- a receiving valve and an oscillating
fication, as the case may be, are apt valve; the second unit, four inter- length, modulated by the same
to hide the fault and cause confusion mediate-frequency amplifying valves speech or music frequencies that are
and a detector valve; whilst the third present in the incoming signal.
as to its position.
Again, br. enaì1oyJag the unit unit contains two special low-.
Jo effect, all that the oscillator

we are publishing details of a very
sensi five nine-valve supersonic-hetewdyne receiver built in three distinct
units and possessing the iatest developments in this type of receiver.
As will be seen from the photograph of the completed set in tile
heading above, a handsome and

it is
these
other
stage

-

pla,

I

.

.

.

.
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the transmitting
station
change
its
wavelength
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from
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to 5oo

200

I

any
particular wavebetveen
length
2,000 and Io,000
metres,
depending on the 'fixed
wavelength of the'
intermediate Irequencv amplifier.
Naturally, for
the reception of
stations on different wavelengths,
the frequency of
the
oscillations
emitted by the osdilator
vatve
must be changed
to a value that
will give the same
metres

"beat"
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Circuit Diagram of the Oscillator and Detector Unit,

-

One
of the
chief advantages
of the super-het

:

aerial is used haying a tapping.
The larger portion of the frame
aerial,
between
the tapping and
one end, constitutes the actual
receiving portion
of the aerial, and
is connected between the grid
(through
t h e
grid condenscr)oF

-

small
coil).

-

the fil-iment tern
perature of the

ment rheostats of

Referring
tc
circuit diagrani, it will be
seen
that
a
f r a ni e
special
the

i

i

4
-

L
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'

-

/

-

-

S

'
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-
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Completed Oscillator and Detector Unit.

and

simple?

-

fre-

vaRes
F u r thermore,
the tuning controis are located
on the pane! of
the first unit, so
that once the flla

L-MT*1

---

second

third units have
been turned on,
all the operating
is confined to the
first unit.
Could
anything be mare

(through a
pick - up

plate of the icceis
ing salve g%Ing
a very smooth re
control.
action
The incorporation
of this method of
lreaction is the
the
of
secret
super - sensitivity
i
of this receiver.

Dimensions
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H
Layout of Front Panel.
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Cosmopolitan
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(Continued)
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Photograph showing Disposition of Components of Oscillator and Detector Unit of the Cosmopolitan Nine.

The plate and grid of the oscillator
valve are coupled together by two
coils, one in each circuit. lt is important that these coils are connected
the right way round, otherwise the
valve will not oscillate.
In order that the frequency of the
oscillations emitted by this valve may
be varied at will, the grid coil is
tuned by a variable condenser. The
small pick-up coil inserted in the grid
circuit of the detector valve collects
the oscillations from the oscillator
valve, and compounds them with
those received at the aerial, the resultant beat frequency being supplied
to the two output terminals.
Corn pbnenls Required
Coming to the construction of the
first unit, a list follows of the
These corncomponents required.
ponents refer only to the first unit,
those required for the second and

third units being published in the particular article that will describe their
Construction
Panel, 1210. by 7m. (Trelleborgs or
Becol, Clayton, American Hard Rubber Co.)
2 valve holders, baseboard mounting.
(Benjamin, Lotus, or Etherplus.)
2
filament
35-ohm
rheostats.
(Lissen or Penton, Precision.)
2 .0005-microfarad
variable
condensers. (Sterline Miniloss or G.E.C..
Ormond, Cleartr'n, Dubilier.)
.000i-microíarad variable condenser.
(Ormond or Bowyer-Lowe, Devicon.)
.00025-microfarad fixed condenser.
(Dubitier or Mullard, Wates, Watmel,

T.C.C.)
4-megohin grid leak with clips.
(Dubilier or Mullard, Ediswan.)
io engraved terminals. (Belling and
Lee.)
2

iin.

ebonite terminal strips,

iin.

6Am.

by
Coil panel, sin. by 2ifl.
plugs and sockets,
3 coil
and

2ifl.

mounting.

by

panel

Cabinet

5iii.

by

and baseboard, 12m, by
thick.
(Unica Cabinet

in.

Co.)

NOTE :-The particular components
shown in the photographs and allowed
for in the di,nensioned layout are in
each case ,nerztioued first.
The panel, which should be obtained cut to size from one of the
makers indicated in the list of components, should be drilled according
to the dimensioned panel-drilling diagram, hich shows the positions of
the holes to be drilled and their sizes.
The positions of the components and
the method in which they are
mounted are clearly indicated by the
back-of-panel photographs and the
wiring diagram.
The two large variable condensers
are mounted one on each side of the
panel with the small reaction variable
condenser between them.
Underneath, the two filament rheostats .are
mounted.
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Another Photograph showing Disposition of Components of the Oscillator and Detector Unit of the Cosmopolitan Nine.

Having completed this part of the
construction, the panel, with its
mounted components, is left aside
until the terminal strips and coilmounting strips have been screwed to
the back edge of the baseboard and
the valve holders and fixed condensers
mounted on the baseboard in the
iring
positions shown in the
diagram.

of the back edge of the baseboard

(looking from the back).
The smaller terminal strip, on
which the three frame-aerial terminals are mounted, is screwed to the
right-hand back edge of the baseboard.
Between these two strips a small
panel, measuri1g sin. by 2Ifl.,
mounted, carrying the three coil
plugs and sockets.
Terminal Strips
Dimensioned sketches of these
Two terminal strips are required, strips and the small panel are given
measuring 6in. by jin. and 2ifl. showing the exact centres of the
On the larger strip the holès to be drilled.
by jin.
- H.T. and LT. battery terminals are
The two valve holders are fixed to
mounted together with the two out- the baseboard in such a position that
put terminals for connections to the when the valves are inserted they fit
input terminals of the second unit. in comfortably between the two large
lt will be noticed that there are variable condensers, whilst the grid
two HT. + terminals, supplying a leak and condenser of the receiving
separate H.T. to the plates of the valve are situated directly underneath
receiving and oscillator valves. This the frame aerial tuning condenser.
Panel and baseboard may now be
strip is screwed to the left-hand ide
-

fixed together by three I-in, brass
wood screws passing through holes
drilled along the bottom edge of the
panel and screwing into the front
edge of the baseboard.
\Viring should be carried out with
a thick gauge of wire such as No.
i8-gauge. Better still, special connecting wire, such as Glazite, having
distinctive coloured insulation, may
be used.

The constructor should carefully
follow the wiring diagram, which not
only shows the method of connecting up the apparatus, lut also indicates in what order the wiring shouW
be accomplished.

Connecting Up
For instance, all those terminals
marl:ed a should be connected up
first; then all those marked b, and
on. Note that the grid leak is not
connected in parallel with the grid
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Half-scale Layout and Wiring Diagram of the Oscillator and Detector Unit of the Cosmopolitai Nine.
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Another Photograph of the Oscillator and Detector Unit showing Oscillator and. "Pick-up" Coils in Position.
condenser bul is joined between the
grid of the receiving valve and
L.T. +.
Connections to the middle plug and
socket of the three mounted on the
small panel at the back of the baseboard should be of a temporary
hature, until experiment which way
round the two wires should be connected has been carried out.
Three coils are required for the
oscillator valve and coupling, and
these are plugged into the three plugs
and sockets at the back of the baseboard.
The coils required are Nos. ho and
5, and one having about five complete turns of insulated wire (No.
x8-gauge D.C.C.) wound in a circular hank and tied together with small
pieces of string or wire. The two
ends are connected to a coil mount
having the usual plug and socket,

The completed coil is inserted into
the right-hand plug and socket
mounted on the small panel (looking
at the back). Into the middle plug
and socket the No. 6o coil is inserted,
whilst the No. 75 is plugged into the
left-hand holder.

Testing Completed Unit.
This completes the construction of
the first unit, all that remains to do
being the testing. For experimental
purposes every amateur should equip
himself with a fairly low-reading
milliammeter, reading up to about
io milliamperes.
Such an instrument should be connected temporarily between the H.T.
terminal supplying the plate of the
oscillator valve (the second terminal
from the left on the large strip, looking from the back) and the positive
tapping on the H.T. battery.

A valve is then inserted in the
second valve holder (the oscillator)
and the filament current switched on
by turning the controlling filament

rheostat.
When the coils have been inserted
in the sockets, the plate current of
the valve indicated by the milliammeter should be noted. The leads to
the middle coil holder should then be.
reversed and the plate current again
noted. The higher of the two readings denotes that the connections to
the middle coil are the right way
round and the valve is oscillating.
These connections may now be
fixed permanently, and, still watching the milliammeter, slowly turn
the oscillator variable condenser (on
the right of the panel) throughout its
full capacity range. If, at any setting, the valve ceases to oscillate, the
fact will be denoted by the sudden
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Photograph uf the Oscillator and Detector Unit showing Arrangement
decrease in the plate-current value. also important that as small a coil as
1f this happens, a slightly iarger
is compatible with the preceding
coil should be plugged into the left- statement should be used in the lefthand holder. Try a No.. ioo instead hand socket.
of the No. 75.
lt is most important that the oscillating valve should oscillate at
every setting of the right-hand variable condenser on the panel.

It

is

Suitable Aerial
A suitable frame

aerial to use in
conjunction with this unit is made
by vindingtwelve turns of vire on a

of 'Components on Baseboard.

square frame having sides 2ft. tun.
in length. Bare copper vire, No. i6
gauge, should be used, and the two
ends brought down to the two outside aerial terminals.
To the middle aerial terminal a
piece of flex with a metal clip
attached to the free end is connected.
The clip is clipped

_____

to the frame

______

----T--L±4i
1.4L4

_______________

o

-k-

______________
>1

E---"

Details of Terminal and Coil Strips seen in the photograph above.
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aerial winding at the second or third
turn from the end of the winding
joined to the left-hand aerial terminal (looking from the back).
Thus, between the right-hand and
middle terminal there are nine or ten
turns of frame winding and two or
three turñs between the middle and
left-hand terminal.
-

By connecting a- pair of phones in
the plate circuit of the detector valve
-that is, between the extreme lefthand terminal and the positive terminal of the H.T. battery-it should
be possible to pick up the local station on the frame, provided the distance is not too great.
During this test the oscillator salve
-

.

-

.

-.

-

-

-

and the two oscillator coils shoUld
be removed. Experiments should be
carried out in this ay to bring the
Ieceiver valve into it most sensitive
state.
[Next month we shall describe the
second unit .containing the- intermediate-frequency amplifier and the
'detecthr valve.]
.

'.,

-

-

.

-

-

-

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE WITH
THE COSMOPOLITAN NINE
All the stations mentioned in the following list were received on a frame aerial within a
mile

of

2L0, at comfortable loud-speaker strength.-

Ño station that is lgged below was

received for less than 10 minutes and in each case the programmes have been independently
confirmed.

These stations were all received during two evenings in

July;

many other stations

were heard, but as reception was marred by atmospherics and static they were not logged.

Only those stations have been logged that could be received comfortably.

THEIR DIAL SETTINGS

STATIONS RECEIVED AND

...

Oscillator

Wavelength.

Aerial
Cond.

320

27

37

Stuttgart

San Sebastian EAJ8

343

3'

41

Leipzig

London 2L0

365

35

45

Paris PTT

Madrid EAJ7

373

37

47.5

Bournemouth 6BM

386

39

Hamburg

392

Dublin 2RN

-

-

-

Aerial
Cond.

Oscillator

49

6s

54

64

458

55

66

Frankfort

470

56

68

50

Birmingham 51T

479

57

40

5!

Lyons PTT

48O

58

70

397

4!

52

Munich

485

62.

73

Munster ....

410

42

53

Brussells

Breslau .....

418

42.3

55

Aberdeen

Glasgow 5SC

422

2.8

55.5

Berlin

Rome sRO

425

43

6

430

45

58

435

48

6o

Station.

Milan

Toulouse

Berne,

.-

..

'..

..

.

Cond

Wavelength.

Station.

446
-

-

Cond.

487

63

73.5

495

66

78

504

.65

Zurich

515

f8

Vienna

53!

70

.

.

j

75
.

78

8i
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Peter Warrington explains how, ill his opinion, it could be vastly improved!

IN at

least one respect the tuning- tuning note but the whole evening's
note of 2 L O is comparable with programme was seldom long enough
toothache-it always gives one such to show me the way to London.
:a feeling of exquisite relief when it
Like Dick Whittington, I turned
and turned again, only to secure a
stops!
Broadcasting stations have to veritable nightmare of London, folbave tuning notes, I suppose, and lowed by more or less perfect adjustfor the benefit of people who own ment in the middle of the National
dud sets, or sets beyond their com- Anthem
No tuning note in the world could
prehension, broadcasting stations
have to inflict those thning notes on be too long for set of that
several thousand sensitive ears; but and I fear the land is littered with
personally I don't need a tuning note similar abominatons. (I bought it
because I can tune-in on a tune, or for Lb in a shop that ought to be
even on the hum of 2 L 0's aerial. shut up by the police). But now I
I put up with it at times lest my
idea of the time should fail to coin(C.
cide with that of Gceenwich but
what I feel about the tuning note
now in use is as nothing to what
my wife feels about it-while as for
our cat, he.always stalks out of the
Push ith nose down our loud-speaker.
room directly it begins to shatter
the silence with its penetrating ping, have a four-valve set fitted with
head in air, tail erect, and obviously tapped coils, and I can find London
under the impression that I am crea- in an instant and switch from London
ting the hideous noise myself on to Daventry in less than five seconds
purpose to annoy him.
by the time signal from Greenwich.
I need no tuning note-1 can find
Nerve-shattering
London as readily on my panel as I
My wife declares that 2 L 0's can find it on a map of England.
tuning note is a nerve-shattering And our cat can-and often doessound calculated to drive anybody sit down on the thing to warm his
off their dot, and that she has to hold whiskers at the valves without upon to her sanity with both hands, so setting anything.
Give me a tapped coil, and I will
to speak, till that wonderful-almost
incredible-silence supervenes and laugh at dead-end losses; for what is
a dead-end loss compared with the
the danger is over.
Why on earth they keep it on loss of a whole evening's programme
so long," she protests, " I simply plus the semi-damnation of a soul?
The only advantage about a set
can't understand."
Then I remind her of the unhappy that' won't be set till you yourself
days when I had an abominable two- have become thoroughly upset and
valve set with three condensers and that becomes upset as soon as you
three coils that would never " stay have settled down, is that you dont
put." That set used to waste all get all the toning note from 2 L O,
my evenings and fray all my nerves or any other station. Which cerat both ends, and nGt merely the tainly is a mercy, for the present
I

characters

;

tuning note has nothing to recoin
mend it-except perhaps its persistence.
Like the cracked bell of the old
church or chapel and the jangle of
thebell attached to the average telephoñe, it offers an uninviting mvitation to a service that may (or may
not) be really worth while.
Even the B.B.C. are not entirely
pleased with their tuning note.
They realise that it leaves much to
be desired-especially the silence
that succeeds it. True, in November,
1924, they officially stated
The Greenwich time signal for
9.30, broadcast from all stations of
the B.B.C., is preceded by a warning.
This takes the form of a MUSICAL
note simiiar to that employed for

tuning purposes."
But they have never really imagined for a moment that the tuning
note could by any stretch of the imagination truthfully be called nmsicalas witness the fact that early in
1925 they turned some of their
brightst brains on to the problem of
providing a less devastating alternative and finally gave us descending
scales on the piano-whieh minded
most of us all too painfully of the
efforts of our yningest children in

preliminary stages of their
musical education, and formed no
sort of advertisement either for pianos
or for broadcasting since the lower
notes invariably jangled and the
piano sounded as though it needed
far more tuning than our sets.

the

Unbalanced Scales
Listeners who had

suffered as

uncomplainingly as tomatoes at the
steak (pardon my levity), from that
oscillating "r-r-r-r-r" rose up in
their agony and inveighed against
the scales. They pointed out-in
eect-that the BJ3.C. scales were

L
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not nearly so evenly ba1ancec1 as
those of Justice.
One of the objectors (surely in a
spirit of cynicism) declared that one
was "apt to listen too much to the
piano." Another (with remarkable
perspicacity) remarked that instead
of concentrating his attention on the
one and only essential thing he found
himself judging which note was not
quite in tune, and found that the
lower notes increased extraordinarily
in volume without any capacity
from his own hand.
Unlucky Thirteen!
A third objector suggested that
the tuning note (oh, contradiction
in terms 1) might more profitably
consist of Chopin's Prelude in Acompletely ignoring the greater claim
of the first few bars of Sullivan's
"Lost Chord "-played with one
finger-because they are economically composed of a single note thirteen times repeated
In the end the B.B.C. reverted to
what one of its numerous correspondents inadequately described as
"the high whistle," and which my
wife more accurately described as
' the Colney Hatch screech."
So
that having suffered differently for

a while we now suffer exactly, as
before.
This confession of failure on the
part of the B.B.C. was not clever.
They ought to have tried again,
and (if necessary) again and again
and again. They flew to an evil they

wotted not of, and then they flew
back to the evil of which they and
we wotted only too well-I mean ill.
But two wrongs never did make a
right, even in tuning notes. And the
possibilities are really legion.
I could suggest more agreeable
tuning notes all day and all night
too, if I were paid to do it-though
I (not through any personal superiority but through the superiority
of my set) can tune-in on anything,
or indeed on next to nothing.
The present-which, as I have so
capably proved, is also the pasttuning note ought to be conveyed
forthwith to the limbo of forgiven
though not forgotten things; and
something that would fall more
pleasantly upon the ear-drum ought
to be substituted before some
coroner's jury brings in a verdict of
"suicide while of unsound mind
caused by the B.B.C."
Our cat, I am certain, would exhibit a far keener interest in broad-

septembeI92o1

plunger could be bent slightly backwards so that the tuning-note became
a mere buzz.
When it comes to buzzes, moreover,
a realistic imitation of the buzz of
a wasp, or of a bluebottle, should
prove infinitely more attractive than
the "high whistle" from which we
at present suffer so acutely. Especially as we should en5oy the satisfaction of knowing that we were not
about to be stung, or that the joint
knobs to a prolonged series of barks. need not be put under cover.
But for the benefit of human ears
I suggest that a large specially con- Mosquitoes!
There. is also something seductive
structed and really mellow tuningabout the " zoom " of the mosquito
fork, pitched (sy) to middle
and struck and sounded and suitably -when the mosquito is too ethereal
amplified) twenty times in succession to bites And all three of these
would provide all that is needed by sounds, together with a variety of
those who are not inevitable oscil- others, may be mechanically imitated without difftculty.
lators.
Some years ago I became the
And really it would be rather
splendid to leave all the oscillators happy possessor of a musical-box
clock which tinkled a gay little tune
in the lurch.
Repetition maddens in time, as every morning when it was time for
the diabolical old Inquisitors of me to wake up. The tinkle was so
Spain discovered and established uniformly sweet, however, that after
with the aid of contrivances such as I had got used to the tune I never
the constant drip-drip of water on to did wake up.
A musical-box knows nothingone tortured portion of a wretched
victim's body. Otherwise I would whatever of nuañoes, or cadences,
suggest the playing of a specially double p's or double f's. It tinkles
made gramophone record which mur- -just as a little brook babblesmured, evenly and doggedly for the with unvarying volume. And musispace of two solid minutes, 2 L O, cal-boxes never offend the ears;
the very worst they do is to make
2L0, 2 LO."
Then there is the electric bell familiar tunes sound vaguely unwhich when set in operation at our familiar.
A musical-box at 2 L O wouid
front door by an unexpected visitor
is so often disregarded by our maid provide many an excellent tuning
for the best part of five minutes. note for listeners-and if it invariably
The electric bell is both continuous played a spasm of " God Save the
and even (when the battery isn't King" with variations, over and
run down), and anyone could tune-in over again, it would (perhaps) make
to its clangour, added to which those us all feel that we were doing a really
of us who ke3p (or fail to keep) a patriotic thing in tuning-in with
maid could experience the joy of accuracy and without oscillation.
For " sounds off" in the theatre
giving her a little additional exercise,
if the B.B.C. adopted an electric a little box far more ingenious than
the musical-box is provided. It rebell for tuning purposes.
If the electric bell were voted a produces, at the mere turning of a
trifle too strident (I don't fancy it handle, the ecstatic notes of a lark
up aloft, the rapture of a thrush, the
song .of a blackbird, the caw of the
rook, the cheep of the sparrow.
If the B.B.C. would like to cheer
us up in the dark drear waste of
winter they might do worse than
Tinkles with wwarijing volume.
give us the bird every time we
would be, as most of us daily permit tune-in!
the telephone bell to ring for quite a
In any case, there is no excuse for
while before troubling to tune-in to the deadly noise which at present
the exchange and address a few ushers us into a programme less
blistering remarks to someone who pleasantly than a steam siren ushers
wants quite a different number), the Lancashire into its cotton mills.

casting if I were to thne in my set
to a long-continued series of miaows.
Our dog would, I am equally sure,
push his nose farther down the flare
'of our loud-speaker if I adjusted the
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An article by a Barrister-at-law
THE question

is bound to arise
sooner or later, and indeed it
may have arisen already, as to the
responsibility of a wireless enthusiast
whose aerial supports collapse and
cause damage to somebody else's
person or property.

No

Legal Decisions

to whom the aerial belonged will
have to pay damages if any such
damage occurs.
It will be no excuse for the owner
of the aerial that he employed a
competent engineer to fit it up, or
that materials of the best quality
were used in the supports.
His liability arises not from putting
up a dangerous thing (for he can

much.
'''""'''

Wireless is too new an invention
to have yet been subject to
legal decision but there are parallel
instances of telegraph wires, flagstaffs and other apparatus similar to
that used in broadcasting which are
of assistance in indicating how far
an owner may be liable for any injury
caused by his fittings.
It should first be remembered that
where a person is under liability
for injury, that liability may be
considerable.
When damages amounting to
r,000 have been accorded for injuries
caused by the falling of a slate from
a roof, or the collapse of a set of
railings, the harmless wireless amateur may well look to the safety
of his apparatus and, if possible,
insure against *hatever liability

there is.
The general rule of the law is that
a person must so manage his property
that it does no harm to anyone else.
Anyone who brings on to his premises and keeps, there an object
which may be likely to cause injury
to others must shoulder the responsibility for any injury that it does.
If a person fits up an aeria' wire
or support at the edge of his land,
or on a balcony overlooking a public
street, it will be obvious that if the
wire or support falls down it may
be likely to cause damage to adjoining property or to persons passing
along the street. And the person

¡t is unwise lo rig up an aerial
hurriedly and then to lea'ec it unattended for months on end. One
dajs il maj,

collapse-and

lind »ourself
damages.

liable

for

ou ma3

heavy

¡n this article a barrister explains
She aerial-owner's liabilities-simple
points of law that should be known
lo every listener

do what he likes on his own property).

His liability is for not keeping the
thing under control and for not
preventing it from doing damage.
Accordingly any damage done by
the apparatus will, prima facie, fall
on the owner.
There are several very important
exceptions to the rule. One of these
is expressed by the familiar phrase
Act of God."
If an owner's wireless apparatus
falls down, causing injury, the injured person can bring an action for
damages; but the owner can defend
the action by saying that the falling
of the apparatus was due not to
any defect in the material or mode of
fitting o the apparatus, but to some
unforeseen and unusual natural event
such as an extraordinarily heavy
storm, or an earthquake or something of that sort.

[Lino Cut 6y William

Kermode

Ordinary natural events he will
still be responsible for, such as warpng or cracking of the apparatus
by the sun's heat (causing the woodwork to get weak) or ordinary rains
or winds.
It is only when there is something
unavoidable and unforeseen in the
event which makes it an " Act of
God." The burden of proving that
the event was so unusual as to be
unforeseen will be upon the owner.
The owner can also defend himself from claims for damages by saying that the cause of the damage
was vis major or force majeure, that
is, that for the time being control
was wrested from him by some
superior force, such as a disorderly
mob, or some person over whom he
could have no control.
So if sand falling from a balloon,
or the actions of a riotous crowd of
people were the direct cause of the
collapse of the aerial, the owner would
not be liable. Forces over which
he could have no control were responsible and not he. Still if the forces
were such as he could have avoided
he will still be liable.
Accordingly, if birds settle upon
his aerial wires, or cats jump upon
his apparatus and cause it to fall,
he would hardly be able to plead the
defence of force majeure, because, by
the exercise of simple devices such
annoyances can be prevented, and
it would be the owner's duty to
prevent his aerial from collapsing
through such agencies.
Injured Person's

Own

Fault

The owner can always plead in
his defence that the injury done was
due to some act or default of the injured person. himself.
So if by some interference by the
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next 'door neighbour ai owner's o- un1es he had been gro5y
apparatus falls and breaks the neigh- Care'ess.
The case may easily arise where a
bour's window, the owner will obvilodger, or sub-tenant, fits up wireodsly not be liable; for the direct
cause of the damage was the neigh- less apparatus for the benefit of all
the occupants. In such a case the
bour's own act.
Where an object is maintained upon person setting up the apparatus will
a persôn's property for the benefit not be liable to any of the other
of someone else besides himself, occupants for injury caused by its
that other person for whose benefit collapse.
If the person has statutory auit was maintained cannot bring
an action for any damage caused thority for putting up an aerial,
no claims for damage can arise
by it.
Thus where a Landlord of a block against him. By such authority
of flats keeps an aerial on the roof ij meant a public or private Act of
foi the benefit of all the tenants in Parliament. A mere licence from
the block, none of the tenants cou1d the Postmaster-General will not probring an action for damage done by tect him in this way.
It should be noticed, however.
it unless the landlord had in some way
guaranteed to keep the aerial secure that an owner is only liable for the

natural tonsequences arising from
the collapse of his property. If a
passer-by was injured in the head
the owner would have to pay the
doctor's bill.
But if the injuries prevented the
complainant from getting a situation
which he was on the way to obtain,
or prevented his keepin animportant
engagement, these would not be
matters for claim against the owner.
The tendency among many amateurs is to do away with aerials entirely. With others the aim seems
to be to extend amt increase nñtil
the back garden looks like an Atlantic
transmitting station.
It is these latter whd would do well
to bear in mind the liabilities of a
property owimer for sucb property..

.

Some Reflections' (Not to

i

be Taken Too Seriously)

I

ONLY a few days ago I entered
a wireless shop in the West
End for a couple of gadgets and a few
components. It was during the
luncheon hour, and the diaphragm
of a loud-speaker was in active
vibration. A young lady, attractive,
of course, was listening intently,
and Canto s of Scott's " Lady of the
Lake "came to my miad. You knew
it? Of course you do
-

I

"In

refined homes, who would sooner
listen to the voice of a wireless aunt
than to the ravishing music of their
It was the " bad hat "
own voices
of a very respectable family who
described one such lady as "rara
avis f." It is believed that the remark was intended to be witty
it is only necessary to observe that
such ladies do honour to their sex.
remember a married lady who
counted it a crime to waste a good
fifteen minutes in listening to an
unseen person of either sex holding
forth, without the possibility of
interruption, on such debatable subjects as " Rearing a Baby," or
"Should Married Couples Take
I

.I

listening mood she seemed to
stand,
The guardian Naiad of the Strand."
Spelling

It may be that the last word is
not spelt with a capital " s " in
Scott's masterpieces but you can't
have it all ways, can you ?
Now, I venture to suggest that a
young lady looks almost her best
when listening to Mr. Godfrey's
phantom orchestra playing ghostly
music. Why do I say almost?
Any married man will tell yousome with a sigh, others withoutbut the fact remains that a young
lady looks her very best when she
is listening to the last gasp of the
poor fish before taking him home
and proudly slapping him down
before her parents as her catch
from " life's vast ocean".; but I
digress.

Strange as it may seem, I have
known married ladies in the best of
health and living in comfortable,

;

Separate Holidays ? ' What then
did the lady do? She insisted that
her husband should listen to the talk
and afterwards repeat it, or as much
of it as he could remember, to her,
in order that she might have an
opportunity of contradicting as often
as she pleased. Did the husband
enter into the spirit of the idea with
zest, you ask? No, sir or madam,
he did not
Men listeners have their own little
problems to solve, and one case I
recall may be of interest. A friend
of mine had a very gifted wife,
that is to say, she was a wonderful
elocutionist, and poor Smith was
quite unable to enjoy the simultaneous transmission of the weekly
filin talk and his wife's evening talk
on social topics. However, as a
I

business man, he had to solve worse
problems than that, so he called
together a few friends in the same
unhappy plight and formed a club.
The club-room was handsomely
furnished with luxurious divan chairs
fitted with ash-trays and glassholders. A local wireless engineer
svas called in and instructed to install
the best loud-speaker set on the
market. From the foregoing it will
be seen that the aim and object of
the club was the encouragement
of British Arts and 'Crafts.

-

-

Open Every Evening
The chub was open every evening
during broadcasting hours, and members attended on such evenings as
the programme satisfied their respective requirements. There were
those whose moods responded best
to the soothing syrup of Chopin and
Schumann ; others whose spimits
rose highest when listening to concert
parties and jazz bands; and yet
others who revelled in heavy dramatic music of the Wagnerian school.
A brilliant idea, you will agree
Think of the contrast between the
evenings devoted to very local news
and bedtime stories, and those spent
with kindred spirits in the peaceful
atmosphere of the Club for the encouragement of B.A. and C.
How does it come about that I
refer to the club in terms so touching
Eh! Yes you have guessed my
secret I alu Smith
T

I

I
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ukieto the Best Valve

Sets

-----------The most detailed and also the most coin prehensive guide to British vake
sets yet published by any wireless journal. It has been specially compiled
Another section will
for the convenience of WIRELESS MAGAZINE readers.
be published next month.

-.

N order to make this guide as helful
as possible to each prospective owner

reg:rding' the

S

t

geerah

.

section.

characteristics

BUY

.

will

Conservative Estimates
Readers will appreciate that as reception conditions will vary considerably, a
conservative estimate of performance is
given, based upon average conditionsboth atmospheric, and geographical-and
the use of an aerial-earth arrangement
of average height and efficiency. Under
Favourable conditions the performances
indicated will be improved upon quite

II

1

readily,
To save space and needless repetition,
a simple code vill be employed to
describe the different valve combinations ;
that is, HF-D-2LF represents a fourvalve set having one high-frequency
amplifying valve followed by a valve
detector and two low-frequency amplifying valves. Similarly, C-LF represents
a crystal detector plus one low-frequency
asterisk (E)
An
amplifying valve.
against or above one of the figures
means that the valve so marked is
reflexed," and therefore functions in

I

a

-

r

t

.

found described and illustrated
this or a succeeding issue of tue
be

Whether it be

i
i

i
i
i

i
i

i

i

4

TROUBLE
US for furl her particulars
in which you are pari ¿cula rig

interested.

if

the end of the description of each

gsa will

set

a reference number.

see

gou are interested in several three-

valvers, say, send us a postcard bearing
your name and address and the numbers
of 1/ic sets of which you require more

details-we

With a few exceptions, prices throughout are given in two forms. Firstly, the
price of the set alone (including Marconi
valve holder), as
royalty of 125. 6d. per
this will interest readers who already
have phones or loud-speakers, batteries
valves, etc., and, secondly, an " all-in
price for the set (including royalties) and
accessories, which will be specified as
follows
A-Accumulator or suitable dry-cell

will see

turers do I/ic rest.

If

you do not

that the manufac-

..

see

just the

set you.

require described in this issue, remember

that

MORE SETS WILL BE DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
.IA1TU

Nvr

i
i

¡

T-Telephones--one pair
S-Loud-speaker.

as a

rule.

Although the greatest cari has been
taken in ascertaining the prices and in
quoting them in a uniform manner in
order to facilitate ready reference and
comparison, the prices shown are not
to be regarded as an offer or quotation
by the manufacturers.
In view of the approaching Wireless
Exhibition at Olympia (September 4 to
i8), and tise necessity of going to press
with this journal many days beforehand,
prices may, in some cases, be varied,
Readers are particularly requested,

SA VE YOURSELF TIME AND

At

required.
(included in some
as

Liable to Alteration

From the descriptions you will learn
how each set is operated, what it costs
and what ii will do from the illustrations you will be' able to judge what
ear/s set will look like in your home.

seis

V-Valve or valves,
E-Aerial equipment

''Price (ABVS) £i8" is the "all-in"
PPce of set, royalties, L.T. battery, H.T.
battery, valves, anç loud-speaker,

a simple one -ValVer or

an elaborate eight-valve super-het that
you require, you will find del ails
ii
in these pages.

of any

I

the

by writing lo

dual capacity.

battery.

:

.

WIRELESS I4CAZINE.

Prices

I

.

THAT SET YOU WANT TO

.

B-High-tènsion dry-cell battery.

........................................................................

and capabilities of the different types of
set are given at the beginning of each

-

.

therelore, to obtain from tise makers of
the set which most appeals to them confirmation of price, and, at the same time,
a copy of the usually very interesting
free booklet containing further particulars and illustrations. A postcard is all
that is necessary, and time will be
saved by sending to the WIRELESS
M/,GCZINE and quoting the reference
number given at the end of each descriptive paragraph.

At the Exhibition
Most of the firms whose receivers are
reviewed will be showing at the forthcoming Exhibition, and, where possible,
the stand number is given. Thus, any
reader interested in a particular set will
be enabled to proceed ro the stand where
the set in question may be inspected and
all information obtained.
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Accessories are specified as follows

ONE-VALVE SETS
profitably be
installed in place of a crystal set
where increased volume from the local
transmitting station or the use of addi ..
tional pairs of telephones is desired.
It will also enable satisfactory results
to be obtained over niuch greater
distances, say up to o miles from a main
miles from 5XX
station and
suo
(Daventry).
Not recommended for use with a loudspeaker, but at distances not exceeding
4 or 5 miles a modest volume for a quiet
room may be obtained from a small
loud-speaker without undue use of the
reaction or volume-control provided.
The initial Cost of a set of this type is
'J'

HIS type of

A-Accumulator or suitable thy-cell battery
B-High-tension dry-cell battery.

V-Valve
E-.4erial

set may

low ; it is simple to operate and
1f a low-coneconomical in upkeep.
sumptioji valve is fitted, the filament ma
he heated by means of a suitable dry-ce
battery or quite a small accumulator,
which will not require recharging very

or Valves,

as

required.

equip.'nent.

T-Telephones.
S-Loud-speaker.

Price of set and DE2 valve,

£4-7-6.

All-in price (ABVT) £7-4-o.

GILLAN I.
63, High
106.)

Bros., Ltd.,
W.C.2. (Stand

Gilfihlan

Holborn,

neat
single-valve with reaction
receiver in open-front cabinet. Plug-in
coils are employed, aid these, together
with the valve, are completely enclosed
and accessible through the hinged lid.
Additional coils can be obtained, and by
interchanging these the set can be
adjusted to receive on any wavelength.

Marconiphone Type

A

I

r

-

-

Gecophone One-valver,
Ii

you want

Vi

Receiver.

Range-block for 300/500 metres is supplied with the set. A special feature is
the means of obtaining reaction.
A
variable resistance is used, and alteration
of this does not vary the wavelength to
which the set is tuned. This is of particular value when attempting to tune
in a station at a considerable distance.
Altogether a most useful and easily
operated little set.
Price £5-15-6.
All-in price (ABVT)

£-7-8.

Ref. W.M.io3

General Electric
GECOPHONE.
Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2. (Stands 61, 63 and 214G.)

1

:

r

Ref. \V.M.loT

-

frequently.
The high-tension battery need nor,uis
a rule, exceed
to 6o volts, and should
give satisfactory service for several
months.

A compact set in open-frotit mahogany
cabinet operated by iieauis of two dial(one tuning and one reaction or volume
control).
ll connéctions made by plugs
and sockets at back of cabinet. Standard
wavelength range is 300 to 3oo metres,
but provision is made for additional
plug-in loading coils for reception of
5XX (Daventry) or other long-wave
stations. Set is switched on or off by
filament rheostat-the centre knob below
Fine-tuning adjustment by
the dials.
means of small knob near left-hand dial.
With DE2 valve a 20-ampere-hour
accumulator will give about i5o hours
service per charge. Approximately twice
this life" can be obtained by using a
DE3 valve, or a dry-cell battery may be
used if preferred.
Dimensions of set: Height Skin.,
length Ihn., depth yiii.

Magazine. Septembeì

TWO-VALVE SETS
'I'

Gillan I.
Coils br noririal broadcast waves aie
supplied with the set. A practical test
shows lhat loud and clear results arc
obtainable with several pairs of telephones.
Normal receiving range, ,ço
miles from main station and about ioo
miles from 5XX. Careful manipulation
of tuning and reaction dials enable
several distant stations to be tuned-in
quite clearly.
Price £3-I3--6.
All-in price (ABVET) £7-s-o.
Ref. \V.M.102

HERE are two familiar arrangements

of this type of receiving set.
The
first comprises a high-frequency amplifyng and a detector valve (H F-D) intended
for long-distance telephone reception (say
ISo miles from
main station).
The second, and much more popular
arrangement, comprises a detector valve
(provided with reaction or volume control), followed by a low-frequency ampli-

fying valve (D-tF), and is capable of
giving satisfactory loud-speaker results at

distances up to 15-20 miles from a main
station or 50-60 miles from 5XX.
lt may be regarded as the simplest and
most economical
home-entertainment
type of set-moderate in first cost,
simple to operaie and, with the provision
of low-consumption valves, very inexpensive to maintain.
\Vhere it is desired to obtain ample

MARCONIPHONE Vi. The Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212,
Tottenham Court Road, W.l.
(Stands 121/5 and 220G.)
A very eflicent set complete in open-iront
mahogany cabinet. All battery connections at back. Operation by means of
two dials (one tuning and one reaction
or " volume ")..
Tuning effected by
means
of
interchangeable " rangeblocks," so that provision of additional
" blocks " enables all wavelengths to be
covered between 300 and 3,000 metres.

L_

further particulars of any of these sets send a postcard to

B.T.H. Two-valver.

US

and save yourself trouble.
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solume in two or more pairs of telephones, god reception may be obtained at
distances up to 50-6o miles from a main
station and a correspondingly greater distance from 5XX.
-

B.T.H. British Thomèon-Houston
Co., Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych,

(Stands 127/130.).

D-LF.

A

volume

control) and results excellent.
right-hand dial (see illustratiön) is
the filanséntcontrol, which is arranged so
that either bright or dull-emitter valves
may be used, whilst the " off " position
is cl&arly marked.
At about o miles
from a main station good loud-speaker
volume vas readily obtained and, undet
reasonably good conditions, the set would

i'.Fhe

no doubt give good results 'up to 25-30
miles. On test, several distant stations
'vere tuned-in on the loud-speaker clearly,

but weakly, of course; but on substituting
telephones the reception vas quite satisfactory. Special features are a compact
and evidently efficient " tuning-andreaction " unit, interchangeable for long
waves, and a very neat battery cable, pernianently attached to and supplied with
the set.
Price
£6-s-o.
All-in price (ABVTS) £'3-o-o.
-

.

Ref. \V.M.2o4

ETHOPHONE DUPLEX.- Burndept
Wiretvss, Ltd., Aldine House, Bedford Street, W.C.2. (Stands 140/1,
144 and 209G.)
.

V-Valve

or valves, as required,

E-Aerial

Equipment.

..
SLoudspeaker

-.

...............

ated by th knob shown iii the front
of the instrument. The remaining two
knobs (on top of the moulded case) are
for .tuning and filament control respectively. Both valves are controlled by the
one rheostat, which is of the dual type,
tó enable bright- or dull-emitter valves
to be employed. By the use of additional
plug-in coils the wavelength range can be
extended to cover from 250 to Ç,OOo
metres. Coils for 300-500 metres are supplied with the set.
Price (including 2 valves) £7-7-oAll-in price (ABVES) £iz-7_6.
Ref. \V.M.o
-

.,,

-

C.A.C. DUO-VALVE. C.AC. Valve
Distributing Co., Ltd., 10, Rangoon
Street, E.C.3.

H

GECOPHONE CABINET. General
Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet Hpmse,
Kingsway, W.C.2. (Stands 61,63
'....
and 214G.)

D-LF. This

-

material similar in appearance to
ebonite and measuring overall 9 in.
square by 3
in.
deep.
Reaction
or volume control is provided, oper-

and associated circuit with the addition
of one stage of low-frequency amplification, and capable of giving good quality
loud-speaker reception over the usual distances.An additional voltage may be
applied to the second valve, thus enabling
a power valve to be used in order to
secure maclmurn volume,
i ne panel,
carrying all terminals and controls, is of
matt ebonite upon a mahogany case.
Operation is very simple, and a vernier
adjustment is provided for fine tuning.

-

--

I

.Gecophone Two.valver.

\Vavelengths other than the normal 3005oo metres may be received by the use of
additional plug-in coils which fit into
sockets on the panel.
Price (with 2 valves) £8-12-o.
All-in price (iBVT) Lu-5-o.
Ref. W.M.213

D-LF. This

is a two-valve receiving
set designed to operate a loud-speaker
satisfactorily at distances tip to 20-25
miles from a main station and about loo
miles from Daventry.
lt comprises a
one-piece moulded case of insulating

(Continued)

TTelephones.

.

particularly, effective rèceiver
in open-top cabinet with pasel1 dials, etc.,
in chocolate-brown insulating material,
Tdning is vety easy (one tuning dial wtth
vernier knob and a -smooth-working

Sets

Acceori are specified ai follows
A-Accwnulator or suitable dry-cell l'attery.
B-High-tension dry-cell battery.

.

W.C.2.

Valve

Best

C.A.C. Duo-valve Set.

D-LF.

This is a new upright model of
a popular two-valve set. lt is a vellmade and efficient receiver, with ebonite
front panel and polished mahogany cabinet, with space provided for the internal
stowage of the high-tension battery.
Extreme simplicity of control is aimed
at, together with good quality loud-

model conprises the same
circuit arrangement as the flat-type twovalve set described above, but is fitted
complete in a neat ornamental cabinet,
with accommodation for high-tension battery provided in tile lower compartment.
As may be seen from the illustration, the
valves are fitted in a deep recess above the
ebonite panel, and are thus protected,
whilst the double doors of the cabinet
enable the set to be closed up completely
when not in use. lt will operate a loud

reproduction
speaker
and
adequate
volume at the usual distances from main
or high-power broadcasting stations.
Tuning is 'effected by means of the large
central dial, the small knob above the
dial actuating, by means of a worm-andnut drive, the moveable portion of a twocoil holder carrying the tuning and reThis enables fine adjustaction coils.
ment. to be made quite easily.
Each
valve filament current, is controlled by a
separate rheostat.
Altogether a very
neat and serviceable set.
Price £6- '3-6.
All-in price (ABVS) £tI-16-o,
Ref. W,M.22g
-

L

:(

.

GECOPHONE.
General Electric
Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2. (Stands 61, 63 and 214G.)

Ethophone Duplex Set.

'TT

D-LF.

A

fiat

or

'box-type

receiver

embodying the standard detector valve

-I

.

.

1'

i...a----- -

Gecophone Two-valve Cabinet.
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speaker at distances up to
from
5XX.

a mai11

15-20

i

A handsome Set, easy to operate,
and economical in the matter of operating
cost.
Price (with 2 valves) Lzi-i5-o.
All-in price (ABVT) LIS-7-6.

i
i
i
i
i

Ref. W.M.214

GENERAL RADIO TYPE
General Radio Co., Ltd.,

i

ranges of 300-500.
metres may be. obtained
means of interchangeable coils, a coil
the former range being supplied with

'j

set.

.........................................................................

miles

station and 40-50 miles from

i

Accessorio are speci)Çed as follows:A-Accumulator or suitable dry-cd! battery,
B-High-tension dry-cc!! battery,
V-Valve or valves as required.
E-Aerial equipmenL

i
j

T-Tdephones.
S-Loud-speaker.

D-LF.

Price

General Radio Type 15 Two-valver

e

,-

..\n alternative type of the Ster.
fing two-valve receiver, in which a highfrequency amplifying valve precedes the
detector, thus making the set particularly
suitable for lung-distance reception on
telephones.
The normal wavelength
range is 300-500 metres, but, by changing the coil Units, this range may be ex-

tended to cover waves between 40 and
ç,noo metres. ¡n appearance the set is

similar
-

Gillan lIA.
A little' skill is required to obtain the good
results of which the set is capable, but
this is soon acquired, and several British
and Continental stations are then receivable upon telephones.

Price £6-_o.
All-in price (ABVET).

£io-t8-6.

to a slightly simpler Anodion two-valve set, but an additional dial
is provided by means of which the output
Circuit of the HF. valve is tuned.
Generally speaking, most of the British
and many Continental stations are within
range, under average conditions.
The

short-wave

unit.

D-LF.

-

k.

'I

HF-.D. Of similar dimensions

Il,

1f you want further

-.

,

1'

Marconphone Type 21 Two-valver.

transmissions

also be received when using the appro,priate coil

-

This receiver is of an' entirely
new design, the primary object being to
ensure satisfactory loud-speaker reception at distances greater than usual with
a two-valve set.
It is claimed that,
under ordinarily favourable condtions, i
loud-speaker range of 40 Lò 50 miles is
obtainable. housed in a neat open-front
cabinet of polished mahogany, with valves
and coils completely enclosed and protected, the set is extremely simple to
operate. A master-switch is provided
which Cuts off both batteries from the set.
This may be seen in the illustration, below
the two main dials. Battery connections
are at the rear of the cabinet; aerial and
earth terminals on the left, and terminals
for telephone or loud-speaker on the right..

American

(KDKA for instance) should

MARCONIPHONE TYPE 21.

106.)
to the
but designed for long-distance
reception on phones, additional range
and selectivity being obtained by the
high-frequency valve (with separate tuning control) which precedes the detector
valve. As shown in the accompanying
illustration, the controls (apart from the
filament rheostat knobs) are three in
number two for actual tuning purposes
and one for reaction or volume control.

L8-is-o.

l-4F-D.

GILLAN lIA. Gufi flan Bros., Ltd.,
63, High Holborn, W.C.2. (Stand
Gillan

the

All-in price (ABVES) L14-14-o.

Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212,
Tottenham Court Road, W.1. (Stands
121/5 and 220G.)

plete assembly of the set 'is so mounted
that it may be swung forward upon a
hinge (as' shown in the illustration) to
afford access to valves, etc. Switching
on and off is done by merely inserting or
withth awing the loud-speaker (or telephone) plug.
Price £6-i5-a.
All-in price (ABVES) L12-O-O.
Ref. W.'M.212

by

for

ANODION LONG-RANGE. Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212,
Tottenham Court Road, W.1.
(Stands 121/5 and 220G.)

235,

Regent Street, W.1. (Stand 103.)

«

and

Pedestal Battery-box (extra) LI-7-6.
Ref. W.M.2o6

15.

A distinctive and powerful twovalve set in open-fronted cabinet of
polished walnut, the front panel beiiig of
metal with black crystalline finish.
Essentially a home-entertainment set, extremely simple to install and to operate,
it is capable of giving excellent loudspeaker results from the local broadcasting station (20-25 miles distant), and,
with a little careful adjustment of the
single tuning dial and the reaction or
volume control, good results in telephones
from Stations at considerable distances,
On actual test under good conditions
some 20 miles from London, fine loudspeaker strength was obtained from that
station, whilst Newcastle, Birmingham,
Dublin, and several other stations were
clearly received on telephones In odd
cases other stations were received at quiet
room strength on the loud-speaker. The
wavelength range is 250-2,400 metres. A
neat battery cord containing all necessary
leads is attached to the set. The corn-

Wavelength

1,200-3,000

ci--

4'

Anodion Long-range Two-valver.
Pice Li-o-o.
All-in price (AI3VT) L, i-to-o.

Metal protecting covor extra) La-16--8.
Ref. W.M.2o9

POLAR TWIN. Radio Communication 'Co., Ltd., 34/35, Norfolk
Street, Strand, W.C.2. (Stand 149.)

D-LF. A simple, compact, and highly
efficient two-valve set constructed upon a
novel plan.
The upper panel, carrying
the valves, tuning coils and terminals, is
of ebonite, whilst the sides of the case are
entirely of metal, with black crystalline
finish. The special form of tuning and
reaction coils employed is neat, efficient,
and very readily interchangeable for reception on different wavelength ranges.
For reception of the local and Daventry
stations the respective pairs of coils can
be set so as to give the desired reaction
effect and simply plugged in as required.
All tuning is effected by means of the
single dial on the front of the set, and the
brilliancy of the valve filaments is con-

particulars of any of these sets send a postcard to

US

and save yourself trouble.
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Best
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Acc:ssori2s are

specified

as follows

A-Accureulator or suitable
B-Hiqh-tension

:-

battery.

dry-ce!! battery.

V- Valve or

E-Acral

dry-cell

(Continued)

valves, as
equipment.

required.

T-Tcleplones.

S-Leu J-speaker.
and satisfactory results can be obtained
by anyone without the slightest technical
knowledge.
Price J13-.5-.o.
All-in price (ABVET) L19-1-6.
Pedestal base (extra) Li_to-o.
Ref. W.M.211

L.

Polar Twin Set.
trolled by the single rheostat (with interchangeable resistance to suit different
types of valves) on the right_hand side.
Upon a regulation aerial good loudspeaker results are claimed at distances of
20 to 6o miles-certainly excellent volume
was available on actual test at about
20 miles-whilst an indoor aerial vill give
quite good results up to 10-15 miles.
With a little careful manipulation more
distant stations were tuned-in at quiet
room strength, and many British and
Continental stations were clearly received
The standard equip.
upon telephones.
ment includes both short and long-vav
Price

£6-15-o.

MI-in price (ABVS) £12-12-O.
Ref. W.M.2o1

R.I. Radio Instruments, Ltd., 12,
Hyde Street, New Oxford Street,
W.C.1. (Stands 145 and 147.)

r

f

'r.'L

R.l. Two-valve Set.
D-LF. A compact and efficient two-valve
set in completely enclosed mahogany cabinet, to which may be added a pedestal
special
battery-box base if desired.
feature of the arrangement is the method
of providing grid bias for the L.F. valve
without the usual separate dry-cell battery.
Good tone and reasonable loudspeaker volume at the usual distances
have been the objects of the designer.
Additional valve amplifier may readily be
added if greater volume is required. The
operation is particularly straightforward,

LVALVE SETS
J

three-valve receiving sets there are
three serviceable types available.
First, the arrangement consisting of
two high-frequency and a detector valve
(211F-D), which is particularly suitable
for selective long-distance reception on
telephones, but not really suitable for
Performance of
loud-speaker operation.
this kind is not in any great demand, and
accordingly not many sets are manufactured with this circuit arrangement.
Secondly, there is the combination of
detector valve (with reaction) followed by
two low-frequency amplifying valves
(D-2LF), which gives powerful loudspeaker results from a main station
within 50 or 6o miles and, with careful

oF

loud-speaker
reasonable
adjustment,
volume over much greater distances.
Satisfactory reception from Daventry is
obtainable up to 200 miles, whilst the
operation of this type of set is quite as
simple a matter.as in the case of a singlevalve-with-reaction receiver.
The third arrangement, whiob may be
considered the average of the first and
second above mentioned, comprises one
HF. valve, detector valve and L.F. valve
(UF-D--LF). The high-frequency valve
ensures satisfactory range and increased
selectivity, and the low-frequency valve
following the detector ensures a strength
adequate in most cases for good loudspeaker volumes at distances up to 100/120
miles from a main broadcasting station
and 2oo/2o miles from çXX.
It is to be noted that this type of set
vill permit a selection of programmes to
be received provided that (a) the receiver
is situated at least a few miles from the
local broadcasting station, and (b) that the
difference in wavelength between the local
and the desired station is sufficiently great
for the degree of selectivity provided in
the set.

BRITISH GENERAL CABINET
SET. British General Manuf'g.
Co., Ltd., Tyrwhitt Road, Brockley,
S.E.4.

D-2LF. This all-enclosed cabinet

receiver is similar in all respects to Receiving Station No. 3, except that it is
fitted into a larger cabinet provided with
double doors to afford protection to the

British General Three-yalver.
control panel, and that space is available
in the base for stowage of both H.T. and
L.T. batteries. This enables all external
battery leads, with their untidy appearance, to be dispensed with. The only
outside connections are the aerial and
earth leads and loud-speaker flex. Tuning adjustment, Autostat filament and
valve switching controls, also the genra1
performance of the set, are identical with
Receiving Station No. .
All-rn price (A equipment) Lis-o-o.
All-in price (B Equipment) £2o-7-6.
Ref. %V.M.3i4

h

-,

-==-

----

-Ethophone Triplex Set.

ETHOPHONE TRIPLEX.
Burn.
dept Wfreless, Ltd., Aldine House,
Bedford Street, W.C.2. (Stands
140/1, 144 and 209G.)

D-2LF. This set comprises the Etliophone Duplex (two-valve) receiver already
described, with an additional low-frequency amplifying valve, all mounted
complete upon a neat wooden baseboard,
and suitably inter-connected. A considerably increased loud-speaker volume is thus
obtainable, whilst operation of the set is
not complicated in any way.
Further
advantage as regards volume may be
gained by the use of special 6-volt power
valves, arid, for heating the filaments of
these, an accumulator is preferable to dry
batteries.
Included in the equipment
provided for in the all-in price is a larger
type of loud-speaker.
Price (Set
coils, and super-power
valves) £14-o-6.
All-in price (ABVES) £24-6-o.
Ref. \V.M.3o3
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Accessories are specified as follows

:-

i

A-Accwnni ator or suitable dry-cell battery.
B-High-tension drsj-cdl battery.

V-Valve
E-Aerial

or valves, as require4.

L\

equipment.

T-Tdepf.ona.
S-Laid-speaker.

-

,

I-.

'.
Daventry,
The valve filaments are
heated by a dry-cell battery in lieu of the
usual accumulator, and all batteries are
enclosed whhii the cabinet. Eaah set is
General Radio Type 17 Threeaccompanied by an instruction booklet,
valver.
L
which renders the installation and operation perfectly straightfoeward.
Magnum All-enclosed Three-valver.
D-2LF. Of similar external 4ppearAll-in
price (ABVT and- b,iilt-in. auce to the Two-valve Broadãast Receiver (Type t5) made by the same firm,
MAGNUM ALL-ENCLOSED. LS) £36- t 7-6:
Ref. W,M.3o2
this set includes an additional lowBurne-Jones, Ltd., 296, Borough
High Street, S.E.1. (Stand 76.)
GECOPHONE... Generai Electric frequency amplifying valve, thus enabling
mueh greater volume of sound to be
l)-2LF. This set is desiged» for re- Co., Ltd., Magnet lib use, Kin gsway, obtained.
The actual operation, as in the
ceiring from the local broadcasting W.C.2. (Stands 61 and 63.)
case of the two-valve set, is extreme4y
station with purity and sufficleof volume D-aLF.
A neat and well-finished set
simple.
The accompanying illustration
for all ordinary purposes. The cabinet intended to afford reliable loud-speaker shows the compact internal arrangement
is of oak, and the valve and components reception and good quality reproduction of the receiver-the tapped aerial coil
can be tilted forward to afford ready at distances up to 80.90 miles from a (on the left), in conjunction with the
access to all parts, or, when desired, to main station and correspondingly greater three-way switch shown, enables a wavechange plug-ia coils.
Coils for both distance from Daventry. Valves, etc., length razge of 250-2,400 metres to be
norma] broadcast waves and Daventry
covered. The main dial of the G.R.C..
are supplied as standard. High-tension
variable condenser will be noticed below
and grid batteries are accommodated in
the edge of the metal front panel which,
the base of the cabinet, and ace accessible
in one piece with tise metal baseboard.
when the sliding back of cabinet is
i_
hinges forward to afford easy access to the
removed.
4
interior. Certainly a well-made set in
Price £14-7-6.
polished walnut cabinet, with perform::
Ref. W.M.3o9
ance in every way equal to its smart
appearance.
Price £9- 17-6.
B.T.H. British Thomson-Houston
,

.

.

.

-

-.

-

-'.!:

Co., Ltd., Crown House, Aidwych,
W.C.2. (Stands 127f 130.)

IlF*_D_LF. This represents

a

I

successful effort to -embody an ellicient
and powerful receiving set, complete with
all accessories and ioud-peaker, ¿n a
cabinet which forais a neat and artistic
piece of furniture.
The nly external
items are the aerial and earth leads. All
controls (there are only vo for tuning
purposes) ai-e upon a characteristic brown
panel in one half of the cabinet, the flare
of the loud-speaker occupying the other
half. The valves are completely enclosed
and protected behind the panel. A dualamplification (reflex) circuit is employed,
and, by a simple arrangement of plugs,
two or three valves may be used with
telephones, or the loud-speaker may be
brought into use. The loud-speaker reception range is 6o-90 miles in the case of
main stations and 150-roo miles from.

-t

ç

ç

-__

d

All-in price

(BVES) Lis-o-o.

Ref. \V.M.3iz

e'

\

-.--

GILLAN IHA.. GiIfilfrsn Bros., Ltd.1
63,. High Holborn, W.C.2. (Stand
L UU.

HF-D-LF. An excel-lent example of
Gecophone Three-valver. -the general-purpose three-valve circuit,
are enclosed and accessible through the comprising high-frequency valve «or
hinged lid of the cabinet, the latter being range and increased selectivity), det-eci-or
of polished mahogany. All controls are valve and low-frequency amplifying
-

-

carried upon the vertical ebonite front valve (for increased volume). lt is a
panel, and comprise main tuning and made set in neat open-front cabinet of
reaction dials, separate rheostat for each polished mahogany, but also obtainable
valve, a master switch of special design in oak. Operation is fairly simple, inwhich enables one or both of the L.F. solving the adjustment of two tuning
valves to be cut out of circurt, or, controls (one of which may be calibrated
in another position, cuts off both H.T. irrespective of the aerial employed) and a
and LT. batteries. The normal wave- reaction -or volume control.
The three
length range ma readily be extended
b-v the use of additional coils kvbich fit
into sockets provided upon the panel.
An easily-operated and very satisfactory
set, moderate in first cost and inexpen.sire to maintain.
With dull-emitter
,.,t
valves as recommended and included in
t,.,'
the equipment, a 6-volt 30-ampere-hour
aecomulator will give about 6o hours'
operation per charge.
Price (set and 3 valves) LIS-2 6.
All-in price (AHVT) L23-9---6.
Ref. \V.M.3i6
-.

-

1

B.T.H.

If

Three-v1'e Set.

you want further

GENERAL
RADIO TYPE 17.
General Radio Co, Ltd.,.235, Regent

Street, W.1.

Gillan lilA.

particulars of any of these sets send a postcard to

US

and save yourself trouble.
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valve filaments are controlled by two
knobs and, once adjusted, the action of
the entire set may be controlled by a
simple master switch which also permits
the third (L.F.) valve to be cut out if
telephone reception (On first two valves
only) is desired. Excellent loud-speaker
volume and quality are obtainable, whilst,
under favourable conditions, stations at
considerable distances are receivable at
moderate loud-speaker strength.
I-17-6.
Price
All-in price (ABVET) LIS-2-6.
Ref. W.M.3o6

L'

MARCONIPHONE 31., Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212, Tottenham
Court Road, .W.1. (Stands 121/5
.,
and 220G)

Best

Valve

Accessories are specified as follows

A-Accumulator or suitable dry-cell battery,
B-High-tension dry-cell battery.

V-Valve

E-A erial

(Continued)

Sets

j

or valves, as required.
equipment.

1f used in conjunction with a reasonably good aerial-earth system, good loudspeaker volume may readily be obtained
at distances up to Ioo-s5o miles from a
main station and about 300 miles from

Daventry.

C.A.C. SUPER-FOUR..
C.A.C.
Valve Distributing Co., Ltd., IO,

T-Telephones.

S-Loud-spealer.

Rangoon Street, E.C.3.

trated, the set is of the characteristic
Sterling desk type, with sloping ebonite
top panel carrying all controls, terminals
and valves. The main tuning dial, with
vernier knob for fine' tuning, is in the
centre front of the panel, with the reaction or volume-control knob on the right
and wavelength range selector knob on
the left. A Sterling reaction unit is employed and the wavelength range is
'

approximately 275.925 metres.
This
range can be extended, if desired, to
7,600 metres by substituting other interchangeable units.
Price £14-7--6.
All-in price (ABVT) £22-xg-2.
(extra)
Metal
Protecting
Cover
Lo- i6-8.

HF-D-2LF.

A well-finished
and
efficient receiving set in open-front
mahogany cabinet with hinged lid,
affording access to valves, Coils, etc., in
the' interior. The vertical ebonite front

-

-

_-.r--..

-

-

r

49
r.--i

Ref. \V.M.317

C.A.C. Super-four.

Marconiphone Type 31 Three-valver.
in
D-2LF. A straightforward set
which ease of manipulation, together with
excellent loúd-speaker reproduction, are
the chief points aimed at. lt is also designed to give a good performance as
regards distant reception, and is claimed
to operate a loud-speaker, under normally
favourable conditions, at ranges up to
The adjustments comprise a
150 miles.
tuning dial, reaction or volume-control
dial, a separate strength control, and
switches by means of which either two
or three valves may be brought into
action, as considered necessary, and
which enables the set, if left in cirrect
tuning adjustment, to be simply switched
on or off as required. Alternative wavelength ranges of 300-500 and 1,200-3,000
metres can be obtained by the use of
interchangeable coils. Coils for the.
former range are supplied as standard
with the set. Enclosed in finely finished
mahogany cabinet and supplied complete
with carefully compiled instruction book.

let.

Price Lis-17---6.

All-in price (ABV only) L21_15_6.
Pedestal battery box base LI-15-o.
Ref. V.M.3o5

STERLING ANODION. Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212, Tottenham Court Road, W.1. (Stands
121/5 and 220G.)
D-2LF. Incorporating a detector valve

(with reaction) followed by two stages of
low-frequency ampliflcatioii, this set is
particularly adapted for full-volume loudspeaker reception at the usual distances
from broadcasting stations. As illus-

Sterling Anodion Three-valver.

LOURVALVE

SETS

1

A LTHOUGH several combinations of
valves are possible in a four-valve set,
experience and popular demand have resulted in one particular type being made
almost exclusively.
This is a set comprising one high-frequency amplifying valve, detector valve
nd t.'o lo-frequency amplifying valves,
and usually provided with some form of
switching arrangement so that the last
valve may be cut out of circuit when adequate volume is obtainable upon three
valves.
For the user who desires a selection of
programmes from British and Continenstations at good loud-speaker
tal
strength, with occasional full-strength
dance or outdoor music from the local
Station or Daventry, this type of fourvalve set is thoroughly recommended.
Its operation does not call for any special
skill as the controls usually do not exceed
two dials (for tuning purposes) and some
form-of volume adjustment.

panel carries the two main tuning dials
and the reaction-control knob, which
comprise the normal operating adjustments. Four rheostats, of very neat and
compact type, are fitted-one for each
valve. A change-over switch, seen above
the right-hand dial in the accompanying
illustration, enables the last (power)
valve to be cut out when not required.
Reaction is varied by means of a tvormand-nut gear which enables a satisfactory
fine adjustment to be made, so that the
best results either on nearby or distant
stations can be obtained without distortion or self-oscillation. The second illustration is of interest as showing the extremely compact layout, which enables
the overall dimensions of the receiver to
be kept within reasonable liniits whilst
maintaining efficiency in performance.
Loud-speaker reception from normalpower broadcasting stations is obtainable
at distances of 150-200 miles, and correspondingly greater distances from high.
power stations.
Price £'3-o--o.
All-in price (ABVS) Lzo-8-o.
Ref. W.M.4i3

t

'«t

Ç-'

Lt.
C.A.C. Super-four (interior).
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TABLE MODEL
General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet
House, Kingsway, W.C.2. (Stands
61, 63 and 214G.)

GECOPHONE

HF-D-LF.

li-jis
illustrated
set,
below is a four-valve model incorporating several improvements and refinements
in design, whilst the polished mahogany
cabinet and neat panel layout gives it a
diwinctive appearance. The operatlen is
quite straightforward, the controls comprising two maan tuning i'als which
actuate Gecophone slow-motion variable
condensers tuning the aerial and highIrequency circuits, two filament-control
knobs, a volume-control switch (seen between the condenser dials) which takes
the place of calve-to-waive switching

-ii
.

u

.-.

.

Gecophone Table-model Four-valver.
arrangements, and reaction unit of a new
pattern. All connections are made at the
back of the cabinet by means of nonreversible plugs and sockets. Primarily
designed for clear and strong loudspeaker reproduction, the set &la.s a considerable range and fairly good selecmany
tivity
which
should enable
British and Continental transmissions
to be received at satisfactory loudspeaker strength. The normal wavelength range is 26o-5oo metres, but
additional coils and reaction units may
be obtained at a small extra Cost, to
enable this range to be extended. Overall dimensions of sc-f as illustrated are
in.. by 11 in.
24 in. by
Maintenance
costs are los, as, with the valves retom-

..........................................................................
AccessorLa are specified as follows
A-Accumulator or suitable dry-cell battery, i
B-High-tension dry-cell battery,
i

V-Valve or valves, as
E-Aeriai equipment.
T-TcJisenes,
i,

IIF-D---2LF.

well-built set in sub-

A

stantial open-front cabinet 'of oak or
mahogany, with valves and tuning coils
(plug-in) completely enclosed, but readily
accessible when the one-piece hinged lid
is raised. Controls, as illustrated, comprise three dials-two for tuning and one
for reaction or volume regulation-and,
in addition, separate filament control
knob for each valve. All connections are
made to terminals at rear of cabinet, with
exception of loud-speaker leads, which
connect to the two terminals shown on
front panel. In centre of panel, above
loud-speaker terminals, is a neat master
switch which enables three or four valves
to be used as required and, in the " off
position, switches off the set entirely.
On actual test this set gave a sery good
performance-great volume a ith good
quality from the local station and fairly
easy selection of several other stations.
Price £s-2-o.
All-in price (ABVET)
iio--.o.
Ref. W.M.4o

-i_.__

Gillan
¡f you

iv.

-=j
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I'j.
L
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À
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2HF-D-LF.

-

-

-
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-

-

--

-

-

Marconiphone Type 41 Four-.valver.
base for sto\vage of high-tension
Really a development
dry battery.
of the same 6rm's tliree-val-e set
Type 31), with additional features
comprising a high-frequency amplifying
valve to ensure additional range and
selectivity and a rejector or wavetrap to
prevent or minimise interference from an
undesired local station.
This latter
feature is operative upon both the normal
and the i,óoo-metre wavelengths
master switch controls the operation of
the set and affords a choice of three or
four valves.
Various ranges of wave
lengths are obtainable by the use of
interchangeable coil and reaction units,

the

-.

£34-s2-o.

Ref. W.M4o

Sterling Regina Four-valver.
r

-

'i

-

STERLING REGINA AND IMPERLAL. Marconiphone Co. Ltd.,
210/212, Tottenham Court Road,
W.1. (Sfcnds 121/-S and 220G.)

A straight four-val'e set
contained in a substantial, polished
mahogany cabinet with double doors
which completely enclose the control
panel, and with space provided in

V.M.4,6

1O6.

-

HF-D--sLF.

£37--o.

GILLAN IV.. Gilfihlan Bros., Ltd.,
63, Hí'h Holborn, W.C.2. (Stand

Price £28-'o--o.
All-in price (ABV only)

MARCON1PHONE 41.
Marconiphone Co., Ltd., 210/212, Tottenham
Court Road, W.1. (Stands 121/5
and 220G.)

mended and included in the equipment
quoted for below, a 6-volt 30-ampere
hour accumulator will gk-e approximately
45 hours' operation per charge.
Prii ¿including four valves) £3o-o-o.

Ref.

.

S-Loud-epeoker.

ii

All-in price (ABVT)

required.

in conjunction with the two tuning dials.
Coils for e normal broadcasting wavelengths are supplied as standard with the
set.
On actual test under favourabfe
conditions, some 20 miles from 'London,
an excellent selection of progransme
(British and Continental) was available,
whilst the rejector enabled sl.O to be
eliminated whilst Cardiff and Manchester
were received. The quality of tone in all
eases was e.xceptionally good.

The Regina set, in oak
cabinet, and the Imperial, in mahogany
cabinet, represent a further development
of the Sterling four-valve receiver, which,
together with the Primax loud-speaker.
is manufactured as a complete and selfcontained floor cabinet set. (See ilIustration.) The pleated diaplu-agin of the
loud-speaker is inouuted upon a vertical
front panel, proteCted when not in use by
double doors, whilst all batteries are
accommodated within the cabinet. The
only external connections are the aerial
and earth leads.
Price, Regina set complete (ABVT and
S)

£64-9).

Price,
and S)

Imperial set complete IABVT

£73-9-9.

Ref. W.IsL4io

Radio Communication
Ltd., .34/35, Norfolk Street,
Strand, W.C.2. (Stand 149.)

POLAR.
Co.,

D--3LF. This

is a four-valve receiving
for use in conjunction with a house-wiring system, and
provided with a special remote control
set specially designed

device whereby the set itself may be in-

want further particulars of any of these sets send a postcard to US and save yourself trouble.
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Accessories are specified as follows
A-Accwnulator or suitable dry-cell battery.

B--High-tension dry-cell battery.
V- Val veor valves, as required.

E-Aerial

r
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wit,, valves anu
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batteries, but for use with
temporary outdoor aerial
and phones only
CLASS D.

......

i

HART-COLLINS.
Hart Collins,
Ltd., 38a, Bessbo rough Street,
S.W.1. (Stand 118.)

equipment.

T-Telephcnes.
S-Loud-speaker.

HF-D--2LF. (Class

q-

Polar Four-valver (open).
stalled in any convenient position arid yet
be fully controlled, both as regards
station selection and volume, from any
one of the several listening points to
which the loud-speaker may be attached.
li desired, several loud-speakers may be
in operation on the system at the same
time. The receiving set incorporates

I:

LL

-

i

Polar Four-valver (closed).

i

It

A).
This set
particularly well-finished and entirely
suitable for use as an ordinary set (but
without aerial) indoors in addition to its
PORTABLE RECEl VING
special portable feature.
In oak or
SETS
leat.herette cabinet (to choice) the overall
dimensions of which are I9 in. wide by
io in. high by ft in. deep, the receiver
this section have been included all complete with all
batteries, etc., weighs
types of sets with real claims to 28 lb. Special features are easy operaportability, whether completely self- tion by means of one tuning dial only
contained (that is, with batteries, frame- and a volume-control knob; a switch to
aerial and loud-speaker all fitted into one effect a change over from the 300-500case),' or intended for use with a tmall, metre to the 900-2,000-metre wavelength
temporary outdoor aerial and (or) separ- range without any additional coils; and,
ate ..nd external loud-speaker.
lastly, the inconspicuous but quite effecThe degree of portability desired by tive loud-speaker aperture. Loud-speaker
users or prospective users, the circum- reception from mails stations up to 30
stances in which sets are to be used, and miles and from Daventry up to 150
the class of results desired, vary over wide miles is obtainable by means of the cirlimits, but, for the purpose of this guide, cuit emoloved. whilst the tonal aualitv
only sets \vhtch may be carneO comptece, is excellnt Instead of a switch, the irincluding all valves and batteries- sertion of a plug attached to a short
even though flot actually assembled as flexible lead puts the .set into operation.
one unit-properly protected and provided
All-in price £27-I-o.
with convenient means for carrying; are
Ref. W.M.6o6.
considered as portable sets.
The range extends from one-, two-, REES-MACE. Rees-Mace Manuand three-valve sets to eight-valve super- facturing Co., Ltd., 39a, Welbeck
bet sets, so that no general indications Street, W.1.
of range, etc., can be given in this p:eliminary note.
To facilitate reference, however, thc
following simple classification has been
adopted, and the class letter will be found
after tile title of each receiving ser.
Sets entirely self-contained,
with valves, batteries, frame
aerial, and loud-speaker .. CLASS A.
I
'

is

.

three stages of resistance-coupled lowfrequency amplification, aiid has two distinct tuning circuits, each of which may
be tuned to receive a different station.
These tuned circuits are brought into use
as required by means of relays which, in
turn, are actuated by the remote control
switch from any point of the wiring
system. Not intended for long-distance
reception, the set affords a choice of two
programmes (say from London and
Daventry), and enables full loud-speaker
strength and practically perfect reproduction to be obtained from either. Full
intructions regarding the installation
and operation of the set, together with
diagram of wiring system at-e supplied
with each receiver. The appearance aoci
finish of the set enables it to be placed
in any room if desired, and in this case,
a battery-box base of corresponding finish
can be obtained. The second illustration
shows the receiver, closed, mounted upon
this base, which is included in the all-inequipment.
Price (with remote control, plugs and
leads) £32-lo-O.
All-in price (ABV and £7-7-o loudspeaker) £54-9-6.
Approx. price of wiring system cornplete for four rooms £io.-o-o.
Ref. \V.M.4i

Sets complete with valves,
batteries and frame aerial
but for use with external

I
,

.........

CLASS B
loud-spakeiSets complete with valves and
batteries, but for use with
temporary outdoor aerial
and external loud-speaker .. CLASS C.

(.

Rees-Mace Portable Set.

L

H

-r

i.

.

Hart-Collins Portable Set

-

llF-D-2LF (Class A). A well-finished
and completely self-contained set in which
all controls are immediately accessible
and with which is incorporated a cone
loud-speaker,
mounted
immediately
behind the openings in the front of the
cabinet. The cabinet measures overall,
tS in. by i64 in. by 8 in., and tile complete set weighs 28 lb. By means of a
switch, a choice of three or four valves
is afforded. The controls comprise two
tuning dials and a volume-control knob,
with an additional switch for use only
when changing over for reception of
ÇXX or other lone-wave station. Demonstitited a few miles only from 2L0 three
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valves gave adequaié votuthe, whilst thé

tonal
quality was very pleasing.
Although these remarks apply particularly
to the four-valve set, the makei:s supply
two- and three-valve sets also and undertake to build special sets (up to seven or
eight valves) to order at short notice.
Prices of these on application.
All-in price £26-Io-o.

Ref. W .M.6o

MAGNUM ALL-SEASON. flumeJones, Ltd., 296, Borough High
Street, S.E.1. (Stand 111.)

HF-D-LF

(Class D).
'.
special
feature of this receiver is the mounting
of all components upon a wooden sub-

r
the cmpéte cxcTuson of a much
nearer station although their respective
wavelengths differ only by a few metres.
SPECIAL SETS
() The amplification obtainable is so
great that good lpud-speaker results can
be produced, without distortion, .from the
STRAIGHTinfinitesimal amount of electrical energy MARCONIPHONE
EIGHT. Marconiphone Co., Ltd.,
intercepted b' the frame aerial.
Tottenham Court Road,
() The receiving set, with frame aerial, 2101212,
(Stands 121/5 and 220G.)
is entirely independent of any ordinary
aerial or earth connections and therefore 5HF-D--2LF. This eight-valve remay be used in any room of a house or ceiver is quite in a class by itself. It is
fiat, or, in a modified form, it makes an
ideal portable set. To the actual Cost the
manufacturer is obliged to add the Marconi royalty of 12S. 6d. per valve holder
arid a fixed amount of 305. for patent
j
royalty payable to the proprietors of the
Supersonic patent.
4
B.T.H. SIX - VALVE.
British

-to

I

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Crown
House, Aidwych, W.C.2. (Stands
127 and 130.)

H

JiLJN2

-

Magnum All-Season Portabie set.
frame, which may be wkhdravn from
the leather case and used as an ordinary
three-valve set indoors. Self-contained it
in. by io in.
a leather case, measuring
by 6 in., the complete outfit weighs 20 lb.,
which also includes the aerial and earth
wires (the latter with spike for driving
into the ground), and phones. Designed
essentially for good phone reception upon
a temporary outdoor aerial, slung over
a tree or as convenient, it will give a
satisfactory performance over considerable distances, and, if fairly close to the
broadcasting station, say, three or four
miles, moderate loud-speaker results are
obtainable. The operation of the set is
easy-two tuning dials to be adjusted and
filaments to he turned on.
All-in price (RVET), £17-12-6.
Ref. V.M.6o8
x

SLTPERHET

into the cabinet.
Valves are heated by
dry-cell batteries, and a voltmeter is fitted
on the panel to ensure Correct operating
length range is 300-1,800 metres.
All-in price, £132-x5-o.
Ref. W.M.7o1

SETS

het sets (or, to give them their full title,
supersonic-heterodne sets) is indkated by
the fact that there are now a dozen or
more makes available at prices ranging
from £25 to £140.
The special claims and advantages of
this type of set may be summarised as
follows
(i) lt has practically unlimited range,
determined principally by outside considerations, such as atmospheric conditions, local noises, etc.
(2) Remarkable selectivity
is afforded
so that a distant station may be received

¡íyou

-

A

-

comparatively rapid development
T HE
arid increasing popularity of super-

-

-

1

beautifully made and completely selfcontained receiver in drawing-room
cabinet of figured mahogany. Really
good loud-speaker reception from stations
at a moderate distance, with easy adjustment and absence of any external aerial
or earth, has been aimed at rather than
extremely long-range reception.
For
instance, it would prove ideal for use in
a flat within 60-70 miles of London (or
other main station) or 120-150 miles of
Daventry, Duplication of the internal
frame aerial enables reception to be obtamed fi-0m any direction without moving
the cabinet. Provision is made for thn
use of telephones on four or six valves,
or an etternal loud-speaker, in addition
to or instead of the " speaker " built

11

r

h
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Marconiphone Straight-eight.
to have the highest possible
performance and to combine satisfactury
range, selectivity, power and quality of
tone with straightforward simplicity of
operation.
The circuit
arrangement
comprises eight valves, of which the
first five are high-frequency amplifiers.
the sixth the detector, and the last two
low-frequency amplifiers.
Apart from
the aerial selector switch (upper left.hand), the main on-and-off switch (centre
end the volume-control switch (upper
right_hand) there are six controls, but five
of these which tune the HF. amplifying
stages are calibrated directly in wavelengths on the ivorine scale against each
dial. Actual operation of the set therefore reduces to switching on, setting five
dials to the desired wavelength, and tun-ing in with the left-hand dial in conjunction with the " aerial selector
switch. The total current consumption
of the filaments of all eight valves (as
recommeided and supplied by the makers)
is .73 ampere, or about as much as one
general-purpose
bright-emitter
valve.
The set is housed in a desk-type lock up
cabinet of polished mahogany, with
ample space in the base for H.T.
batteries. lt is claimed that the degree
of selectivity obtained is sufficient to
permit the complete separation of Boumemouth and London transmissions within
a mile of the latter station.
Illustrated
descriptive booklet may be obtained from
the makers, free, upon application.
Price, £54-Io-o.
All-in price (ABV only), £67-16-o.
Ref. W.M.oi

designed

.

t -,

B.T.H. Six-valve Super-het.

want further particulars of any of these sets senda postcard to US and save yourself trouble.
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Ballètby
Wireless!
An article written specially for the WIRELESS MAGAZINE
by Midame ANNA PAVLOVA.

OW many people, I wonder,
realise the strain on physique
and purse which is entailed in touring with a big company of artists all
rouñd the world, year in and year Out
without ceasing, and even then being
able to reach only a quite inconsiderable portion of the potential
audience.
Desire

to

Thrill

last point causes dissatisfacThere is
every true artist.
present the desire above all
to thrill all the people in the
world with one's work, and one is
grieved that life is so short, and the

This
tion to
always
things

way so long.

Therefore wireless does in a great
measure endear itself to us. Are not
It emits possibilities boundless?
braces all nations, all peoples, all
climes! At last we have within our
reach a medium by which we may

artistic world cannot afford to overlook,

This is how the combination of
wireless sound and television would
affect me: My touring days would
be ended, and, except for holidays, I
should no more experience that evernew feeling of excitement consequent upon a departure or an
My cheque-book would
arrival.
enjoy a wonderful rest, and my wardrobe-skips would be relegated to the
box-room.
Instead of all the rush and fuss
which has constituted my life for so
many years, I should, with perfect
composure and repose, periodically
Within the
produce a new ballet.
valls of a huge studio, which i
would have erected in the grounds of
my Hampstead home, I would have
such gorgeous
time to devise-oh
scenery and effects as have never
been seen before.
!

achieve our dream, and conquer the

Best of Everything
world with art.
The very best of everythingAh, it is a pity that the ballet is no
scenery,
lighting,
music,
easy subject for wireless handling! artists,

But the march of invention

is so

swift and sure that it is certainly
within the bounds of reason to
assume that it will not be long before
television becomes one of the
Then it i
commonplaces of life.
certain that our art will be presented
by radio to the world.
You think it sounds an extravagant
prophecy that a ballet could ever be
adequately given except at an opera
But so many things have
house?
been written that have been considered quite impossible! At least the
beginnings of television are an

accomplished fact, and one which the

ould be used to produce
dresses,
these spectacles, in the full knowledge that there would be time to improve vastly upon each. I should be

marvellously stimulated when I realised that, when the production was at
length perfect, it wouldbe only the
matter of pressing a switch and
immediately the whole world would
be looking at my work! Wonderful

thought, indeed!
There is, however, another side to
this rosy picture. What of my art
itself? I wonder if it would suffer as
a result of this almost mechanical
effört, which I can only liken tò a

rehearsal taking place of a scene
which vil1 never be shown. Somehow I feel adreád that I should get
" stale," that enthusiasm would
wane, and that my company would
react to the same sensations.
Keyed Up
These long journeys over the world,
in spite of the fatigue they cause,
tend to key one up to one's work.
The very fact of sitting for song
hours in a train over a tedious,
monotonous journey makes one the
more keenly anxious to dance at the
journey's end for the very contrast.
Or, if the journey is through fresh
country and a variety of scenes, the
mind becomes fresh and fit and easily
gets "in tune " with the mentality of
the audience at the end.
Again, passing through wonderful
country like the Alps, all gem-studded
with lakes, or the teeming colour of
Egypt, fresh ideas are born and new
details of life and colour introduced
to improve the setting of old scenes.
All these things would be lost if
radio-ballet were made general.
And now I corne to the greatest
objection to the great scheme. What
of the applause?
It is absurd to
imagine that any artist, however
mediocre, 'would work for money
alone without applause.
It is the
fount of the artistic life. To dance
and not to hear an audience express

approval is bad enough; to dance to
an audience which cannot express its
appreciation is infinitely worse
I love my audience more than I can
say. Although, nine times out of ten,
they are no more than a confused
mass of subdued colour, I know I am
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dancing for each individua!, and each
can watch every moment, criticise
every motion-and be satisfied. Then
I must do my best, or my reward at
the fall of the curtain would be denied
me.

artist sways the temperament of ari
audience almost at will; but how
could the shades of feeling be appreciated by the greatest of us when
dancing in London to an invisible
audience at Tokio? For the audience
must still remain unseen and unheard, television or no.
Ah! the whole question is very interesting and wonderful, but I shall
be surprised if the broadcast ballet
ever entirely supersedes the older
method. Much is lost even if worldconquest by art is gained.
For myself, I should very much
like the idea of doing my work free
of care and fatigue, for a itme, at

One more objection. The audience
thrills the artist to the summit of endeavour, driving away lassitude by
its very expectancy. There is always
an invisible bond of sympathy which,
were it not present, would cornpletely spoil the effect. Now, 1 defy
scientists to reproduce this atmosphere without the presence of both
parties. How, then, may its absence
be remedied?
Surely you have seen an artist any rate.
not quite keyed up at the beginning
Yet I feel that in the end I should
of a performance who, after a few become impatient to he on the road
minutes, is on the very top note of again-if only to find out for myself
" concert pitch "? Why? Because what the world vas still thinking
the audience expects it!
The true about me!

"CRYSTAL" RECEPTION
WITHOUT A CRYSTAL!
ONE of these days you may make
the discovery that you can receive on your crystal set when the
crystal is not in its cup. If yóu do,
keep perfectly calm. Don't take out
a provisional patent as this
discovery" is constantly being made.
What I mean is that, if you live
fairly close to a main broadcasting
station, you may find it possible to
receive fairly good signals by carefully adj usting the catswhisker to a
sensitive spot on the empty crystal
cup.
Such reception will be much weaker
than when a really good crystal is in
use, but still it may be fairly good.
If you are successful there is no
need to try to explain the matter

by supposing that minute portions of
crystal are adhering to the surface
of the metal. It has long been
known, in scientific circles, that a
rectifying action can be set up at a
point of contact between a clean
point of metal and the oxidised
surface of another piece of metal.
If you clean the crystal cup
thoroughly until it is bright and shining you will fail to obtain any result

It is

therefore clear that a thin

111m

of oxide is essential for the action

EVEN in the most selective sets it
vill always be found that the
aerial circuit is the most flatly-tuned
circuit in the set. Lack of selectivity
is directly due to damping, and
damping is due to resistance.
If a circuit had no resistance the
damping would be zero and the
selectivity infinitely greater. While
it is not possible to construct an
aerial circuit having no resistance
whatever, it is a simple matter to
reduce the resistance to a very small
value in every part of the circuit
except at the earth connection.
Except when a counterpoise or
frame aerial is used it is safe to say
that the resistance at the earth
connection, however good this latter
may be, greatly exceeds that of all
the rest of the circuit.
Therefore when one is troubled
with excessively flat tuning efforts
should be at once directed to improving the earth connection, if
there is the slightest room for such
improvement..
GR.

ii

described.
Most metals, however, oxidise
rapidly when exposed to the action
of the atmosphere, which is the reason
why the polished surface of any metal
has to be regularly cleaned in order
AS so many amateurs now charge
to retain its sheen.
their accumulators at home
A contact between a line copper from the electric-lighting mains of the
wire and a piece of slightly rusty house, the following warning may be
iron also has fairly good rectifying of considerable importance.
properties.
Never use a naked light in the
L.P.R.
vicinity of accumulators which are
being charged. During the charging
process an action known as electroAT YOUR SERVICE
lysis takes place which results in the
If your set is noi giving the results
acid being decomposed to a certain
extent. Two products of this
you think it should;
you do noi
decomposition are the gases oxygen
understand how any particular piece
and hydrogen. The latter gas is
you are in
of apparatus works,
given off in considerable quantities
trouble over any wireless point-we are
and is highly inflammable.
ready to help you.
The danger of this gas exploding in
Send your query, together with a
an enclosed place, such as the constamped addressed envelope and the
tainer of an accumulator, will be
coupsn on p.
of the cover, to The
obvious and nasty accidents occasVIRELESS MAGAZINE, La Belle
Editor,
ionally occur through accumulators
on charge being examined with the
Sauvage, E.C.4.
aid of a naked light
J .Y.P.
35
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Dr. August Hund, of the U.S. ureau of
Standards Radio Laboratory, inspects sorne
oscillating " crystals.

By compressing a quartz crystal bework with tween two plates, the opposing faces
a crystal of of the crystal become electrically
between two charged.
Returning to our analogy of the
difference of
pecc of rubber squeezed between two
plates, when the pressure is suddenly
released the piece of rubber will return
to its normal position so suddenly
METALQUARTZ
PLAT.S
that it vill overshoot the mark, beCRYSTAL
coming larger than its normal size.
Again it will contract to try to regain
Fig. 1.-Quartz Crystal connected its normal size, but again it will overshoot the mark.
between Two Charged Plates.
This overshooting each side of its
potential exists, its shape is changed. normal size is called " oscillating,"
If, as in Fig. i, the two metal and, in action, is identical to what
plates are connected to a battery so happens with a piece of quartz crystal
that one plate is at a positive poten- which has been distorted by mechanitial with respect to the other, one of cal means or by a momentary voltage
two things will happen, depending on applied to the metal plates.
which plate has the positive potential.
When a bell is struck with a
The crystal will either lengthen along hammer, the bell remains in a state
the lines AB and CD and shorten of oscillation for some time, the
along AC BD, or vice-versa.
oscillations being at an audible frequency. A quartz crystal oscillates at
Rubber Analogy
frequency inaudible to the ear-at
a
The action is analogous to that of
radio
frequency. (see Fig. 2).
a piece of rubber which,
hen
show the action of a crystal
To
squeezed between two plates, will
at high-frequency an osciloscillating
thinner
become
and longer.
latory
may be connected up,
circuit
Other crystals show similar effects,
but not so markedly as Rochelle salts.
l'he latter, however, are hygioscopic,
that is, they absorb moisture from
Ui
the atmosphere, and they are so weak
mechanically that the slightest pressure will crush them and render them
useless for our purpose.
In experimental work the quartz
P
crystal is most frequently used, its
FREQUtIICY
shape being changed by applying a Fig. 3.-Current-frequency Curve of
positive and negative electrical charge.
Oscillating Crystal.

SOME years ago the Curies, famous

their pioneer
radium, found that if
Rochelle salts is placed
metal plates, where a
for

consisting of a coil tuned by a fixed
condenser in parallel, across the terminals of which is connected the
oscillating crystal, properly cut and
mounted between two metallic plates.
X AXI5N..
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Fig. 4.-Diagrarn
Showing Positions

ofX,Y&ZAxes
of Quartz Crystal.
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Coupled to this oscillatory circuit is a
generator of H.F. oscillations, such as
an. oscillating valve.
By gradually increasing the frequency of the latter and noting, by
means of an H.F. ammeter connected
in the oscillating crystal's oscillatory
circuit, the current flowing, a curve
may be plotted-current against f requenCy.

Such a curve will resemble that
shown in Fig. 3, from which it will
be seen that the current increases as
the frequency increases until a certain
point is reached (P, Fig. 3), at which
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are ground until each surface is quite
flat and parallel to the other.
A suitable grinding paste can be
made from fine emery powder and
paraffin mixed into a paste having a
fairly thick consistency. 'l'be grinding paste is then smeared evenly on
a, steel surface-plate and the crystal
is ground by pressing it on the surface-plate and giving it a circular
motion.
'\Vhen it is assured that the surface
o LTof the crystal is perfeçtly flat, the
crystal is turned over and the other
surface ground flat in a similar
manner. The grinding process is
carried on until the crystal has the
desired thickness, it being certain
that each side is not only flat but is
parallel to the other. On nearing
®GB+ the desired thickness the frequency of
pIiOri
..fjJr1IcRoFig. 6.-Simplest Oscillating-crystal the crystal should be repeatedly
Transmitting Circuit.
tested.
A few final grinding strokes should
The oscillation frequency of a be made, using a very fine emer
crystal must not be judged by powder and oil, after which the
measurement, however accurate, but crystal should he cleaned with carbon
the crystal should be inserted in an tetrachloride.

fhe currdnt suddenly dro5s, and, ifthe
frequency is still further increased, as
suddenly rises again. .
The frequency at which this sudden
drop in current occurs is the fundamental frequency or a harmonic of the
oscillating crystal. In order to obtain
a definite frequency at which the
quartz crystal will oscillate it is absólutely essential that the crystal should
be accurately cut and ground to size.

ness the crystal will oscillatè at
approximately 105 metres. Thus if it
is desired to transmit on a wavelength
of 250 metres the thickness of the
crystal should be just under 2.5 millimetres.

Discrepancies
A very slight discrepancy in this
respect will result in the crystal exhibiting all sorts of peculiar frequencies, rendering it entirely useless
for the purpose we have in mind.
Every quartz crystal is not suitable
for the control of transmitters. The
crystal used for this purpose must be
carefully selected and as carefully prepared.
Crystals already cut and
mounted may be bought; and, incidentally, they are rather costly. The
uncut crystal must be free from flaws,
air bubbles and cracks, and must not
be what is known as a twin crystal.
In order to ascertain whether or not
i crystal is a twin, a reputable firm
of opticians should be consulted, for
a twin crystal is not obvious to the

ANMETLF

eye.

Moreover, to obtain a good crystal it
must be cut from the original crystal
along cet-tain axes, which are generally referred to as the X, Y and
Z axes. The last axis is know n as
the optical axis, and usually coincides
with the geometrical axis of the
crystal, but there are exceptions to
this. An optician will soon discover
the Z axis in a special piece of
apparatus.
Drawn at right-angles to anv two
parallel and opposite sides of
the crystal' is the Y axis,
whilst the X axis (or theelectrical axis) is drawn
through two opposite corners
of the crystal and at rightangles to the Y axis. These
,'
axes are clearly shown in
Fig. 4.
Having ascertained the
.;' h
positions of these a'oes the
f
piece of crystal which is
eveñtually Jsed is cut out
so that its length lies parallel
to the Z axis, its width
parallèl to the Y axis, and
its thickness parallel to the X axis.
The thickness of the Cut crystal
depends on the frequency at which it
is desired to oscillate. In wavelength
notation, for every millimetre of thick-

-

-

-

¿

-

-

.79

-

-.

.;,

-

The finished crystal is mounted
between two metal plates, the underL
neath surface of the top plate and the
OE)CII.4TIrl(,
VA1.VL
upper surface of the bottom plate
being ground smooth and flat to make
perfect Contact with the surfaces of
O5CILLATrnG CtY5TAL
the crystal. lt is advisable to use
Fig. 5.-Circuit
for
Measuring some adjustable spring device so that
the pressure of the plates on the
Frequency of Oscillating Crystal.
crystal may be regulated.
oscillatory circuit and the frequency
Fig. 6 shows the simplest trans
ascertained by means of the 11F. mitting circuit using an oscillating
ammeter (see Fig.
crystal. When the plate coil, coupled
\Ve have left the crystal just as it to the aerial coil, is tuned to the Irehas been Cut from the original crystal. cluemicy at which the crystal oscillates,
the valve will begin to
oscillate at that particular
rCRY5T81.
frequency and at no other
-unless it happens to he a
f
harmonii.
---------------The advantages of the
Fig. 2.-Just as a bell crystal controlled
-trans"-MflAL PLATL
oscillates when struck mitter are so obvious that
mechanically, so will the writer predicts that in
a
quartz
crystal the near future, when the
oscillate when placed world s chief broadcasting
between two electric- stations have each been
\\
ally charged plates. allotted a definite wavelength, and when the minor
stations that are situated a
great distance apart are
The next step is the most tedious part allotted an identical wavelength so
of the manufacture and requires a that no heterodyning between them
large amount of patience. Having takes place, the crystal oscillator vill
approximately a length and breadth of come into its own-it is a rigid contin., the two surfaces of the crystal trol on wavelength.
).

-

-

Final Mounting
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marked recently that there
existed a tendency to " press the
button and expect someone else to do
the rest." it occurred to the writer
that a receiving set to which the remark might be applied correctly would
meet the requirements of many readers who, though perhaps possessing
some technical knowledge themselves,
require for home use a set which.
can he operated by any member of
the household.

Some Sacrifices
Obviously, in order to secure this
simplicity of control, certain sacrifices had to be made. For instance,
well-known and efficient methods of
obtaining selectivity and sensitivity
could not be incorporated because of
the additional variable controls necessitated.

lt would thus be quite unnecessary
to trouble about wavelengths, or,
except as a matter of passing interest, to know the name of a single
station. All that would really matter
would be the music emanating from
the loud-speaker.
The local station would he indicated by the volume of sound when
the set vas adjusted to receive its
transmission, and if, for instance, a
classic discourse entitled
'Bus Conductors I Have Known " should not
prove acceptable entertainment, the
selector dial could be rotated until
some more agreeable transmission
was tuned-in. Even in the case of
an S.B. " 'Bus Conductors " there
would probably be at least one Continental station available.
So much for the general conditions.
which were made to govern the
design of the receiving set.
Upon the small ebonite panel in
the Centre front of the set vill be

At the same time it vas consTdered
essential that the completed receiver
should be something more than a seen the four-inch selector dial of the
local-station loud-speaker set, so that, variable condenser with the small
apart from Daventry, for the recep- knob of the volume-control or
tion of which an easy change of coil reaction condenser immediately bewould be required, alternative enter- neath. Normally, the reaction containment should be available by the denser is adjusted so that selfsimple rotation of a station-selector oscillation does not occur at any
dial.
setting of the- selector dial, and then
138

it may

be practically ignored except
when it is desired to strengthen a
particularly weak distant station.
The remaining fitments upon the
panel are phone jacks, that on the
left affording reception upon three
valves and that on the right upon four
valves. Upon inserting the plug in
either jack, the appropriate number
of valves is lighted and, when the
plug is withdrawn, are extinguished.

Simple Appearance
To preserve the simple appearance
of the front of the set, all terminals
(batteries, aerial and earth) are
placed at th back of the cabinet
upon suitable ebonite panels attached
to the wooden baseboard which carries the valves and other components.
Holes are cut in the back of the
cabinet through which the terminal
panels are accessible.
Referring to the circuit diagram,

it will be seen that there are four
valves, each with a separate fixed
filament resistance V1 functions as
a high-frequency amplifier; V, as
reCtifier; and V3 and V4 as lowfrequency amplifiers. The fixed resistances are Amperites (Type iA for 6volt, .25-ampere valves). Other types
are available to suit different valves.
:

--
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The low-frequency valves \ ai,d
The coils L1 and L2 together form knob .instead of the usual dial.
the aerial-tuning unit, L1 consisting -. The valves V1 and V, are coupled V operate )n conjunctipn with, the ow-fre4uency transforipers T, and
of from 6 to 12 turns of No. 20- Ot by means of an aperiodic highNo. 22-gauge double-cotton or double- frequency transformer T1. ¡n this T, each of which has its primary
:lk covered wire wound closely upon connection both the Constant-tuned winding shunted by a fixed (T.C.C.)
condenser (value
one end of a Becol low - loss former ..................................................... .002 microfarad),
C5 and C1.
The
The smaller the
.
this article are given full constructional details of a four-valve
r a n s f o rmers
number of turns L
set which ensures a sdection of the worlds wireless entertainmcnt and
themselves
are
the greater.
Eureka, Concert
is as simple to operate as the family gramophone, with the additional
will be the selecG
a n d a n d tivity,
wi th in
advantage thai it does not require winding-up.
Second S t a ge, limits, and, as a
.
- respectively.
The set has bee.n spcciallj designed, buIlt and tested for. the
guide, it is recom..
By means of
mended that 12
of
Redpath,
udl
as
author
by
E.
known
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
phone jacls proturns should be
TeIegraphj
and
Telephony."
Wireless
Cassell's handbook
vided with suitused when
the
able contacts, the
nearest main StaBy chsn ging 1w., coils th sel can be quickly adapted for the
last
is
valve
tion is 25 miles
reception of Daventrg and other long-wave broadcasting stations.
switched into or
distant; iø turns
out of Circuit and
for 15-20 miles; 8
Moreover, the controls are o sirnpl2 that the sel can be operated
the filament curturns
for
s_is
experience.
previous
with
no
efficiently by listeners
rent to all valves
miles;
and
6
is svitched on or
turns for distances
We shall be glad to hear fron readers who build this set just
off merely by inunder 5 miles.
whal results they gel-we knòw that their reports will be good, for
serting the phone
It is an easy
this is an especially good set.
(or loud-speaker)
matter to start
plug.
with 12 turns and
The jacks used
decrease the nuniber as necessary to obtain freedom Unit (Peter Curtis, Ltd.) and aperi- in the present set are supplied by the
odic transformer, by Burne-J ones, Formo Co., and, although the diafrom interference by the local station.
The coil L2 consists of 56 turns of have been used with good results. As gram may appear a little compliNo. 24-gauge double-silk covered the winding, methods differ, however, cated, the connections in the actual
vire, the whole winding being tuned. Care must be taken to wire up the set are really simple, calling only for
by means of the .000-microfarad valve-holder to correspond with the a little care in shaping the connecting vires to
variable cotidenclear the reaction
ser C1, but 42
condenser.
turns only being
included in the
B1 is the usual
grid-filament cirfilament - lighting
Cuit.
The rebattery; B. the
maining 8 turns
anode or high(that is, on the
tension
battery
anode side of the
with two positive
tapping
point)
tapping points so
enable a very
that 6o to 66 volts
smooth reaction
may be applied to
effect to be obthe
first
and
tained in Consecond valves and.
junction with the
the full zoo or
two
condeiisers
io8 volts to the
C. and C3.
low-frequency amplifiers.
It
will
be
It will be noted
noticed that of
that
a grid-bias
these condensers,
battery (B3) is
C2 alone is variprovided, and the
able.
C3 is a
Jgrid-return leads
fixed
condenser
- ,.,.--:-;-:the
from
two
(capacity .00i
Photograph showing the Controls of the Fireside Four.
L.F. transformers
microfarad introare connected to the negative of this
duced as 'a safety-first measure to makers' diagram of connections.
Condenser C4 and resistance R5 battery.
avoid accidental short-circuit of the
Reservoir condensers (T.C.C., each
high-tension battery. C2 is a Polar are the usual grid condenser and leali
Junior condenser (capacity .0005 (Dubilier), the grid return being made of .2-microfarad capacity) are conmicrofarad) fitted with a small ebonite to the Iwsitive filament lead.
nected between each positive tapping
.
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(continued,
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Photògraph showing Disposition of the Components of the Fireside Four.
of the H.T. Thatterc' and the negative

ler,nnzal of the filanzent battery.
Suitable Valves

The alves used in the original
receiver, which gave excellent re(for
sults, were Cleartron
H.F. and both L.F. stages) and
CT23B for the detector. With this
combination it is possible to use up
to 8o or roo volts ori the H.F. and
detector valves, with consequent increase in volume of sound which
may on occasion be required, for
instance, when music is needed for
dancing or open-air entertainment.
Osram DE8 and DE5 valves vere
also used with excellent results, the
arrangement then being DE8 HF.,
DE8 H.F., DE8 L.F., DE5. Increased volume was obtained and a
saving of about 25 per cent. in filament current vas effected.
For those who visti to use a fourvolt accumulator already on hand,

thè new Neutron .o6-ampere valves
(two H.F. and two L.F.) are recommended. Tested in the receiver i.th
appropriate four-volt Am perites, they
gave very satisfactor results.
In the following list the components actually used in the original
set are specified, but readers ho
already have components of good
quality on hand shoutd experience no
difficulty if they are used, or if other
eIl-known makes are substituted
for those specified.
In such cases, hoever, a little
extra care in wiring up will be called
for, as the shape, size of components
and disposition of terminals vi14
probably differ

:-

Ebonite panel, 7 in. by.6 in, by
in.
(American Hard Rubber..Co. or Becol,
Trelleborgs.)
Cabinet, with baseboard. (Gilfilan
Bros.)
2 terminal panels, one 5-way and one
2-way. (Burne_Jones.)
2
panel brackets. (Burne-Jones.)
-

.000-microfarad square-law low-loss
variable condenser. (Peto-Scott).
.0005-microfarad Polar Junior condenser, with small knob instead of
usual dial.
(Radio Communication
Co.)
L.F. transformer, Eureka Càncert
Grand. (Portable Utilities.)
L.F. transformer, Eureka 2nd stage.
(Portable Utilities.)
Vibro anti-microphonic valve
4
holders. (Burne-Jones.)
Low-capacity valve holder. (BurneJones.)
4 Amperites-type iA, or according
Lo valves used.
(Rothermel Corpora.

ton.)

2 .2-microfarad
fixed
condensers
(T.C.C.)
2
.002-microfarad fixed condensers
(T.C.C.)
.00i-microfarad
fixed
condenser
(T.C.C.)
.003-rnicrofarad
grid
condenser.
(Dubilier.)
2-megohm grid leak. (Dubilier.)
Aperiodic HF. transformer, 250-800
metres. (Peter Curtis.)
Jack No. 3, 4-point, open-circuit,
with filament Contact. (Formo.)

FEtE
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Another Photograph showing the Disposition of the Components of the Fireside. Four
Jack No. 5, 6-point closed circuit
with filament change-over. (Formo)
Phone plug. (Formo.)
4k-volt fiashlamp battery.
(As
Special tuning unit complete.
advertised.)
O?

in. by 3 in. by in.
Ebonite base
Becol former (2 in. long) ç each,
valve sockets and pins (required to

make the special tuning unit.)
No. 24-gauge d.s.c. copper wire:
No. 20-gauge d.s.c. copper wire.
Glazite for connections.
For the reception of the pro-

grammes from Daventry, Radiola
and long-wave stations, there will be
required, in addition
Aperiodic H.F. transformer (long-

:-

wave).
Special

tuning unit, No. 2 (Or
materials to make), as follows :-Becol
former, 4 in. long; 5 valve pins; No.
28-gauge d.s.c. wire.
Drilling the Panel
L

The first operation is to drill the
ebonite panel and secure it in place
behind the wooden front of the cabi-

net, taking care that the 6m, by 5in.
opening in the wood is central relative to the panel.
Then fix in place the two jacks
and the Polar condenser and fasten
the cabinet front to the wooden baseboard by means of the two aluminium
brackets. Do not fix the .0005microfarad variable condenser at this
stage, as it vill be rather in the way.
Referring to the photographs and
to the wiring diagram, proceed to
assemble all other components upon
the baseboard. Try them all in place
before actually screwing down, especially if any departure is made from
the original specification. Omit the
first-stage L.F. transformer (in centre
of baseboard) and the .002-microfarad
fixed condenser immediately behind it
until the wirinof the two jacks and
the Polar condenser is done.
The disposition of the components
is such as to reduce the wiring as
much as possible, further simplifica-

tion being obtained by raising
baseboard din. clear upon
wooden side runners, each
square, and placing several of

the
two
in.

the

filament-circuit connections beneath
it. These underneath connections
are indicated by dotted lisies in the
wiring diagram.
The filament-lighting circuit, including the wiring beneath the baseboard and the connections to the
filament-switching contacts of the
two jacks, should be proceeded with
first and, on completion, may be
tested by inserting valves in the
holders and connecting the accumulator battery. Observe that inserting
the plug in the jacks causes three or
four valves to light up, respectively.
The remaining inter-jack connections should be made next, also
those to the reaction condenser and
the .000-microfarad variable condenser, which should be fitted in
place at this stage.

a
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Photograph showing the Fireside Four Complete and Rea4 for Use.
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If it is desired to avoid soldering,
it will be found that practicafly all'
connections, except those to the two
jacks, the tuning unit,, the holder
for the H.F. transformer and the
valve holders, may be made by
securing the bared and, looped end of
wire beneath the appropriate ter-.
minal upon transformer, variable or
fixed condenser,- or Amperite.
As mentioned irr the l!rst of components, the special tuning units may
be purchased complete from some of
the advertisers in this magazine, with
whom arrangements have been made
to supply it for the convenience. &f
those who do not wish to make it
themselves.
Full particulars as to the dimensions of base and former, also the
number of turns; method of tapping,
etc., are given in the diagrams. The
turns of the aerial cois and th
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tapped secondan coil are wound
upon the former in. the same
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the

long

transformer to cover the required
wavelengths, replace the broadcastave unit and transformer in the set
when required.
As mentioned at the beginning of
this article, the operation of the cornp-teted receiver is as simple as posible
-ertainly simpler than in the case
of a gramophone-and the same
remark applies to the preliminary

on

page iii of the cover and astamped addressed envelope, to;
The

reception

waves-Daventry, Radio-Paris, etc.a second tuning-unit is required, to
be constructed in accordance with
the details given. This second unit,
together with an aperiodic H.F.

when you are in difficulty over
any wireless troublè, whether
practical or theoretical.
Just write your query out on
a piece of paper (write on one
side ónly, please!) and send if,

.

testing.
There ¡s always the possibility,
however, that an error in wiring-up
may have occurred To make sure

Ç
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A Special Four-valver for Family Use
tjt

the error, if one exists, does not
cause damage to The valves, connect
the filament-lighting accumulator to
the H.T. terminals of the set (first to
H.T. -- and H.T. + No. s and then
to H.T. and H.T. + No. 2, in turn),
insert the plug in each jack and note
that the valves do not light up. If
they do, there is an error somewhere
and the wiring must be carefully
checked.
For the benefit of those
without any experience of putting a receiving set to work,
the operations are summarised, as follows
(i) Connect aerial and earth

music, is emitted by the loud-speaker
connected to the plug.
(s) Rotate the selector dial and, it
necessary readjust
the volumecontrol knbb until at no point òn the
dial scale does the receiving set oscillate (as evidenced by the reception of
carrier waves as varying musical
flotes or by the peculiar " cluck
heard when the aerial terminal is
touched with a moistened finger-tip).

-

-

:-

(i) Plug in the loud-speaker, either
for three or four valves.
(2) Rotate the selector dial, unless
this is usually left adiusted for 'eception from your local station.

After these preliminaries have been

Although not strictly necesit is, perhaps, a vise
precaution, when reception is
concluded for the evening, to
remove the H.T. negative
plug from the battery.

-

sry,

NOV

-

-

:-

leads, also accumulator wires,

=

'to appropriate terminals and

insert plug in one of the jacks,
temporarily, noting that valves
light up. Remove plug and
connect H T battery leads
Replace plug.
2)
Adjust the volume-control condenser to its minimum
"aiue, by rotating the small
knob.
() Rotate the selector dial
until' the local station is

atteñdèd to once, forget about the
volume-control knob altogether. If
the local station is tooloud, even On
three valves, reduce the volume of
sound by dis-tuning slightly. The
normal operation of the set thus
reduces to

.
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tuned-in.
t,iie volume-control knob until the greatest
volume of sound, consistcnt
or
iiiIh perfectly clear speech

[\Ve personally have tested
four-valver and have
foUnd it to give excellent re
suits. As the designer claims,
.
.
it is extraordinarily simple to
control, being in fact, to ail
.
intents and purposes, a oneknob set-indeed, the Fireside Four, simple, efficient
and handsome, is an ideil
family recelver.-ED.]
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:BROADGAST PLAY

-----

.

An article of

particutar interest by

C. Whitaker-Wilson

But it has nothing to
do with the play broad-

it is not

pERHAPS
untrue to say that

cast, for the obvious
the history of drama has
reason that the listener
made a wider appeàl
-the audience, that is
than that of any other
to say (the term for once
form of art, and in rebeing properly used)garding the broadcast
is not the spectator.
play as an addition to
There is, of course,
drama rather than as
any part of the evolution
a history attached to
the development of diaof it, I venture to
-logue, brief in the tellthink I am not far
I
ing. From actual verse
wrong because I cannot
/
and metre of the early
persuade myself that
a
works it passed through
the broadcast play is
a stage of mere metrical
anything other than a
expression until it asmere branch of broadsumed the present-day
casting in general.
language, which latter
It certainly lias nois the attempt at verithing to do with the
1similitude so much o
-______________
stage. For, since the
be commended. So the
days when hymns were
first sung to the god Mr. Rtmsell Tho,ndike and Mr. John Foulds broadcasting Edgar Allan Poe's whole thing, viewed
story, "The Tell-tale Heart."
f rom the evolutionary
Dionysus, when Thespis
standpoint, is the hisof Icaria toured ancient
Greece with a company of players, -,--must have relied upon the producer tory of an indissoluble combination
when AschyIus produced tragedy to some considerable extent. At of sight and sound, the sight unupon tragedy at the theatre in any rate, they wrote down precious questionably coming first in imAthens-since those far-off days the little of the business " of their portance.
But the broadcast play is another
history of the stage has, first and plays.
Our own Shakespeare can scarcely matter altogether. There is iso
foremost, proved to be one long
story of the development of stage be accused of overdoing it in the actustl development at all. In fact.
matter of stage-directions. I imagine I am very much inclined to think
production and scenic effect.
that A Midsummer Night's Dream that the whole thing has been cut
Stage Atmosphere
would have been less attractive than in half. You may not see your actors
In fact it is true to say that, on the it was at Drury Lane had the nor yet the scenic representation
stage, things were seen before they producer relied entirely upon what (so useful in all circumstances) of
the environment which is being
were heard, because many of the he found in the copy.
The modern writers, Bernard Shaw presented to you.
earliest works contained quite a small
amount of dialogue only. So the particularly, have made the stageatmosphere of the stage, through all directions an internal part of their Acting or Readin?
For all you know to the contrary
these centuries, has most certainly script: they read, as often as not,
In order to make a they may not be acting at all, but
been established around, through. like novels.
and by means of mime and gesticu-- close guess at isis age," says Shaw in merely reading their parts from a
one typescript copy. Very probably it
one place (I forget where),
lation.
.
.,
Even the early Greek tragedies, would need to clean him, but lie must is not so, but you would be none
many of which contain almost per- be something under forty." Nicely the wiser if it were. You are told
fect dialogue, depended very largely put, and quite likely to secure good what you are expected to keep in
upon good acting for their attrac- production in the matter of the your mind's eye in the matter of
scenery at the b2ginning, and with
tion to the public of their day; appearance of the character.
Now all this points to development this you must be content.
and I am quite persuaded that
So the first difficulty of the broadEuripides stage-managed some ex- of plays from the spectacular side,
cellent productions for the Athenians. and I submit that, riglrom schy- cast play is the reception of it. You
And yet, curiously enough, there lus down to Shaw and Galsworthy, are, as I say, told of the geographical
are very few stage-directions-as there is a distinct line of evolution situation of the environs of the actors,
we understand them-in the early clearly traceable in e.very particular. but you yourself may be in very
works. Even the comedy-writers-- This, I repeat, is the history, or part different surroundings. They may be
those of your own home.
Aristophanes, Menander, and Plautus of it, of the stage.
j-
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Read This Article-You
Therefore it is not without the
conünes of probability that you may
be trying to conjure up the scene
of some incident taking place in
Constantinople or Bucharest while
the table is being laid or the dog
being washed. And neither of these
things is. going to help you very
much.
And so it seems that your chances
are rather cliequered at the outset.
But if you, in your charity, care to
find it in your heart to imagine the
difficulties from the studio side,
you may conclude that theirs is the
worst difficulty.
O

"Unbroadcastable "I
quite aware that many have
already given it as theìr opinion that
Plàys
I am

plays cannot be broadcast at all;
but I conceive that to be very destructive criticism indeed. The same
might be said of an attempt to broadcast the events at the Wembley
Exhibition, or those of a religious
service. Criticism which does not
make a complete survey of cause
and effect is not criticism at all.
The difficulties of rendition are
certainly considerable, but I hope
to prove that they are not insu rmou ntable. The chief of them, to
my way of thinking, lies in avoiding
confusion in the mind of the listener
in the matter of the identity of the
character speaking.
Supposing there are four altogether,
two of each sex, it is not always an
easy matter for the listener to detect
which one is speaking, is spoken to,
or is spoken about. The obvious
thing is to see that the four voices
differ in tone as much as possible.
And then it is that one realises how
much the eye guides in the matter
of reception of a play at a theatre.
With the broadcast play one is
virtually blindfolded; there is a
total lack of action, and nothing
remains but voices. It is not even
like a novel, which, admittedly,
need not be illustrated to guide
the reader because the lnguage
carries description along with it.
And it is certainly in no way comparable with the cinema, even viewed
from the opposite point of view
that it is all vision, and that there
is no speaking, because words, either
of dialogue or description, can be
thrown upon the screen. So the
actors' difficulties are not negligible,

'Nu Then

ber

192j

Better Appreciate Broadcast Plays

Now the listener is dependent.
entirely upon the actors. That, I
imagine, will not be controverted.
Upon whom are the actors dependent ? Upon the authors, every

unless very simple, is not at all easy
to receive through the ear alone,
especially by means of a loud-speaker.
Pace is the safest card to play,
and yet too great a variation should
time.
be avoided in production, because
The whole secret of the successful too slow a pace is one of th most
broadcast play lies in the writing difficult of all methods of speech
of it. And here I take the opporto follow, and too fast a speed is likely
tunity to give it as my judgment to be missed altogether.
that plays originally intended for
and performed upon the play-stage Unheard Laughter
are very rarely stiitable for broadNaturally, an author will play
casting purposes.
what he considers to be another safe
To begin with, 'they can only, be 'card, that of humour. So long as
adaptations with all the " business" the production is most carefully
left out, and the man who essays to watched, this may be indeed good.
write a play which will stage as well But it is not always easy to get actors
as it will broadcast, and vice versa, to wait for the laughter which Mey
is going to make a- failure of both cannot hear to die away before conforms from the very beginning. tinuing. And, if the joke, for some
The argument which I have 'tried reason,' misses, the space becomes a
to lay down for, evolution alone serious fault. This thought of a
proves that.
joke missing fire brings another
The play must be specially writteÌ
thought to my mind of similar
Moreover, action, though admittedly character.
unseen, must be there-in spirit, at
Noises in the room where the reall events. Otherwise there is no ception is taking place may be a display. Naturally, the safest card to traction. Or, of course, atmospherics
play regarding action is to restrict may interfere. These things are a
it to that which makes some sort nuisance, but they must be taken
of noise.
into account.
If this is not possible the àuthor
If I were writing a play for wirémust say so: in other words, some- less transmission, I think I should
thing must be said by one of the take especial care over lines which
characters to Cover the situation. are particularly important to the
And. this means quite a separate play, or even those which contain
technique in writing, because most unusual words. I should get them
playwrights undoubtedly visualise repeated in some form by one of
their scenery and the movements the other characters.
of their characters at the moment of
Repeats need not, they musi not,
conception. This, in the case of a be either redundant or boring. In
p'ay for wireless transmission, is fact the whole situation of writing
likely to prove a stumbling-block. under restrictions such as I have
The whole thing must be cast with mentioned calls for the very greatest
the one fact in view that theaudience ingenuity. The very naming of the
is an audience only.
characters at frequent intervals, the
dialogue being turned momentarily
identification
into description of small actions
The question referred to above, or of portions of the cenery_all
of the difficulty of the identity of the these things must be done without
speakers, is best overcóme by naming appearing to do them. Therein
them as often as is possible, and by lies rnost'of the
legislating carefully for their manner
The dialogue of a broadcast play
must be as informative as the desof speech.
Distinction in the matter of vocal criptive portions of a novel, or as the
tone, thoùgh absolutely essential, words thrown upon a cinema screen,
by no means solves the whole prob- but there must be no obvious effort
lem. To it must be added very about it. It will be necessary to
great distinctiveness in that of ôbserve these and many other
mciner of speech. All the same, "rules" until the day comes when
refuge in dialect, more often than - television renders the necessity no
not, defeats its own ends. Dialect, longer imminent.
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fallacy that
wireless is a pastime suitable
only for the winter months is now
completely exploded, autumn still
remains the most appropriate time
for giving the set its annual overhaul.
One does not usually feel overenergetic during the summer, and the
wireless set gets little attention then,
being taken out on excursions into
the country if it is readily portable,
or being made to work a loud-speaker
in the garden if it is. too cumbersome
to be easily carried about.

LTHOUGH the

.11

-

the Days
But with the shortening of the days
and the approach of bad weather one

Shortening

of

has perforce to spend more time indoors, and some of these leisure
hours cannot be better spent than in
overhauling the set, incorporating improvements, and generally giving it
the attention it really requires to enable it to give of its best for another
twelve months.
lt is best to begin with the outside
work, taking full advantage of what
fine weather remains. The aerial supports should be carefully surveyed in
order to see whether their height can
conveniently be raised by a few feet.
lt should he remembered that once
above the surrounding bui'dings every
foot counts tremendously.

Examining Supports
Whether or not the supports are to
be altered, the means by which they
are secured should be carefully
examined as they may have to stand
up through several severe gales during the winter. The halyards and
stays should also be given attention
and any rotten or rusted ropes replaced.
The depbsit of soot and dirt which
is sure to have accumulated on the
insulators should be removed and the

-

aerial vire itself examined for broken Iirect earth connection, as this will
strands. A new aerial is advisable if greatly reduce the H.F. resistance of
a single strand is broken, as this the aerial circuit, giving increased
gives rise to very considerable H.F. range and selectivity.
losses at a niost vital point.
The.
A counterpoise, to be efficient,
ebonite lead-in insulator ought also to must consist of at least double the
be removed if it shows any signs of number of vires contained in the
having deteriorated owing to the aerial (the more the better), must be
actkn of the atmosphere.
erected immediately below the aerial
beyond the end of which it should
extend a few feet, and it.must be veri
carefully insulated from earth.
-

THE FATE

OF

THE

Effective Height

OSSI-LA TA.
(With apologies.)
T his set one winter evenihg
Sai the well-known Ossi-lato
Turned condenser and reaction,
And ¡he noise he made was greater
Than the noise of ru,hing waters.
Than a chorus of canaries.
Then he looked around rejoicing
(Saving," Oh. I could with iou sing.")
Saw his " speaker" (Lissenola),
Saw his coil holder (Polar),
Saw his parid (it was Radion).
Saw his set and said, "1 made yon."
Saw his coils (they were igranic),
Heard a sound and in a panic
Tried his battery, high-tension,
Said a word I will noi men/ion,
For he found ils juice was run out.
And he knew he would be done oui.
Of his nightly oscillation.
Then towards him came a stranger,
Ossi-1 ata smelt the danger
As/fed the stranger who he might be.
"Captain Eckersley, they call me."
Then he bust the set and" speaker,"
Did a deed that is much greaterSlew the awful Ossi-lato.
-

is

As the effective height of the aerial
reduced when a counterpoise

replaces the ordinary earth connection
the wires forming the counterpoise
should be kept as near to the ground
as practicable.
If a really good
counterpoise is-impossible owing to
restricted space, etc., stick to the
direct earth connection.
Coming to the receiver itself, the
first point upon which a decision must
be made is what, if any, alterations
or additions are to be made to it.
Quite likely during the past year one
has seen several little gadgets or new
components in shop windows, illustiated in wireless periodicals, and
fitted to the sets of friends, which one
would like to incorporate.
lt may
also be that last winter either the
range or volume, or both, were not
always quite all that could be desired,
in which case it may be decided to add
further H.F. and/or L.F. stages.

Good-quality Components

The alterations and additions to be
made must, of course, be decided by
the owner of the set, and he should
The earth connection should be dug take care to fit good-quality comup, if it consists of alried plate, in ponents. The part of the set which
order to see that the joint between it is to remain as it was and the old
and the earth-lead has not corroded. components should, however, be
Consideration should also be given to carefully examined for any faults.
the question as to the practicability
The bearings of variable conof using a counterpoise instead of a densers should be looked to, as they

W.M.C.
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perhaps have become slightly
oose with twelve months of use.
After these have, been adjusted to the
proper degree of tightnes it may be
found thàt the moving plates touch
the fixed ones during a part of their
movement.
This can usually be
counteracted by loosening the clamping nuts on one side of the fixed
plates and tightening those on the
other side. Great care must be taken
to keep both sets of plates perfectly
parallel.
-.
vi11

.

Cutting Condenser Plates

primary winding in turn (after all
other connections have been removed)
when a click in the phones on making and breaking contact indicates
continuity. There should be absolute
silence in the phones if the battery
and phones are left connected across
the winding.

Soldered Joints
After it has been ascertained that
all the components re in really good
condition the actual wiring of the set
should receive attention.
If the
various connections are not soldered
but are merely clamped beneath terminal nuts these nuts should all be
removed and the under surfaces
cleaned together with the ends of the
wires, If all connections are soldered
care should be taken to see that the
joints are still good.
In a section through a properly

1926
j

and the terniinal. Then a fairly high
resistance exists at the joint.
The first type of joint is by far
the stronger and every joint in the set
should be capable of withstanding
quite a strong puff without coming
adrift.
After having made quité sure that
the wiring is O.K. all dust and dirt
should be removed from both sides of
the panel, especially from between
terminals, valve legs, etc.; a good
method is to wash the panel with
methylated spirits or petrol using a
camel-hair brush.
.

If the condensers are not of the
Accessories
square-law type the moving plates
After the receiver itself has been
can be cut to approximately squareattended to the various accessories
law shape. They need not be exactly
If
should next corne under notice.
of this shape, but the nearer they are
there is any sediment at the bottom
to it the better. Even if they are
of the accumulator the acid should be
cut very roughly indeed tuning will
poured out and all the cells thoroughly
he easier than
rinsed out with
with semi-circuwater,
distilled
r..o.....r....?
lar plates.
taking care that
The bearings of
no detached porLET US HELP. WHEN YOU ARE IN DIFFICULTY
all other compotions of metal
nents with rotatbecome
wedged
OUR SERVICE IS FREE OF CHARGE!
ing parts, such
in such a posias filament retion that. they
Even the most experienced amateur at one time or another
nes
sistances, e t C.,
short " the
against some little difficulty-some little problem of which the solution
should be simisets of plates.
momentarily escapes him. Have you any such problem?
Jarly
adjusted,
This will be ala
and where
most impossible
No matter how trifling or how important the point is
always
moving contact
¡f proper separaready to help you out of your trouble-we keep a special staff.just for
moves along a
tors are fitted.
that purpose.
fine wire windThe cells should
ing, as is the case
Moreover, we make no charge whatever-we are glad to do it! Just
preferably be rewith a potentlofilled with fresh
write your query on one side of a sheet of paper (this small point greatly
meter, the vire
acid diluted in
facilitates the handling of your question) and enclose it, together with
should be looked
accordance with
the coupon on page iii of the cover and a stamped envelope addressed
at to see f it is
the makers' into.yourself for return, in aH envelope addressed to The Editor, WIRELESs
likely soon to be
structions, which
cut through.
MAGAZINE, La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.
vary slightly for
Those types of
different makes.
.-..-'.-'-'rheostats which
-"-'-..-.-.'
The H.T. batvary their resisttery should be
arice by the compression of carbon soldered joint between, say, a copper tested with a high-resistance voitmetér
granules are apt to become ineffi- vire and a brass terminal shank, while it is supplying current to the
cient after a time owing to the there should be five distinct layers of plates of the maximum number of
Every en- metal. First the copper of the wire, valves used in the set, and after it has
granules " packing."
deavour should be made to loosen secondly an alloy of cojiper and solder, been connected up for some time. A
them, and this can sometimes be thirdly a thin film of pure solder, test under any other conditions is
done by unscrewing the knob to its fourthly an alloy of solder and almost valueless, as a nearly exfullest extent and shaking the- in- brass, and lastly the pure brass of the hausted battery often shows quite a
strument violently or tapping it on a terminal shank. In this case the good voltage after it has been out of
metallic circuit is continuous.' Often, use for an hour or two when it is
hard surface.
If crackling noises have been however, there are only .three layers first connected up to the set after a
marring reception of late and-cannot of metal in such a section, the copper short period of disuse.
If given proper attention on the
be traced to a poor connection the and brass of the wire and 'terminal
primary windings of the L.F. trans- respectively,'and a casing of solder lines suggested above all wireless apparatus, except valves and dry batformers should be tested for con- which encloses the ends of both.
In this case there is sure to be a teries, chould last almost indefinitely
tinuity. A single cell and a pair of
phones should be connected in series thin film of oxide between the wire and give many years of useful service.
5LG.
and joined across the ends' of each and the solder and between the solder to the listener.
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FOR a long time I havè taken impairing the efficiency of the re- valves with a given plate potential,
rather a pride in using "vri- ceiving set. We cannot, I think, and we can obtain peifectly good
ables" at every possible point in touch the circuit of the tuner. For working by makiùg soldered conmy receiving sets.
Theoretically selectivity and for long-rang work nections to flashlamp batteries.
this should give one a wonderful it i
ractically essential to use a
And w kat of the number of highdegree of control over the per- double-circuit tuner with variable tensio positive leads? These again
formances of the set, for at many coupling between the coils and with can be reduced wthout any noticepoints the, values of resistance, a tuning condenser for each.
able falling-off in the set's perormIf we are employing two high- ances. When a power y 1v. is used
capacity,, voltage and so on are
critical to a greater or less extent, frequency valves we cannot have in the last holder it shculd certainly
and if adjustments can be made efficiency unless the anodes of both have a high-tension positive lead
results should, on paper anyhow, are tuned; but if we use carefully of its own, for a very high plate
matched transformers or anode coils potential is required if it is to gve
be letter.
we can tune both simultaneously of it; best. The remaining valves
Bristling with Knobs
by means of a double condenser, may, however, be srved by a
Working on these lines one finds thus saving a knob. There are many common H.T. + busbar without any
that one's own experimental sets excellent type of these condensers marked differenc3 in their perpositively bristle with knobs. One now on the market, and I have not formances.
of my five-valve receivers had twenty- found the slightesl loss in efficiency
This sounds like rank hresy. I
five controls, for example.
Once by using them.
can only say that the proof of this
the rage for variables has gripped
The high-frequency potentiometer pudding, like that of most others,
you there is hardly any end to what we must retain, for it is one of the lies in the eating. Try for yourself
you can do in this way.
most valuable aids to obtaining both the result of reducing your HT. +
stability and selectivity.
You may, for example, provid
leads to the two suggested and see
But need we have a rheostat for whether you can detect any differeach of your tuning condensers with
a vernier in parallel; you may use each valve? If the high-frequency ence. Though I hoped that I would
variable grid-leaks, and ever variahe valves are of the same type a single do so, I must confess that when I had
grid condensers, and so on.
rheostat will control both of them made the experiment I could not.
In theory this kind of thing is without in any way spoiling the
splendid; but when we come to working of either. Should the recti No Improvement
actual practice does it really help.,? fier, as is frequently the case, be a
The conclusion to which I am
This is rather a difficult question similar valve there is really no reason forced, much against my will, is
to answer. As an experimenter why its filament also should not be that though it may be handy for the
I want to say "Yes " emphatically, controlled by the same rheostat. experimenter to be able at times
for the set with a large number of Or we can have one rheostat for to vary critically the resistance,
variables should b. much more the high-frequency valve or valves, capacity, or potential at many points,
flexible than one with few. But and one for the rectifier and the the performances of a set used for
somehow or other I find that there first note-magnifier.
broadcast reception are in no way
lurks in my mind the growing feeling
The last note - magnifying valve improved by providing it with a
that the majority of the excrescences shoifld have a rheostat of its own, in great number of variables.
upon my panels are almost, if not the big set at any rate, for if signal
One can, of course, go too far in
strength and good quality are to be the opposite direction. It is quite
entirely, useless.
When I face the facts I am forced to combined it must be a power valve. possible to make a set with hardly
admit that my reception would not
We can do away with variable any variable controls; but here
there would be undoubtedly a marked
suffei in the least if the greater part grid leaks and anode resistances withof my variables were fixed. This is a out feeling their loss once we have loss in efficrency. The sane attitude
sad admission, but in the interests discovered the best values to use. seems to be to fit only those variable
The variable grid-biasing battery, controls that are absolutely essential
of truth it must be made.
Let us see if we can whittle down too, is really a superfluity. All and in other cases to find the best
the number of variables to the abso- makers publish the grid-bias voltage average value and to stick to it.
lute minimum without in any way required by their low-frequency
J. H. R.
-
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pRECISELY at ii am. Professor
Gordon Stone, D.Sc., F.R.S.,
M.I.E.E, etc, found himself sitting
in a room at io, Downing Street

with the Prime Minister and several
prominent officials of the War Office
and the Admiralty. He had come to
discuss certain wireless possibilities
of national importance.
Easily the most conspicuous person
in the assembly, the professor wore
He was very
his sixty years well.
tall, broad in the shoulders and high
of chest. His high forehead, steelygrey penetrating eyes under bushy
eyebro s, and a prominent, slightly
hooked nose proclaimed a thinker of
no nìean power, while the jaw of a
fighter showed the bulldog tenacity
of the man.
A good listener, the professor
quickly grasped the point at which
his cross-examiners vere driving.
His answers were short, decisive and
clear. He was never at a loss, never
hesitating, being the best-informed
man in the world on all matters electrical and mechanical, perfectly at
home in the domain of physics and
pure mathematics.
At the close of the interview Professor Stone informed the assembly
that his services and his knowledge
were entirely at the disposal of the.
nation, that his own interests did not
matter and danger vas of no conse-'
quence to an old man ready to meet
his Makei-. Die he must in any case,

and he would prefer to die in the service of his country.
He made, however, one reservation. Should anything happen to
him he would like to have the assurance of the Prime Minister that his
only child, his daughter Gladys,
would be vell looked after.
This
being arranged satisfactorily, the
professor shook hands all round and
left Downing Street precisely at
noon.
At one o'clock, one hour after the
professor's departure, the chief of
the Secret Service of an unfriendly
nation received a message, in code,
stating that Professor Gordon Stone,
the vell-known British expert in
ireless, television and wireless control of machinery at great distances,
liad been closeted for an hour with
the British Prime Minister and the
chiefs of the War Office and the
Admiralty; that it was very likely
that he had been entrusted with some
investigations in certain well-known
directions, and that it would be a
good idea to keep an eye on the
activities of the said professor.
At two o'clock four clever, determined men left a foreign capital for
London.
At half-past three Professor Stone
was warned of the fact by our own
Secret Service, and entreated to consent to have an armed guard at his
residence and a plain-clothes man as
an unobtrusive companion.
The

professor politely but firmly refused
to be guarded and asked to be left to
his own devices.
Next morning the professor was
sitting at breakfast with his daughter
Gladys and her fiancé-a trusted
assistant of Stone's and a rising
scientific star.
Gladys, a tall, beautiful girl of
nineteen summers, inherited from
her father the high forehead and the
determined chin. There the likeness
ended. The rest vas her mother.
John Spearman, an ex-Guards'
officer, looked every inch a soldier.
Tall, athletic, with strong, intellectual face he looked anything but a
scholar. But scholar he vas, and a
very brilliant one at that. His chief
mission in life was to hide the fact
that lie had gained the V.C: for
capturing single-handed an enemy
battery.
Professor Stone, in spite of his forbidding appearance, had always been
a very tender 'father.
He saw in
Gladys the very image of his dead
wife and he also loved John as if he
verc his own son. He knew that
after his death Gladys would be quite
safe, provided John lived.
The professor's Hampstead home
modern house-had been built
for a definite scientific purpose. Although the outside was commonplace enough, the inside hid a real
maze of electrical appliances which
served for advanced investigations

-a
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into the nature and possibilities of
electromagnetic waves, or wireless,
as the layman terms them.
There were three distinct installations in the house, apart from the
Professor's own generating plant-a
transmitting and receiving installation working on very short waves, a
t&evision station giving direct vision
without photographic processes, and,
finally, a distant-control wireless instatlation working at a definite range
of a hundred miles.
Spearman lived on the outskirts of
Harwich, in a house belonging to
This house had
Professor Stone.
been built at the same time as
the Hampstead home, and was
an
exact replica of the latter.
As a matter of fact, the two houses

were two stations, identical in every
respect, even to the most minute
They were situated at an
detafls.
exact distance of a hundred miles
from each other, as the crow flies,
and while the Professor reigned at

...Why,

we
all our expectatiois
can talk to each other without the
slightest fear of being overheard,
thanks to your intermodulator. We
can see each other at a distance of a
hundred miles without having to mess
We can
about with photographs.

John, who had -been listening very.
attentively, interrupted the professor.
No direction-finding apparatus
will stand such powerful radiations,

ered voice, as if afraid of being overheard,
was ordered yesterday to
attend an informal meeting at.Dosn¡ng Street. My services are required
by the nation, and we hase to solve

I refused to have armed detectives
stationed around my house and dogging my footsteps.
I think that you
and I can deal very effectively our
selves with any number of intruders,
eh?
John smiled lazily and stretched his
powerful limbs. " Well, sir, I do not
think that
shall have any difficulty
with this parrof the show. Heaven
help the man I lay my hands on in
this house t I would just enjoy a

" Yes,
The .professor smiled.
John, the man who finds the direction
Tock and unlock each others doors, of this station by the usual methods
control electric lights, set burglar will be as dead as the pilots. .
alarms ¿md even fill a hot bath irr However, there is also another aspect
of the ituation.
I left Downing
another ton."
Suddenly the Professor's manner Street at noon. Two hours after four
changed and he moved his armchair foreign spies, fully informed of my
intended activities, left their lair for
nearer to his assistant.
London, and there is trouble brewing.
Listen, John,'' he said in a

"I

very difficult problem.
" I do not want to emphasise the
need for secrecy; you are an ex-officer
and know how to keep a secret. \Ve
must exercise the greatest caution in
our work. There are always inquisia

Hanipstead, John vas ir full charge tive gentlemen who would not hesitate to cut our throat9 if that would
of the Harvich station.
That morning John cariie to the help them to obtain certain papers in
Professor's house in time for break- my safe.
"The problem is this a month
fast, as he and Gladys had arranged
to do some shopping together and see ago three of our military aeroplanes
crashed in Cornwall, one after
a show in the afternoon.
Breakfast over, the two nien re- another, in three successive days.
tired to the Professor's study, while i'hev were the latest, all-steel, experiGladys busied herself in giving in- mental machines, carrying our best
The War Office people are
Professor pilots.
structions to the cook.
Stone waved John to an armchair .in suspicious that some foul plày is at
front of the fire, and, after two pipes work. They are almOst sure that
vere car efutly loaded and well some powerful station had been sendalight, the silence was broken by the ing out electromagnetic waves which
caused the disasters. In their opinion
elder man.
How is the station, John; everi this station is to be found abroad.
The aeroplanes were inspected
thing working satisfactorily?
after the accident. The magneto
John did not answer at once.
except windings and the wiring of the wireYes, sir, all's welt,
number 126 control. lt is still a bit less apparatus are completely burnt
out, and all the pilots died from elecsticky."
con- trocution. There is not the slightest
"I cannot understand
tinued John, "I have complete con- doubt that the cause of thé three
trol of our house, except the safe. accidents is identical.
" \s the matter stands at present it
he 126 control won't work two
Jays alike, as if you vere changing is up.to us to lind immediately mans
he wavelength every alternate (Iay.' for protecting our machines from in-

:

-

The Professor laughed heartily.
Excellent, excellent, my boy,
just as I expected. l'here is no
fault, no fault at all with your control.
I did change the wavelength
every alternate da to see if our apParatus is delicate enough to show a
small difference in adjustments."
The Professor became silent for a
short while, puffing thoughtfully his
pipe, and then resumed again.
\Ve have succeeded, John, beyond

sir."

good scrap, though these spy-johnnies
are not much good with their fists.
They go in mostly for automatics."
A frown suddeiily crossed John's
forehead. " What about Gladys, sir,
don't you think we ought to have her
out of the way? One never knows
how things may shape, and we may
not always be handy."
The professor looked kéenly t the
young man, and what he saw In his
face made him glad, although his own
face did not show his feelings.
" You are right, my boy," he saTd,
Gladys must
sent away- to her
aunt in Edinburgh." Here the professor smiled. " That is if she vill
go. I shall talk to her presently and
you might help me to persuade her
that a change of air will do her good."
For a few seconds the two men
remained silent, each thinking his own
thoughts.
Suddenly the professor
resumed the conversation.
'. Now what shall we do. about giving a hearty reception to unwelcome
intruders, John, my boy what do you
J

terfering radiations, and to track the suggest?
John pondered 1eavily for
unknown station. The first part of
the problem should be easy enough.
We can use our shielding system, although I am not sure that t will
stand such a severe test without
alterations. Still, this isa-niatter of
experi men t.
The second part of the problem is
somewhat complicated. We have no
clue as to the whereabouts of the
interfering station.
."

a

few

minutes.
I think, sir, that our field of
action. lies in ybur study. The chief
attraction is your safe, where presumably you keep all your important
documents.
. . If the attack takes
place at night, as it undoubtedly wilt,
and the attackers pass our outer
defences, ve shall have to deal with
them inside the house.
.
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Come and carry
I am ready for you.
my parcels and look like the proverbial diminutive husband of a
monstrously stout lady, vide Punch."
John rose with a smile and looked
apologetically at the elder man.

The. professors face gradually lost
' What I think is indicated is an
arrangement of two statically-charged -its worried look as the scheme be\vire curtains enclosing the portion of came more and more apparent to him,
the room containing the safe-. They but suddenly a new thought flashed
can be fixed roller fashion in the ceil- through his mind. " But what the
ing and let down when required. I dickens are ve going to du with our
believe that provision is already made prisoners once they reach the cellar?
for this, if you remember our early \Ve cannot very vell risk an underexperinents on gravitation; we had ground fight amongst the packing
two magnetic screens on each side of boxes."
.

The professor laughed.
There is no help, I suppose. .
Go you must, since Gladys has made
up her mind to kidnap you for the
the room.
John considered the point for a day. Well, go children, and enioy
i-ourselves while Parker and 1 will see
" When the vire curtains are down, monien t.
a wandering spark discharge will proWhy, sir, what is wrong with that what can be done about sorne chutes
vide a ready means of showing the old experimental cage of ours? We and birdcages.
gentlemen the way towards that old
-.

;

nur

in a broad grin, which developed into

:

'

;

j

a series of loud chuckles.
Ha! }1!
I see your idea.
That is a good one!
Ha!
You suggest that ve provide a sort of

i
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-
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thoroughly greased it will communia considerable speed to any
foreign body falling upon it. . . . Ha!
Ha! Ha! Did I say foreign body?
That's rather to thé point. . .

cate

fccame

glow as John
increased I/ic
Vltagc.

-,

-

an electric corridor between the sate
and the old chute which I use for
getting rid of packing boxes.
Hm .... The trap door vill have
to be controlled electrically.
Yes. . . . The chute incline is prètty
steep, and if it is well polished and

The Cage

alive with a blue

7

z

i'

!rIjLl'

---'

Io

L

vires by steel rods
and insulate them from the floor of
the cage, which can he vell earthed.
This, placed upright at the mouth of
the chute, with one side arranged
mouse-trap fashion, will he rather
effective for getting the 'birds ' inside
the cage."
At that moment Gladys burst into
the room, dressed for the street.
Hello, you men, still gossiping,"
she cried gaily. " Come along, John!
can replace the

John understood ell the meaning
of this last remark. Apparently the
professor considered the matter too
important to brook delay and was
going to start the work on the same
day..
I wish I could give you a hand,
sir," started John; but the professor
interrupted him in the middle of his
sentence. " Off you go, the pair of
you; see you at dinner."
Vhile having lunch at the famous
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Indian restaurant in Regent Street,
John broached the subject of the pro
fessot's wish that ßldys should Visit
her aunt. Gladys vas immediately
up in arms.
She was not going to
Edinburgh to hear all day long about
a thousand and ene complaints of her
aunt. She was stopping at Hampstead, and dear old dad could do what
he pleased about the matter.
John, knowing his Gladys, did not
insist, and changed the conversation.
At dinner that night the professor
declared that all arrangements for
their next experiment would be completed in a week and John could try
out the new distance controls from
Ilarwich in about eight days. The
professor failed completely to persuade Gladys to go to Edinburgh.
She would not hear of it.
The two men held a hurried consultation after dinner, and decided
that the wisest plan would be to explain to Gladys the exact position and
warn her against an unpleasant surprise.
This was done, but the girl did not
seeni to be unduly alarmed. She
apparently had great faith in the capabilities of her Hampstead home and
the fertile brains of her father and
her fiancé
Next morning John left for
Harwich.
For a month nothing of importance
happened. John tried Out the new
system of defences and found it
working like clockwork. The professor in the meantime produced a
system of shielding British 'planes,
and no accidents occurred again.
One night, when the professor was
absent on a trial flight in Cornwall,
John sat in his Harwich study expecting a call from Gladys, who knew
how to operate the wireless telephone
installation
the
television
and
apparatus. At eleven o'clock the call
sounded, and John looked at the television screen.
In front of him appeared the picture of Gladys' boudoir, clear inevery
detail. He saw Gladys sitting in
front of a grate fire with a book in
her lap and a box of chocolates beside
hei. The boudoir control switches
could be seen in a neat row under the
mantelpiece on which stood a microphone disguised as a clock, and on
the floor beside the armchair one
could see a small Oriental stand not
unlike a Moorish coffee table, which
was nothing else but a loud-speaker.
The wall over the mantelpiece was
bare, of dull grey colour, in tone with

(he quiet furnishings of the room.
This served as a television screen.
Hello, John," came through the
loud-speaker in Gladys' low, musical
voice.
" I want to say good-night,
darling, before I go to sleep.
Don't work too late, John, dear, and
There's a good
go to bed early. .
boy!
Right you are, .swcetheart,'
answered John, "don't you miss
your beauty sleep; have a good
night's. rest. I have some work, to
do, but I won't. be late. .... Goodnight, love! . . . By the way, don't
forget to connect me to father's study
-that will save me manipulating half
.

.

a dozen handles."
shall be done, dear; goodnight," said Gladys, and John saw
her touching one, of the control
switches.
The screen disappeared
from view. John intended to stay up
rhat night in order to keep watch )e!
Gladys and the professor's safe.
He stood up and walked over
the
switchboard controlling the
Hampstead house.
few adjust-

"lt

t'

ments and the professor's study
appeared on the screen, John having
switched on the lights by wireless
means. Everything seemed safe and
the lights vere switched off again.
John knew that in spite of their.
inactivity the foreign spies sooner or
later were going to make a determined attack on Professor Stone's
house. They wanted badly to get at
the safé and secure the secret of the
new aeroplane shielding system.
They vere marking time in order to
perfect their preparations. There was
not the slightest doubt that the spies
knew their object would prove a
hard nut to crack ; they actually knew
all about the outer electrical defences,
but the inside of the house was
a complete mystery to them.
lt \vas not the first tinie that the
famous British scientist had trodden
on their toes. His fertile brain caused
them a good deal of inconvenience
during the war, and only once did
they succeed in penetrating inside the
house and laying their hands on some
important documents. .\t that time
the professor had only a few burglar
alarms to protect him from intruders,
but after the loss of his designs of a
new electric gun he applied all his
knowledge and all his 'ingenuity to
make sure that no one could enter
his home without his knowledge and
go unpunished.
In order to make such protection
absolutely accident-proof he arranged

with his assistant that whenever he
went away John should keep an allnight watch over the Hampsted
residence by means of the television
apparatus and act, if necesswry, with
the help of the distant controls.
For this purpose a special indicator
had been installed at Harwich to
show the progress of any intruder
from room to room without his knowing even the fact that every footstep
of his. vas watched a hundred miles
away and recorded on a strip of paper
over an elaborate plan of the house.
At two o'clock in the morning the
first alarm sounded. John's indicator
showed that the front dbor vas being
forced at Hampstead. He rapidly
switched on to Gladys' bedroom
and sounded an alarm. Gladys,
awakened, sat tip in her bed and
picked up a pair of headphones. She
listened intently in the darkness, not
daring to switch on the light, since
John did not do so himself.
Hello, darling," came John's
voice, "don't be alarmed .... There
is somebody breaking into the house
through the front doo ...... Stay in
bed whatever happens, you are not
in danger. . . I can deal with them,
whoever they are, without the
slightest difficulty, and as soon as I
cage them safely I 'ilI motor down
as fast as I can break the speed
regulations. Courage, seetheart!
Gladys felt reassured by the quiet
voice of her future husband and
calmed down.
Sleep was out of
question, and she sat still, keeping.
her headphones in position, waiting
for John to call again.
The indicator merrily danced across
the strip of paper in John's study,
showing the progress of the intruders. On it went across the hall, into
the drawing-room, through the
dining-room, into the library; and
thence into the study.
John touched a control and the
television screen came to life. A
beam of light jumped across the picture, as if somebody was taking stock
of the surroundings with the help of
a powerful electric torch.
The beam
of light rested on the safe and a faint
reflection showed four shadows peering closely at the combination
lock. . . . Subdued whispers were
heard through the loud-speaker.
John touched two controls practically simultaneously. Up went the
lights in the' professor's study and
down came the wire curtain on each
side of the safe, catching the intruders nicely inside.
The four
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foreigners stepped - back in sheer
aniazement.
"Hands up! " came a brisk cornniand, apparently from nowhere. The
four men at the sound of the voice
whirled round, whipping òpt viciouslooking automatics. As soon as they
extended their weapons to shoot,
things began to happen in a hurry.
Four hissing sparks flashed between
the wire curtain and the metal
muzzles. .
.
Four automatics clattered on the floor and were whisked
away as if by an invisible hand.
Four men vere nursing their burnt
arms.
A sound of laughter filled the room,
thc
chilling
intrûders to
the
marrOw.
How is that, gentlemen, for a,
quiet prelude2 ... Not bad, eh?"
One of the men moved towards the
\vire curtain. . .
"No, no, I would not do that if I
were you," came the voice; "there
is about twenty thousand volts
between you and the curtain.
Whatever you do, don't touch the
ire. It is not pleasant, I can assure
.

you."
Where the

d-

-

always expecting another series of
sparks iii their rear. They started to
lose their heads.
" Hi, you, what's your name? "
shouted their leader. "Can we not
come to terms? "
There vvas no reply. . . . Step by
step John vas forcing them towards
the trap-door till all the men stood
squarely on it. Another band of fire
appeared behind the spies, who could
not now budge an inch.
John could not resist the humour
of the situation, and sent across space
an exultant shout
"Check and
mate! " Before his voice died down
the floor gave way under the feet of
the four pawns and down the chute
they went in a writhing mass of arms
and legs.
John touched a control and the
screen showed now the illuminated
cellar with the four prisoners safely
caught inside the electrified cage.
John gradually increased the voltage
till the solid steel bars started to glow
faintly, in spite of thé bright illumination.
The same haunting \oice came to
the men's ears "And how is that,
gentlemen, for a night's lodging?
Not very comfortable, I am afraid,
but still it serves its purpose.
Now let us. talk about your future.
It is not very bright unless you see
reason, and see it quickly.
" Please understand that you
cannot pull the tail of the.old British
lion, however sleepy it may seem,
without getting hurt.
I am acting with the full consent
of the British Government," bluffed
John," and your deaths are of no consequence. There will be no inquest,
.
I am
no inquiry, and no burial. .
afraid that if I have to resort to electrocution, with the present stiengh of
current, there will be nothing left to
bury. And what's more, you won't
be even posted missing, that is, not
officially. . .
Your own Government vill repudiate your existence."
John's voice suddenly became
menacing "Where is the station
that interferes willi our aeroplanes? "
There was an ominous silence.
John could hear the heavy breathing
of the trapped men.
He touched
two controls and the cellar lights
went out, \vilile the cage became
alive with nintensified blue glow
as Joliti increased the voltage. This
blue glow is known amongst the
engineers as " brush discharge," and
takes place at very high voltages,
The terror-stricken spies huddled
:

:

are you?"
shouted one of the men, shaking with
rage.
"What does it matter to you,"
answered the voice. " If I tell you
you would not believe me .... All I
wish you to realise is that you are
entirely in my power and that you are
as near death as you ever will be on
There is no
this side of hell.
escape. Get me, Ste'e? "
Four maddened men hurled them.
selves against the wire barrier and
recoiled with four different oaths. It
was their luck that John purposely
exaggerated the voltage, otherwise
there would have been four dead
men. John, however, had no interi.
tion of killing them, not yet, as he
pleasantly told them.
' long hissing spark darted across
the space between the curtains as
John increased the voltage to well
Another
over twenty thousand.
followed it immediately, and another,
till a vicious-looking band of fire perA
manently bridged the space.
strong smell of ozone filled the room
and emphasised the fact that
electricity was let loose.
The band of fire started suddenly to
move slowly towards the spies, who,
trembling with rage and fear, retreated between the two wire cur.
tains. They had no choice but to
retreat along the narrow corridor,

.

:

themselves together in the centre of
the cage.
Where is that station?" menaced
once more the voice of the invisible
torturer. .
One of the spies, his nerves going
to pieces, hoarsely shouted the name
of a certain well-known locality
abroad before his comrades could stop
him. From the string of oaths that
fell on the unfortunate man, John
knew that he had told the truth.
Stop that noise," ordered John;
" the man saved your lives, you
fools. . . . You are safe enough
now, if you behave yoursel'es, but
don't touch the bars if you want to

-.

.

.

-

live.''
Switching on the lights once more,
John carefully 'inspected the temporary abode of his prisoners and left
them to spend the rest of the night
in darkness the best they could.
John's next call was to Gladys.
He, reassured the girl and told her
briefly tf the night's happenings. He
promised to start for Hanipstead
straight away.
The professor returned home just
before breakfast, having travelled by
aeroplane immediately he received
John's wireless report from the
Hampstead station. After breakfast
the startling news was communicated
to Scotland Yard, .and a few police
officers came over in a car to collect
the valuable "foreign birds," as the
officer in charge put it.
In a fortnight's time the following
piece of information appeared in The

Times:-

N-,
The

station at

powerful wireless
belonging to the

mili-

tary authorities,
vas
completely
destroyed by fire last night.
The cause of the fire is a mystery,
but the engineers suggest that ¡t'
might have been caused by a shortCircuit. The damage is estimated at
half a million pounds sterling.
A responsible
Government official
told our correspondent that the loss is
irreparable, as the station Cannot be
rebuilt foi' a number of years to come.

Professor Stone, after reading
aloud the news, looked significantly
at John and said " Rather sad, is it
not? It may be the act of God; on
the other hand, it may be just a
regrettable accident. I am personally
inclined to think that the old lion is
not as od as some people try to make
out it is.
.
John did. not hear. the professor's
words; how could he, when the sun
caught a golden curl and made it
shine with a thousand tiny sparkles?
No, John did not hear a word!
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jQuick-assembly
Crystal. Set
J

F

u
I

U

uI

Easily adaptable for reception over any desired band of wavelengths,
this crystal set is just the thing for the enthusiast who wants to build an
efficient and satisfactory receiver in the shortest possible time. The
components used in its construction are of good quality and of up-to-date
design.

LI
F:'

No lengthy description is needed, for the photographs show clearly
all the details of the set. The actual sequence of wiring is further
shown by lie wiring diagram on the opposite page.

LIST OF - COMPONENTS
NEEDED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION. OF THIS
SET.
Semi-permanent crystal detector
(Cymosite).
0005-microfarad variable condenser with vernier (Dubilier).
001-microfarad fixed condenser
(Ef esca, or Dubilier, Mullard).
Single coil, socket (Magnum or
Athol, Bretwood).
40-turn XII055 coil (Igranic).
6 terminals (Eastick or Belling
& Lee).
Baseboard, 9m, by 5m, by in.
Ebonite strips, 5 in. by 2 in. by
in.
4 pieces ebonite tube
4 wood screws.

in. long.

Quantity of wire for connecting
up.

4

:'?

Fini

the components to the basèboard as shown above, and then trepare
the terminal panel. The positions of the
holes in the latter can be seen from the

''.

'':

fix

-

photographs.

It will be seen from the photographs
that the Cymosite crystal detector i's held
in position by two terminal nuts.
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Into the coil holder should be
plugged a coil suitable for receiving (in conjunction with the
variable condenser on ¡he
desired band of wavelengths.
Thai indica/ed in The list of
components (a 40-turn coil) is
suitable for the reception of.
2

Wiring Diagram.

-

L

J

-

LO.

A glance at the manufacturer's list will soon show the
proper size of coil to use.

Circuit Diagram of Novel
Quick-assembly Crystal Set.
-

EJ
EI

The relative positions of the components are
clearly indicated by the above wiring diagram.
The small letters indicate the order in which
wiring should be carried out.

.

.

¡il
/

All those points marked a should first be
wired together wit/i one wire or as few wires
as possible, then all those marked b, and so on.

EI

-

A

'7

EI

I

IL,.

-

4

L

-

ri

II
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E

cii

Ei

..

EJ
1]

t

E

-

.

Ei

-.-.-----....-

-

.

-

d
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These phoograpbs show the set

finished and ready for use. The
crystal detector adjusts itself automatically when the small knob is
rot atzd. Broadcasting is hen tunedin by rotating the condenser dial.

[J
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EI
LI

EI

Ei

Ei

Ei
EI

'
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was pointed out by an educational expert the other day that
listening-in is prcving the long lookedfor link to bind together the members
of a family in a common amusement,
and stein the modern tendency (which
for sorne reason is considered so pernicious) of young people seeking their
pastimes outside the home.
Well, doubtless wireless does do
this to a large extent. But why
should it be thought so extremely
desirable by many people that young
men and maidens should spend all
their evening under the family rooftree? And why should they be so
certain that this was always done in
the good old days a generation or
two ago?
(The good old days, by the way,
are generally precisely dated as being
exactly when the complainant was
the age the young person complained
to or about is now!)
-

Years Ago
There's one important point about
this " youth should amuse itself at
home " campaign which seems to be
universally overlooked. And that is
this. If listening-in had been in
vogue fifty years ago, the majority of
people in their tenties wouldn't have
been donning phones in the august
presence of papa and mamma every
Fifty

r

evening.
No, they'd have been tuning-in in
a room with furniture still brandnew and with ears divided between
the programme and the possible wailing of an evén brand-newer infant
overhead.
For in 1870 or i8So marriage caine
far earlier to almost everyone and
far more certainly to girls, who
weren't in the hcpeless majority they
are now. By five-and-twenty nearly
all the young people of a household

.

B

U

s

B

B

W

a

Q

was much interested in hearing
a photographer who specialises
in charming child studies that he gets
many of his most delightful portraits,
grave or gay, mischievous or wistful,
with the help of radio.
Nowadays no up-to-date photographer " poses " children, but supplies fascinating things wjth which
they amuse themselves, while he
follows them round with the camera,
making exposures at delightful
moments.
This particular portrait man finds
that nothing equals listeningin for.
producing a rapid series of charming
expressions in a child's face. During
the progress of a story told in the
broadcast studio he, in his own
studio, can generally get half a dozen
*
*
*
varying and characteristic phetographs -of a small listener-in. When
1!ews Once a Week
possible his appointments with young
A friend of mine lately returned sitters are made to coincide with the
from an unconventional holiday on Children's Corner hour, and the
an island twenty miles from the results certainl justify his method.
Patents who ant jolly snapshots
English mainland-I'm requested not
to be more precise than this, as at of their children might utilise the still
present this sea-girt fastness is, almost long evenings and an outdoor radio
incredibly, free of char-a-bancs and set to do the same thing.
*
*
*
*
trippers.
*
I'he island has a post and newspapers only once a eek-not always Haphazard PrOgrammes
I
think most of us will agree with
as often when winter gales blow, and
it struck my friend what an absolute the proposal, which seems to be gainboon ' ireless would be to the small ing strength in various quarters, that
group of inhabitants in their grey the B.B.C. should try satisfying all
tastes by devoting entire evenings on
stone cottages.
Especially in the case of ne s different days to different types of pro-for think of not knowing what has gramme or by providing plenty of
happened, not even being aware that alternative programmes, rather than
the sales have begun, till a week aVer corttinuing the 'present system of a
it has happened.
little bit of everything within the
There are other islands dotted about space of two or three hours.
our shores in like case. Lady AberThese scrappy programmes satisfy
deen was recently appealing for a neither the highbrow nor the lover of
\vireess set for the district nurse on jazz and comedians. No one wants
a lonely West of Ireland island, often to listen for twenty minutes to a liked
Cut off for weeks at a time in the item, then hang up for half an
hour
winter.
and remember to put the headphones
There are other such isolated fastagain later for another appreciated
nesses among the Hebrides and other ori
Scottish groups and even Sark, in the number. This is unsettling and preChannel Islands, though it isn't vents anything 'orth while being
limited to one post a week, ought to done with the portions of the evening
welcome heartily a wireless installa- when we don't want to listen-in.
A.M.I.
tion in every house.
were married
way from the
So, though
themselves at

IT

B

s

i

and removed in this
parental roof.
they may have amused
home more than the
present generation, they didn't have
to indulge in this rather dull pastime
for nearly as long. A girl who married at nineteen or twenty hadn't had
long to tire of parentally supervised
amusements.
tnd surely an important reason
why our young people, who often go
on living at home till welt past
thirty, spend so much leisure away
from, the family roof is that, consciously
r unconsciously, they're
seeking marriage mates.
Many though the advantages of
vireless, I'm afraid it will hardly
prove an efficient matrimonial agent.

L
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THE NYPNOPHONE!
come to him.

11ñR. BINKS

was irritable.
which have been so generously
Everything had 'gone wrong granted to you by nature will have
that morning. To begin with he a fuller and wider scope. Nay,
couldn't get a corner seat in the train, your business and the power of your
and then had found himself wedged personality will be such that in the
next to his neighbour Thbmson, an City the mention of your name will
awful bore, who took al! the time engender respect and fear.
Mr. Binks looked up. "I tell
.L

V

¡Je tried' to look

guilty.

.L

Then I see that I can gloss over
many technical details in explaining
the process of wireless transmission
of energy. Supposing now I were
to tell you," continued the stranger,

'

Can't-"

-

"M11 dear sir."

to Victoria relating how he had got
Madrid on a piece of tin and a bootlace (or so it seemed to Binks),
while all the time, he (Binks) was
longing to relate his adventures
with an H.T. battery (cracked).
His mail had brought him none of
the letters he had hoped to see.
and many of those whose absence
makes the heart grow fonder. Therefore, when the office boy put his
head in to ask if he would see a
Mr. Snoop (" Says he's a traveller,
sir"), Mr. Binks fairly jumped.
"No, I won't," he snapped. "Send
him away, Spry, and don't
"My dear sir," said an unctuous
voice at the back, " this is indeed
a pleasure. Close the door after
you, Spry."
Mr. Binks gazed upwards with
gathering amazement and rage. He
saw a tall man with a black moustache
and a mysterious-looking attaché
case which he placed with great
care on the desk, then turned and
gently expelled the gaping office boy.
"Look here," said Mr. Binks
heatedly. "If you think my

you-"

you I'm busy.
Quite so, my dear sir. I will
be brief. You are' aware, thèn,
that in business as in all other walks
of life the prizes go to the man
whose will controls others, whose
personality dominates. This quality
is sometimes called animal magnetism
and, in its greater degree, hypnotism.
Imagine, therefore, my dear sir,
the power in the hands of one whose

"Animal Magnetism."

leaning forward and placing his
hand on Mr. Binks' knee. "Supposing I showed you a way by which
you could transmit your energy or
will to any individual whom you
wished to influence-what would
you say? "
Bosh "said Mr. Binks promptly.
The stranger opened his case and
produced a box with a hinged lid.
This he opened and displayed to
Mr. Binks something resembling a
wireless receiver,
the principal
objects on the set being two large
knobs and a pointer.
"This," said the whiskered one
with a flourish, "is the celebrated
Hypnophone. It acts on the principle of a wireless transmitter. By
pressing on this knob here you produce àn electric current, and by
holding the other knob in your left
hand the current goes through
your body (quite a slight current)
and you instantly become magnetised.
"By moving this pointer towards
the person you wish to hypnotise,
and taking your left hand away, the
current will now b directed towards
your subject. Fix your will on
what you wish him to do. The
current bearing your magnetic influence will reach him in continuous
strength, which closes around and
presses upon him until he is completely magnetised by you through
the Hypnophone.
"Your thoughts willed by you,
travel on that current. His brain
will gradually receive the message
and he cannot but obey. And all
this power can be yours, my dear sir,
for the modest sum of two guineas.
Think of it. Two guineas

controls the movements of
others. In business, for instance,
you want a contract or order from
some man or other. Your will
dominates his. YOU get the order.
In social-"
"Are you trying to sell me a hook
on hypnotism?" said Mr. Binks
ominously.
His visitor looked paiñed. "Sir,
I should never try to sell you or anyone else a book on hypnotism.
For one thing you have neither the
time nor inclination for study-and
another point is that I doubt if in
business you could induce a possible
client to sit down while you made, or
attempted to make, mesmeric passes
before him. Or whether he would
consent to stare unblinkingly at a
shining object while you attempted
to put him to sleep. No, sir."
He paused to shake his head.
But if the whole power were pût
will

I

office-"

r

Not at all, my dear sir," said the
stranger with the gesture as of waving
away an apology.
Your natural
heat shows you to be a man of forceful personality, in fact if I may say
so, dominating, my dear sir-dommating.
Now my object, sir, is to interest you in a matter which to a
man of your bearing and ability
will have a peculiar and special
value. I have come to show you a
way, sir, in which all those gifts

Ceriainlq, sir."

in o your hands ready-made so to
speak . . I believe, sir, you are
a well-known wireless amateur."
Mr. Binks started. He was the
oscillator-de-luxe of his suburb and
a subscriber to numerous wireless
periodicals, but so far fame had not
.

for-"
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The Hypnophone!

1

Mr. Binks looked meaningly at
thé clock and then at his mail.
Mr. Snoop hurried on. "I have
here many testimonials from delighted clients. Here is one signed
W. Bitten. It runs 'Señor Marconi
has never invented anything like
this.' And another, 'Since seeing
the Hypnophone my wife has stated
that her one desire is to meet you
in the flesh.'
"Now, sir, I do not ask you to
purchase without a trial and therefore, my dear sir, I will ask you to
take the Hypnophone-and with it
in your hand-according to my directions-' will' me to do anything
you like. If I fail to obey you instantly. then my Hypnophone is
indeed of no use to do the things

T

WAV ETRAP
ANY people have recently fixed
up wavetraps in a desperate
hope of cutting out the local station,
after reading briefly about the
principles involved and the simplicity
with which the addition may be
rigged up. It seems an ideal way
/1
IVI

out of the trouble. Unfortunately
many are finding that a wavetrap
brings along troubles of its own.

if
will do."
Mr. Binks looked up with a malevolent twinkle. He thought of a way
to get rid of this pest.
"You say I can will you to obey

tone quite unlike his previous confident vbice, said, "Certainly sir,
yes sir."
He reached out his hand for the
Hypnophone, took up his hat and
my wish?"
made slowly for the door.
"Undoubtedly," said the stranger.
He had turned the handle and
"With my Hypnophone you can force was going out when Mr. Binks, who
me to obey you without question." had been gazing dumfoundedly,
Mr. Binks without a word took up recovered his speech.
the box, and after receiving a second
"Stop a minute. How much did
instruction from the inventor, you say you wanted for that arrangepressed the knob, held the other, ment of yours?"
moved the pointer and pressed again,
The Hypnophone changed hands.
his brows. kni.t with the. effort of
Mr. Snoop passed quietly down the
will power.
stairs, a bland and satisfied smile
The stranger gazed at him placidly, on his countenance, and murmuring
then gave a slight start, dropped his cryptically as he went, " Funny
eyes, lifted them again with an how the same idea gets 'em all."
appealing look, then in a quiet
W.E.D.
.

or any other arrangement in which
there are two or more tuned circuits
coupled together in the same way.

This is that, under such conditions,
altering the tuning of one of the
circuits affects the tuning of the
other.
The only way to operate a wavetrap satisfactorily is to set it as
described above and then to alter the
aerial tuning, at the same time readjusting the wavetrap condenser so
as to keep out the local station. In
other words, both hands should be
used and the two condensers adjusted simultaneously.
J.F.J.

SMOOTHING
CONDENSERS

.

WHEN thé H.T. current for a
valve set is derived directly
from the mains several large fixed
condensers are required for smoothing purposes. The Mansbridge type
of condenser is that most frequently
used for This purpose, and these may
be trusted to handle safely a steady
current at up to 200 or 300 volts

potential.
Even the most experienced amateur
at one time or asiot her comes up
aRain.st some little difficulty-some
little problem of which the solution
momentarily eicapes
Have
him.
you any such problem? No matter
how triflinR or how important
point is we are always ready to help
you out of your trouble-we keep a
special staff just for that purpose.
Moreover,
we
make no
charRe

Distant Station.s

those who have previously used
loose-coupling, a tuned-anode circuit,

:

that I have claimed

Second Tuned Circuit
The majority of people who are
experiencing difficulty in this direction are those to whom the introduction of a wavetrap. means the
addition of a second tune1 circuit
for the first time.
From the theoretical point of view
it might appear that all one has to do
is to tune the wavetrap until the
local station is no longer heard and
then to tune in distant stations, at
will. The erst part of the operation
is quite easy, but as soon as the tuning
of the aerial circuit is altered, back
comes the local station.
What these people have got to
realise is a point well understood by

(Çntinued)

t,

whatever-we are RIad to do it
Just write your query on one side of
a sheet of paper (this small point
greatly facilitates the handling of
your question) and send it, together
with the
cover

coupon

and

addressed

a

on page

Sauvage,

of

the

yourself for return, in
The Editor,
MAGAZINE
La
Bdle

to

an e'ivelope addressed to
WIRELESS

iii

stamped /envelope

E.C.4.

Dielectric Puncture
However, there is a great risk
being punctured
should the current drawn from the
mains be suddenly switched on or
off. In order to avoid this danger it
is advisable to close the H.T. switch
before turning on the filament
current, which latter should be done
gradually.
of the dielectric

Switching Off

When switching off, the Iament
current should be turned off slowly
before breaking the H.T. circuit. In
this way sudden changes in the H.T.
current are avoided and so high
potentials are not produced by the
inductance of the choke coils used
in conjunction with the condensers.
S.P.T.
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lheMopJk
THE THREE TYKES.
S

a

-

pre-eminently the month f holidays,
and though as a nation sve are supposed to " take
our pleasures sadly," there is always considerable
latitude allowed in the making up of entertainment
projects everywhere.
The B.B.C. have
t h e
distinguished
staging
month by
what might be termed
stunts," beginning
utiUSi' is

'

.

-

with the " Benkoldy "
revels of August 2,
the radio play Force,
TVits, and a Woman.

based on the
Dr.
times of Crom
Vat&ran
w e Il,
which
JVilltams.
has been performed n o w
nearly a dozen
j
times round the
various stations.
Its chief charm t
seems to lie in
the hearing of
the clop-clop of
horses' hoofs on a
remarkably long
journey.
Lovers of bells,
though really one
set of bells is very
like another, have f
heard the Bells
of Croyland agaiiì
and the Loughborough Carillon.
One of the most
popular stunts will be the listening-in to the opening
ceremony of the City and South London Tube Railway.
On the musical side not long ago vas heard Miss
Maud McCarthy, or Mrs. J. C. Foulds as she is in
private life, in a special recital of Hindoo music with her
Own special instrument and accompaniments.
With the establishment of a special commission on
pronunciation, a step further should be taken by making
singers get the correct method of singing before the
microphone. It is surprising how many mistakes are
made even by the most practised singers, the results
being imperfect diëtion and failure to understand the
words. There are, however, several artists who, by
-

.

M
Mazd
McCarthy.

i

-

-

,.

tLenar.

-

-
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Broadcast Music «of

-

the.

Month

(Cohtinued)

may be regarded as pioneers of microphone singing.
The Quartet has already
appeared at 2L0 and
several stations, and will
continue to be heard
throughout the month.
Mabel Constanduros is
another artist who is able
to " carry over " by sheer
force of diction,, especially
in her sketches.
Effie Mann and MarM'
garet Thackeray are also
Est he
two vell-known singersColeman.
particularly Miss Mann,
who has made a long and
strenuous study of every
forni of vocal art.
At nearly evety station
has been heard Roy Henderson, the brilliant youn
Scottish singer, who from
the time of his first London
reason perhaps of long expedence, in- recital has created a most favourable imvariably succeed in relieving the listener pression. Indeed, so successful have proved
from strain, and giving every point to his methods and choice of songs that a
their songs.
well-known gramophone company has
Miss Esther Coleman, who has " toured again devoted many records to him.
the ether " so many times, is especially
Touring the stations have been the
successful. She has recently become one members of the British National Opera
of the membecs of the British Vocal and Old Vic. companies, amongst the
Quartet, her confrères being Dorothy artists being May Blyth, Constance Willis,
Bennett, another noted broadcaster from Gertrude Johnson, Norman AIIm, Harold
early days, Eric Greene (tenor), and Dale Williams (the latter in a programme of
Smith (baritone).
his own country's songs-Australian Bush
All these artists therefore are not only Songs), Sydney Russell, Frederic Collier,
distinguished for their concert work, but and Herbert Thorpe of the Old Vie.
Of the ballad type there are few to
equal Carmen Hill, Olive Sturgess, John
Turner, and Laurence Macaulay.
Pianists usually lead the instrumentalists, and amohgst the famous classical
players niav be mentioned the Belgian
artist, Arthur de Greef, who carne to us
first in the war time and has- remained a
familiar name at Queen's Hall ever since,
Gertrude Peppercorn, one of the best
known of women pianists, Edward lsaacs.

Mr.
Roy
Henderson.

-

...

i

'

/

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

J

.
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-

-
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(LEFT).-

-

-

Dr. kichard Terry.

i

Miss D. Moggeridge.

.

-

Miss

j

Margaret
Thacleray,
a well-known

broadcast
-

¡

singsT.

-

Mr. A.

C. Mackenzie.

Mr. L. Macaulay
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the Manchester player, and
Dorothy Moggeridge.
The violin and 'cello have
been close rivals, led by
\lbert Samnions, t h e
famous English player at
and in the provinces,
Wolfe Wolfinson, the South
African violinist, Harold
Fairhurst, Rita Bamberg,
Cedric Sharpe, the English
'cellist, May Mukle, John

Mi5j

Motel

-

-

C'onstanth,,os.

Dickson,

Beatrice
n e,
E ye
and Carl
Fuchs, o f
the Halle

-

I

J

-

r

i

/

Orchestra.

j

Theenter-

tainers are
perhaps the
bright lights
(Sas/ra.

I

of our pro-

gammes, and we have learned

Lime

back, The Three Tykes.
The relays of the seaside entertainments
are favoured by many people as recalling
memories past, or even joys to come, and,
apart from the ever-welcome solos of
Albert Sandier at Easthourne, many of
the other resorts have contributed well-

r\mongs
..'onductors who have
wielded the baton, one might say unheard
and unseen, may be mentioned Dr.
Vaughan Williams, on of the best known
now of our modern British composers,
Dr. Adrian Boult, and Sir Landon Ronald,
who took up the cudgels of classical music
as against the jazz beloved of Mr. Jack
Hylton.
One would like to have still less talks,
and far more popular music which falls
neither under the category of classic nor
jazz, and the ideal programme might vet

known concert parties and pier entertain-

be devised.

to look for
the best in the revues Tune In at LO,
No Option at Manchester, the individual
artists such as Middieton \Voods, Louis
Hertel, Thornley Dodge, Tom Stuart, and
a Yorkshire combination heard a little

Mr. J. B. Dickson.

STUDIUS.

-

inents.

The thought of the sea will also recall
the many enjoyable sea shañties which
have been heard owing to the energies of
Sir Richard Terry, who has given many
preliminary talks to the special recitals of
the songs so ably collected by him. These
have been rendered by many singers, including Harold Williams, the Australian
member of the B.N.O.C.

j

-

f,

f

\

Mr. Ton Stuart.

-(RIGHT).

Miss

Fße
Mann,
a we!1-knou,n
brcadcasl
soprano.

M. A.

de

Greci..

Mr.

Herben

Thorpe.

I

/

¡I
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Preventing H.T. Shortcircuits

Improvised Aerial Insulator

I

lator illustrated will enable efficient
results to be obtained.
A short length of rubber tubing,

above suspicion.
Any accidental short-circuit of these
plates would, in turn, short-circuit
the high-tension hattei-y.
This wilt be at once apparent from
a study of any Reinartz circuit diagrani. To prevent the possibility of
such a calamity, a mica fixed condenser of good quality, noi microfarad in value, should be connected
in series vitli the variable reaction
condenser.
The value of the variable condenser
will be reduced, since when two
condensers are connected in series
the total capacity is less than either
of the individual capacities.
As long as the value of the fixed
condenser is not much less than .00i
iiiicrofarad, it will not affect the
working of the variable condenser,
as the latter value is never very
critical in regard to value.

ALHAL
W)RL

TuL

Improvised Aerial Insulator.
such as that obtained from an old
cycle inner tube, is used, the halyard
and aerial wire being secured one at
S. B. P.
each end as shown.

Testing Loud-speakers
VHEN in doubt as to which of two
loud-speakers is the better to use for
any particular broadcast item, the
switching arrangement shown will
he found useful.
Two loud-speakers are connected
in series with the output terminals

N.B.

REQUIRED

R;L»-

-

/

:

.P.D.T.

ITCH

c1:

Diagram of Connections.
of the set, and fixed condensers of

suitable values are connected across
each loud-speaker.
By
arranging the single-pole
change-over switch as shown, either
of the loud-speakers can be shortr.ircujted at will.
J. L.

aerials are usually disfiguring to the room in which they are
erected. This difficulty in the case
of a short aerial can be almost entirely obviated by the use of a fine
gauge of silk-covered wire, sa No.
30 gauge.
The length of the aerial need not
exceed 3oft., so that in a large room
a single span stretched diagonally
across it will be all that is required.
Unless one looks carefully at the
ceiling, it is hard to tell whether
there is an aerial wire there or not.
The difference in signal strength
when such a \vire is used and a
thick one, of, say, 7/22's, is so slight
that the advantage gained in appearance heavily outweighs the disadvantage of a slight loss of signal
strength.
J. M. D.
INDOOR

,:

OUTPUT

P.

Unobtrusive Indoor Aerials

_CONDENE

¡A

Loud-speaker Condensers

WHEN using a Reinartz type of valve A SIMPLE scheme for finding the cori
circuit, care should be taken to select rect value of the condenser across a
a variable condenser, for the reac- loud-speaker is shown in the accomtion control, whose insulation be- panying drawings.
tween fixed and moving plates is
Three fixed condensers are so con-

ON occasions when a temporary
aerial has to be used, the insu-

-

001

0Ø2

OO4

CONTACT

PILLAR
TERr1INAL

J

,TRIP

Details of Switching.
nected that when required either one,
two, or three, or any combination of
the condensers, may be used.
To do this the three small switches
seen in the wiring diagram niust be
assembled. A shaped piece of brass
strip, with two right-angled bends
in it, a pillar terminal, and a small
nut and bolt, are required for each
switch.
L. R. M.

Anti-micro phonic Valve Holder
SHOWN in the sketch is a simple
means of converting an ordinary

50F1
RUB&.I

,-VALVt
1!!i

hOLDLt

It

Arrangement of Valve Holder.
valve holder into an anti-microphonic
on e.
A small square of soft rubber
spon'ge is used as a resilient base for
the solid valve holder, the latter
being secured to the former by means
of a bolt.
T. M. D.
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is a reasonably good one.

OST amateur transmitters of
any reputation are, I suppose,

question
asked the
which is often addressed to me:
"Why is it that whilst you amateurs
can cover enormous distances on very
low power on short wavelengths, the
commercial stations use big power
for what are, after all, comparatively
short distances

frequently

Maximum

Low Power and Short Wavelengths
Tests with Continental

Stations

:

Erratic Daylight

Working
Amateur Transmitters and Broadcast Receivers.

Service

The answer is a simple one. The
commercial station has to carry out
a service for the maximum number
of hours each day, and keep it up,
day in and day out, from one year's
endto another. The amateur, on the
short waves, seizes on favourable
conditions of the ether for his
astounding performances.
The undependability of short-wave
work on low power has been brought
home to me very forcibly during the
last two months. I have been carrying out some regular tests with three
Continental stations, one in Belgium,
.one in France, and one in Germany,
The power I am allowed to use is
50 watts input; actually I use about
30 watts. This is considerably more
than the average amateur station,
but not so much as the big amateur
stations, arid microscopic when compared with the power of a commercial
land station:
-

Daylight Working
I have not been able to maintain a
regular daylight schedu'e with any
of the stations with which I have
been testing. On some days working
has been easy, signals have been loud
and clear in both directions, and
messages have passed with the utmost facility. On other days signals
would be very weak in one direction
and fairly strong in the other. On
yet other days signals were so weak
that it was impossible to work in
either direction.
That sort of thing, whuls c x
tremely interesting to the amateur,

and well worth investigating in order
to find out the cause, if possible, is
no good at all to a commercial station.
The conditiöns are similarly erratic
for night-lime working with America.
On some nights conditions are so good
that it is possible to maintain communication with ridiculously low
power.
Messages have been exchanged on powers as low as two
watts. On other nights even the
powerful American short-wave stations hardly get through at all, and
amateurs simply go to bed disgusted.
That, then, is the reason why the big
commercial stations stick to the long
waves and, more or less, neglect the
short waves.
*

*

*

Recently there has been a great
amount of talk and correspondence
in some daily papers about the interference caused by amateur transmitters with the reception of broadcast programmes. Some people have
gone so far as to say that the amateur
transmitter should be abolished, overlooking the fact that many amateur
stations are doing reall good and'
useful work, and that it was at the
instance of the amateurs that broadcasting was first started in this
country.
The coinlaints have been very
carefully investigated, and most of
them boil down to this: interference
from a station working efficiently on
45 metres is only caused to broadcast
receiving stations very close to the
transmitter, if the broadcast receiver

On the
other hand, some receivers are so
inefficient that when they are tunedin to Daventr they will pick up
signals from a 45-metre station situated several miles away.
Friendly Relations

Complaints due to these inefficient
receivers are gradually being done
away with by the transmitting amateur getting into friendly relations
with the complainer and helping him
to alter- his eceiver to make it
selective.
There has, however, been another
class of complaint coming from Midland and northern districts. This
was to the effect that some amateur
telephony stations, supposed to be
working on 440 metres, were on
Sundays working on anything between 300 and 500 metres, and were
considerably distressing the local
broadcast receivers who like to search.
sound for Continental stations on Sundays when theB.B.C. is not working.
Now this complaint pointed to a
direct breach of the terms of the
licence ori the part of some transmitters, and unfortunately the complaints were discovered to be. wellfounded.

Withdrawing Licences
The Post Office is in a position to
check the evil by taking away the
licence of any offending station. But
the Post Office had done nothing and
so the Transmitter and Relay Section
of the Radio Society of Great Britain
has taken the matter up in an energetic fashion. It is possible that as
a result of their action the 440-metre
wavelength will be given up by

amateurs.

It is now of little use for experimental work and since it is liable to
be abused and to cause annoyance to
the broadcast listener, the very best
thing that could happen is that the
amateur should drop it altogether.
5 Y M
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Radio for the Garden
IN the pre-broadcast era, horticulturists were dependent for their
best efforts mainly upon ground
manures and the "-gentle rain from
Heaven," although the more scjentific among them knew that treatment by high-frequency electricity
was capable of producing some
extraordinary results in the way of
stimulating growth.
It has been left to a Nottingham
amateur to appreciate the fact that
much of the high-frequency energy
distributed from our broadcast
centres escapes the aerial network
and presumably goes to waste. He
therefore proposes to utilise this leakage to stimulate the growth of his
garden produce.
Insulated wire collectors are spread
over the growing plants, and the highfrequency currents induced therein
by popular jazz bands and other
broadcast items are apparently reradiated for the benefit of his
cucumber and tomato plants.
In the case of peas and beans ¿r
other climbers it is suggested that
they might be persuaded to act as
earth-leads for the insulated collecting wires, and so enjoy direct high
frequency treatment!

A SURVEY OF

RECENT

DEVELOPMENTS
Sixty miles from the station the
twist " would therefore amount to
i8o°, at which point interference
with the earth-bound wave would result in a complete " \vipe out" of
the signal, as the two waves are
then in complete phase opposition.
This affords an interesting insight
intr " fading" and the existence of
so-called " blind spots" in reception.
Perfect Receiver

The Radio News of America recently offered a thousand-dollar prize
for the best definition of the ideal
receiving set, from the point of view
of the general broadcast listener. The
favourite type of set as analysed from
the replies of nearly twenty thousand
competitors was as follows
A single
tuning control set, in

:-

cabinet form, with a built-in loop aerial
and enclosed loud.speaker, having a
sloping panel and two subordinate controls, one to change the directional çlane
of the loop-aerial and the other to
regulate volume."
The use of a frame aerial suffi-

ciently small to.be contained within
the cabiñet necessarily sets a someto Polarisation
Mr. E. F. W. Alexanderson divides what high standard in cost, as at
the waves sent out from a radiating least five or six valves would be reaeriat into earth-bound waves, which quired to give adequaté strength of
are guided by proximity to the con- reception on long-distance work.
Otherwise, the specification conducting surface of the earth, and
high-angle or space waves, which are forms very closely to what most
guided by refraction in an ionised listeners over here would regard as a
iayer in the upper, atmosphere. reasonable aspiration, and one not
Broadcast reception depends upcn unlikely to be fulfilled in the near
the earth-bound wave for near fùture, judging by the prestnt rate
stations, and on the space wave for ,of progres& in receiver design.

Fading due

-

distant stations.
Lt is calculated that at a distance
of ioo miles, with a 300-metre vavelength, the intensities of the two
waves are approximately equal.
In the case of 50-metre transmis-.
sioti it appears that the plane of
polarisation of the space wave is
twisted through 30 degrees at a distance of only o miles from the
radiating aerial

Sound-wave Energy
In the course of an interesting
paper recently contributed to the
Institute of Electric Engineers by
members of the research staff of the
G.P.O., it vas stated that with a
normal voice the average, speech
energy entering a telephone transmitter is about ioo ergs per second.
A series of vowel sounds intoned

a male voice produced an average
output of only 56 ergs per second,
whilst in a similar test with a female
voice this figure sank to 40 ergs per
second. The consonants, therefore,
clearly carry, the bulk of the sound

I

-

energy concerned in speech.
The threshold or limit of audibility
is known tp vary with the frequency
of the sound. An acoustical pressure
of 0.15 dyne per square centimetre
is necessary to ensure the audibility of a vibration at 6o cycles per
second, though a high-pitched note
at a frequency of 1,000 can be heard
when the energy content is reduced a
hundred and fifty times. Between
i,000 and 4,000 cycles the energy
necessary to ensure audibility remaiñs practically constant.
The entire range of frequency used
in ordinary speech varies from loo to
about 6,000 cycles per second. Of
these the band above 2,500 can be
eliminated without affecting the intelligibility of the transmitted words,
although the frequencies up to 5,000
are necessary in order to preserve the
full timbre of tonal quality.

Listening

to the Nerves
Dr. Adrian, F.R.S.,of Cambridge
University, is responsible for an
interesting application of wireless
technique to research in neurology.
lt has been known foi' some time
that the passage of any nervous
impulse causes an electrical disturbance to travel along the nerve.
By employing a three-valve amplifier, Dr. Adrian lias made it possible
for the first time to record the effect
of stimulating a sense organ connected to the brain by a single nerve
fibre.
The single-point contact vas
secured by stretching the muscle in
a frog's leg, and it was found that
th frequency of the transmitted impulses varied in a rhythmic manner
as the stretching tension was
increased.
The result is interesting, as indicating the possibility of analysing
the main types of n'kssages carried
by the nervous system, and so
securing a further insight into the
mechanism of the brain. B. A. R.
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came in for a good deal of
criticism last month, as the
result of our decision to standardise
the pronunciation of the King's
English for the use of announcers.
Ever since br'oadcasting started, the
responsibility of introducing a standard pronunciation, for the announcers' guidance, if not for the
education of listeners at large, has
been a paramount question at Savoy
Hill.
-:
WE

text; and invariably referred, for all showing thé same feverish energy.
example, to " vanillar " ice.
Gen2va's policy of allocating exclu'ut we must einphasise.that we do sive wavelengths is therefore a timely.
not seek to dictate to listeners on effort to " stop the rot " that is
forms of pronunciation; the South, it threatening European broadcasting.
is recognised, will favour " tarsk
Nine or ten wavelengths will be allo'

for task, and the North vill favour
the. short " a " in the same word,
whatever our announcers may say.
Our Advisory Committee on
pronunciation, which is composed
of such eminent men
as Dr.
.

cated to Great Britain, and these will
be a preserve on which no other
country that is coiscious of its moral
obligations to preserve the integrity
of broadcasting may poach.
Other Countries

Robert Bridges, the Poet Laureate,
The exclusive wavelengths will not
"Pour" and "Paw"
As Mr. Lloyd James, Lecturer oñ Mr. George Bernard Shaw, Sir run consecutively, but will be spread
Phonetics in the School of Oriental Johnston Forbes-Robertson (one of about within the authorised waveStudies, told us in a broadcast talk the most distinguished speakers on band, and other countries' exclusive
some months ago, millions of people the British stage), Professor Daniel wavelengths will be sandwiched in
oronounce the word " Dour " exactly Jones, of London University, and a between those of Great Rritain The
like " paw," and will say " Paw it veIl-known lexicographer, Mr. Logan scheme will be utilised by us as the
aut" when they mean "pour it Pearsall-Smith, of the Society for initial step towa:;-ds a plan for moving
Pure English, and Mr. Lloyd James, stations from their present sites and
out."
The majority make no distinctions has rarely atteniçted to prevent con- erecting higher-power stations outside
in the hundreds of words in our lan- fusion by recommending uniform and the big cities.
pronunciation of
guage containing the group " wh." logically sound
'l'his is a step which Germany is
words
such
as
the
announcers them- already
Professor Wyld, in his " History of
adopting, and ve have
Modern Colloquial English," ob- selves submitted, which listeners sufficient evidence in our possession
served that in the South and Midlands
no distinction is
made between
whine " and " wine." Those of
us who say " sven," " wich," and
" wot " will not confess to a ulgarism; we merely speak the language
of the South in hich we have been

challenged as doubtful, or which
vere submitted as examples of' the
kind of difficulty that may arise.
No one, however, -can gainsay the
influence which the example now
being set in broadcast speech is likely
to have on the pronunciation of our
complex language; and that being so,
certainly no harm will ensue if this
pronunciation becomes more or less

nurtured, and we are inclined to
regard speakers who are not restrained by our own custom as having
been subjected to Scotch or Irish the general standard.
influence.
On the other hand, we have a
large number of people despising
Cockneys for saying "tyble " when
they mean " table," and " Ow,
naow! " when they mean " Oh.
no! " and expressing themselves unashamedly and pretentiously in the
terms " teeble " and " Ooo, noo! "
A broadcast speaker, in criticising
common pronunciation, once said
that the English people of the South
were too lazy to pronounce their
r's," and had become so accustomed to eluding them that they had
the utmost difficulty in pronouncing
them at all. As showing the lack of
unanimity on this point, another
language expert, also in a broadcast
talk, remarked that the people of the
South introduced
on any pre-

"r's"

*

*

*

*

Exclusive Wavelengths
In the second week of September
we shall experience the first-fruits of

the protracted discussions which have
been going on at Geneva during the
past eighteen months, in the endeavour to solve Europe's wavelength
troubles. Congestion of the ether is
a malady common to allparts of the
world here broadcasting is conducted
on a large scale; Europe furnishes,
perhaps, the worst area of all.
Stations have sprung up, figuratively, like mushrooms in a night,
and no diminution of this activity is
in prospect. Unofficial but comparatively reliable information is to the
effect that fifty stations will be erected
in Russia alone by January 1929. The
Latin and Scandinavian countries are

to indicate that the development is a
wise one. With regional stations
operating on, say, ten kilowatts, the
local station, if left within the big
city, would blanket any alternative
programme, even if it were transmitted on an exclusive wavelength:
hence the certainty that the statTons
of the future 'ilI not be in the centre

big towns, but separated from
theni by five or more miles.
of

*

*

*

*

Such a scheme vitl be developed
gradually; and will materialise in the
order first of the definitely satisfactory working of the existing
stations on their exclusive and cornmon wavelengths; secondi)', of the
probable removal of three or four
main stations from the densely populated areas in which they at present
function; and, concurrently, of the
development of a scheme of regular

alternative programmes.
What part Daventry will play in
this scheme has not been determined
at the moment; but the future of this,
the first high-power station that the
world ever saw, will assuredly maintain our original intention to make
5XX an indispensable link in international broadcasting.
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as I expect, the search for dis- time; on Tuesdays the Berlin and and on many nights considerably
tant and low-power stations fas- Münster main and relay. stations; interferes with the Rome, Stockholm
cinates you as much as it does me; Wednesday is reserved to Frankfort- and Berne transmissions; in fact, on
J.F

-

you may be pleased to learn that
two continental radio clubs have put
lip small transmitters with a view to
the nightly broadcast of concerts and
entertainments. Radio Beziers is installed in the department of Herault,
about fty miles south-west of Montpellier (France) Its advertised wavelength is 95 metres, andit transmits
with a power of loo watts.

L

Good Distance Awzy
Although the distance from London
is a good one, and the signals comparatively weak, the geographical
situation of the transmitter on the
top of a high hill may considerably
add to its range, and it will be interesting to know whether the broadcast is picked up in the British Isles.
The other new station is that put
up by a small group of enthusiasts
at Strasburg, also in France. Here,
again, the power is but a low one,
namely 120 watts; concerts are
broadcast twice weekly, on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, at 9.30 P.M. on a
wavelength of 205 metres.
For some time past it has been
rumoured that P T T, Paris, intended
to install a relay in that city, but
apparently its inhabitants are showing impatience at the delay, and have
forestalled the project by a little toy
of their own t
*

*

*

Wireless amateurs interested in the
capture of foreign transmissions will
be pleased to learn that the German
stations, in response to the applications of local listeners, have agreed to
close down early on cèrtain nights
during the week. Curiously enough,
according to the technical papers in
that country, this period is termed a
broadcast silence."

DX

Fiends

In order to give the local D X
fiends an opportunity of ascertaining
what other foreign stations are putting through the ether, 10.30 P.M. is
fixed as the time at which, according
to a rota, the German stations are to
go off the air. You will now find
that on Mondays the Hamburg and
Breslau group close down at that

on-Main and Çassel; Thursday is
booked by Leipzig, Dresden, and
Königsberg and Friday sees an early
end to the Munich, Nuremberg, and
Stuttgart programmes.
The new scheme is meeting with
gneral approval, and there is a possibility that during these next months
the silent period may be extended
to a further night weekly. Cannot
such a scheme be adopted by the
B.B.C. main and relay transmitters?
-

some occasions it is not possible to
hold any of these programmes for any
length of time.

Im possibilities
Like King Charles's head, radio
will keep cropping up. To use an
Irishism, even with a super-het one
cannot achieve impossibilities. As
it is, the broadcasting band is pretty
badly congested, but when a station

hangs over in festoons to the extent
of 5 to 7 metres on each side of its
proper seat in the ether, the problem
receiver at any time during the is one which drives the ordinary
twenty-four hours without picking listener to distraction.
The opinion expressed by a
up something or other. I make no
reference to those aggressive dots and colleague that I am using Too-louse
dashes which on all occasions do a coupling did not help mé out of the
their best to shatter our ear-drums, difficulty
but to telephony.
If you will tune-in to just above
For some little time past the Free
the Hilversum wavelength on any City of Danzig has been anxious to
day at 13.00 B.S.T. you should hear: possess a broadcasting transmitter
"Allo! Allo! Poste Radio-téléphon- of its own, as up to the present it
ique de Bruxelles."
has been dependent for its radio
programmes on either the Königsberg
Haeren
Danzig, a!or Warsaw station.
This is the Belgian Government though but of comparatively small
station at Haeren, and for about ten dimensions, is a city with a history,
minutes you will be given a weather and has been known throughout the
forecast, first in the French language, ages as the Queen of the Baltic.
followed by
" Allo
Allo t Hier
And Danzig is ambitious! lt is
Radio-téléphonie van Bruessel," and more than likely that towards the end
the same bulletin in Flemish. The of this year the transmitter may
announcer's enunciation is partióu- materialise, but in the meantime, in
lady clear.
order to prove that the City possesses
It is true that the broadcast is artistic elements and that its voice
not of thrilling interest, but it helps may be worth hearing, one or two
one to calibrate a receiver, and adds relays via the Königsberg station are
to be made from Zoppot, the
to the number of stations logged.
*
*
*
*
*
Brighton " of the Danziger Bucht.
The sooner regulations are enforced
by which the foreign broadcasters are From the Zoppot Kursaat
Zoppot possesses a Kursaal, and to
mechanically compelled to stick to
their allotted wavelengths, the its beach, during the summer, flock
sooner shall I, in keeping with mañy thousands of citizens from all parts
thousands of other listeners, be better of Germany. In most years, during
satisfied. Although for some little the season, sorne of the beit opera
time there was apparently acertain singers are engaged for concerts and
improvement, for the present some operatic performánces; a speciality is
of the foreign transmitters deviate to also made of spectacular open-air
quite a large amount from the hows. The stáge on these occasions
is set in a vafley flanked by small
righteous path.
Of thesé, in this respect, one French hills, on the slopes of which will be
station is a particularly bad sinner, fouñd many thousand spectators.
*

*

*

It

is almost impossible nowadays
to twirl the condensers of a wireless

I
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is strange that the problem of rotation round the horizontal axis ever it was desired to change it.
If, however, the..point of the catdesigning a micrometer crystal. through the centre of the crystal
detector enabling the point of the will enable the gudgeon "B" to roll whisker is fixed at approximatèly
in. from the central line of its
catwhisker to visit every part of the round the central horizontal axis
face of a crystal by micrometer to obtain this, the axis of " B " must axis (it need not be exact, but should
adjustment, has not, in the writer's be eccentric to that of "A" and not be rather more than less) and the
opinion, been solved in a satisfactory concentric, and the distance between gudgeon is rotated by the tread,
the two axes must be half the radius the required field of movement is
manner. The problem is simple.
Take the case of a crystal face of the crystal, that is, half three obtained. (Fig. 4).
in. diameter fixed into
Tosumup:The movement of the point of the
a vertical plane. It is
catwhisker in the first
required to p r o y i de
plane (Fig. r) is along a
movements in two planes
\
CRY3TAL)
horizontal axis directly
//
at right angles to each
\
5.
towards or away from
other.
\
the face of the crystal
The movement in the
and is regulated by direct
/
first plane is one to
&iwIusci.
micrometer action.
enable the point of the
catwhisker to approach
(Fig
i:
and retire from the face
-_-_--------obtained by rotating a
of the crystal; it is a
disc "A" round the
movement along a hori(LOMG
Fig. 4.
pc Fig. 5.
horizontal axis passing
zontal line, controlled
through the centre of the
by direct micrometer
Figs. 4 and 5.-Details of Micrometer Crystal Detector,
crystal. This disc carries
action, sec Fig. i.
round the gudgeon "B"
The movement or combination of movements in the second sixteenths of an inch, which is three with its axis at a distance of -in.
from the axis of " A."
plane at right angles to the horizontal thirty-secondths of an inch.
To enable the point of the catThe gudgeon ' B" carries the
line of the first movement is to enable
the point of .the catwhisker to visit in whisker to travel round its small spindle of the. catwhisker passing
turn each point of the crystal within circle (Fig. 3), the same principle of through the central axis of " B."
The point of the catwhisker is set
a circle of in. diameter, and these
at a distance of . in. from the
movements must be controlled
centre line of the spindle, and the
by direct micrometer action.
gudgeon is rotated by the tread.
The movement in the first plane
PLA1F OF
It should be mentioned that
5EC°D
lias been satisfactorily solved,
fOl
- -_J
MOvENT
CRThtAL-I
instead of rotating disc ' A,"
but generally with the aid of a
HORIZOMTAL Lint
uJ
PLAMt OF
the crystal box might be rotated,
spring, which, in itself is a source
(RY5FAL
but this has the disadvantage of
of weaknessl An i mp r o y e d
y
y
requiring the use of both hands.
method will be suggested in the
A design for a micrometer
design which is dealt with later.
Fig. 1.-Movements ofCatwhisker.
crystal detector on these lines
The movements in the second
The
can now be considered.
plane, which is parallel to the
following conditions are to be
face of the crystal (Fig. i), my
borne in mind: No springs shourd
be obtained (a) by horizontal or
be used, as they are a source 6f
vertical movements along straight
lines (Fig. 2), the action being
trouble; no lock nuts should be
used, as they are so often found
controlled by racks and pinions,
locked when one would like them
like the stage micrometer of a
to be free and vice versa the
microscope, but this would inFig. 2.-Horizontal
rotating parts A " and B
volve mechanism that is not very
and Vertical Moveshould not be worked by sçrew
suitable for our purpose and
ment.
threads, as that involves travel.
would be expensive; (b) by cirFigures 4 and 5 explain the
cular movements (Fig. 3) which
can be obtained without difficult y eccentric movement might be adopted, design that is proposed.
The movement in the first planeby two rotating parts-an ebonite but it would be necessary to adjust
the catwhisker exactly on the central a direct travel forwards and backdisc "A" and a metal gudgeon "B
line of its axis-which would be a wards of about in-is obtained by
(Figs. and 5).
Consider. first the disc " A." Ii s tiresome adj ustment to make-when- (Continued in third column of next page.)
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1.
1f you .constructed a crystal receiver on such a scale that you were
compelled by lack of space to divide
it into two parts, viz., the inductance,
and the telephones and detector, and
had to keep the former in the garden(i) Would the reception, be better, or
worse, than with an ordinary

arrangement?
(ii) Would any difference be noticed
in the quality of the signals if
a pair of starlings built a nest
within the coil?
(iii) State in simple language hat
effect the electromagnetic field
of the coil would have upon(A) The eggs laid by the bird.

The \oung starlings when
hatched.
2. Define
the term " mixed recel)tien " and also say whether it could
beused in connection with a description of any of the folloing events
A. The leading-in of the winner of
(B)

'

.-

--

/ ¿ldvancedjicteners

//ze/nddeele
EXAMINATION PAPER.
Preliminary.
Time allowed
¡Jours. At least six
questions must be attempted.
Full marks can be obtained with
live questions alone. Either side
of the paper may be used, but not

-

curves which have this
characteristic.
Assuming that ou were given a
wireless recei ing set on which therè
were a number of terminals, one of
hich was marked " earth," state
how you would proceed to make the
necessary, connection for this terminal
two

.

:-

to obtain signals

you were in an aeroplane
ft. above Wigan.
B. In a yacht oft Southerid.
C. In a lunatic asylum.
D. In a monastery garden.
6. State
what you know about
The Wireless League.
In your answer compare its fundamental structure with the following
.

1f

2,000

:-

organisations
The Primrose League. Thè League
of Y o u n g Liberals.
League of Nations.
7. A crystal detector is composed
of two essential parts in its commonest form. One is the crystal, the
other the catvhisker.
A. \Vhit is the function of the
latter, and to
horn is the
scientific world indebted for the
B.

following well-known experimenters.
Illustrate your remarks with a sketch
of the characteristic curve of each
i. Mr. Ohm.
2. John Henry.
3. George Washington.
Dan Godfrey, Junr.

:-

.

5.
6.
7.
S.

Vs'ireless \Vi!lie.
Mr. Telefunken.
The Selma Four (see footnote *).
The Examiner. (Your remarks
may be con6ned to two words.)
(5 One will be sufficient.)

A Micrometer Crystal

Detector

(Continued from
preceding page.)

rotating the female part of the
spindle " S," which causes the male
part of the spindle carrying the
catwhisker to advance or retire.
The end part of the spindle carrying
the catwhisker is threaded to work
in the female screw of " S."
The female part of the spindle is
name?
prevented from drawing out by a
Give your opinion of the state collar "H " fixed on to the gudgeon

of advancement in the knowledge of wireless telegraphy of
an amateur who is found cuta popular horse race.
ting up his gold spectacle
B. Ehe leading-in of an aerial, the
frames in order to manufree end of which was attached
catwhiskers
facture
thereto the house-lighting 5Ui
from. Assume that lie has but
cable.
one pair, and condense your
C. A speech by the Postmasteranswer as much as possible.
General in the House of Commons announcing the abolition
C. What is an amateur, and why?
of wireless licences.
8. The total receipts during the last
D. A loud-speaker démonstration year on account of wireless receiving
6I3,3oç, of which
at a chess match.
licences were
Select at least two of these e ents £472,102 vas payable to the British
and write a short account of each one Broadcasting Company by monthly
chosen, in which you are required to instalments in arrear. Assuming that
empio)' the term to show you under- the value of each programme is onestand its meaning.
t!iird of a penny, how many could ou
It is estimated that 74,592 buy with one of these instalments,
.
mahogany butlers' trays have been and what would you do with them
cut up by amateurs for the purpose of when you had bought them?
making wireless cabinets.
9. What do you know about, continuous waves?
i. State why this is.
Embellish your answer with sketches
your opinion, in a few
2. Give
ith at
words, as to what has become of those likely to be met
Blackpool, Margate, and Lea Bridge,
of the butlers.
What do you mean by the and indicate any other varieties- you
.
may happen to know of.
straight part of a curve?
io. Say what you knosv about the
Illustrate your ans\er with at least
-

by two screws.

The knob is placed

on last and secured by a grub screw

or cotter.
The spindle carrying the catwhiske is square in section for
about in. to prevent its rotating and
in order to give a true travel.
This combined male and female
spindle
S" is carried in a metal
gudgeon
which can be rotated
by the tread, and is kept in place by
a collar at " K " fastened by screws
to the gudgeon. The axis of the
gudgeon is
in. from the central
axis of the crystal which is also the
axis of the ebonite disc "A."
The ebönite disc " A" has a projecting disc with a milled edge to
form -a wheel for rotating the disc.
The disc " A" is held in position by
a metal strap which is fastened by
screws to the base board, and it has.
a closing piece to prevent the dise
from falling out.
The crystal should be held in its
box by a screwed plug, the end of
the plug being convex or coned, no
springs or other gadgets being necessary.
EST.

"B"
-

-
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great majority of broadcast receiving

Result of
Componigraphs
Çompetition

installations.

Far from Good

'[his type of lead-in insulator- is lar
from good. In the first place the
insulating properties of ebonite can
deteriorate fairly rapidly when this
material is exposed to the weather,
"C
as is the case with a portion of the
THE first six correct solutions to lead-in tul)e. Secondly the connectCopies of
the
catalolues
the Componigraphs Competi- ions to the brass rod, made by
clamping
wires
under
terminal
nuts,
and
pamphlets mentioned hetion in the June issue of the \VIREprovide opportunity for the setting
low can be obtained post free
LESS MAGAZINE opened vere sent by
up of two poor joints in the aerial
the following readers
ii the' WIRELESS MACAZI!'E i
systetri.
G.T. Drury,
mentioned.
5, Gladys Villas,
Brecon Street,
THE HELPING HAND
of new Magnum products,
Holderness Road,
A NUMBER
including screened coils, resistors
of the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
ever
Hull.
and tapped H.F. chokes, are the subject
ready lo come to your aid when you are
V. G. Hussey,
of a folder issued by Burne-Jones & Co.,
in difficulty over any wirdess trouble,
Whitley- Street,
Ltd., of '296, Borough High Street,

i

i

:-

is

-

is

Readint,
f'.
.

':

'

-

Berks.

F. .Parnell,

Broad Green Avenue,
\Vest Crodn.
S: A: Scott,
'
Glastonbury,
North Hill,
Highgate, N.6.
T. 'E. Simpson,
6o, Glebe Road,
I\liddlesbrough.
C R. Wooliner,
147, Winchster Road,
20,

-

j

whether

Just

SEi.

practical or Theoretical.

Write your query out on a piece

of

paper (write on one side only, please!)
and send it, 'together with the ceupon on
page iii of the cover and a stamped
addressed erwdope

to:

'

.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE.

La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.
In the ordinary way a reply will be
posted to you tise same day thai we
receive your question.
Moreover, this
special service is
.
.

QUITE FREE!

Bristol.

Making.a
Low-loss

IN spite of recent efforts to design
low-loss components for every part
of the set 'hére H.F. curi-ents have
to be dealt with, few attempts appear
to. have been made to produce a
really efficient low-loss lead-in in-

sulator.
Tite short ebonite tube, with a
screwed brass rod running through its
centre, which was " good enough " a
few sears ago, is still in use in the

Igranic six-valve super-bet receiver.
of 246, Gt. Lister St., Birmingham, gives
detaile of new component parts..

Polar sets and components are fully
described and illustrated in a booklet that
can be obtained from the Radio ConsLtd., of Barnes,
munication '. Go.,

S.W.i3.

All kinds of sets and components are
the subject of a 68-page catalogue issued
by Electradix Radios, of 218,. Upper

Brislington,

If these readers vill each select one
guinea's worth of components froni
advertisers in the WIRELESS MAGAZINE and send us their lists ve shill
be glad to send them their prizes at
the earliest opportunity.

1'

folder receivd frons the M.A.P. Co.,

.

The Editor,

From' the lgranic Electric Co., Ltd.,

of 147, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., ve
have received a leaflet dealing with the

Thames Street, E.C.4.

Glass Tubes

Both these disadvantages can be
overcome by using a length of glass
tube instead of the usual ebonite
tube, and running the down-lead from
the aerial, in one continuous length,
straight through the glass tube to the
aerial terminal of the set.
Sloping Downwards
\Vhen this is done the hole which
must be drilled in the window frame
for the tube should slope downwards
slightly, so that the outside end of the
tube is a little lower than the inside
end. This will prevent water running
dcwri the vire and through the tube
into the house in rainy weather.

F.C.N.

SoztE people aie born to greatness.
Others become wireless club secretaries of their own accord.
LOUD-SPEA!ERS are being fitted in
1f (lie Paris
taxi-cabs in Paris.
drivers are like ours, they will bring
the instruments into use immediately
on being tendered the exact fare.

Full constructional details for building
a seven-valve super-bet set vith \lH
components are given in a 24-page booklet supplied by L. i\IcMichael, Ltd., of
Hastings House, Norfolk Street, Strand,
\V.C.s.
The Elven H.T.-from-the-mains unit
is the subject of a leaflet received from
Wright & Weaire, Ltd., of 740, high

Road, Tottenham, N.17. Another folder
issued by the same firm gives particulars
of Wearite components.
Lion accumulators and carrying cases
are described in folders published by the
Foolprufe Patent Accumulator Co., Ltd.,

of Market Harborough.

A new form of aerial insulator known
as the Sarbolt is the subject of a folder
sent us by the Hatton Supply Co., of
Hatton, Middlesex.

Valve sets are the stibject of a 12-page
catalogue issued by C. S. Dunham, of
2A, Elm Park, Brixton. Hill, S.\V.2.

Cabinets for wireless sets are now
being made by the Enterprise Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Grape Street,
Shaltesbury Avenue, \V.C.2.
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A Selection of Solùtióñs to Readers' Diflicultiès

I
-

I

A
uTili

Use

vI

of

Q.-By

j9 - -

IIoj,h,JIIIIIIUL

Grid Bias

incorporating grid bias and
adding extra H.T. to the amplifying
valves in my set, shall I get an increase
in volume from she loud-speaker?T. A. (Liverpool).
A.-The addition of grid bias ;and
extra H.T. into the amplifying portion
of the receiver does not necessarily make
Grid bias shifts
for strongei signals.
the operating point of the valve's
characteristic, and therefore assists the
valve in dealing with stronger signals
without distortion.
Additional H.T. s only eñiployed to
assist the valve to function more as a
power amplifying valve than as an
ordinary ... F. salve.
To obtain greater. volume, suitable
power valves should be employed.L. A. C.

T

;;;;

i

CHARGE!...
Even the most experienced amateur at
one time or ano/lic r Cones Up against
some li/Ile difficulty-some hue problem
whkh the solution momentarily escapes
hun. Have you anû such problem? No
matter how trifling or how important the

iof

point is we are always ready to help
out of your trouble-we keep a special
Moreover,
staff just for that purpose.
we make no c/large w/satevir-we are

.

I

fier to my crystal receiver wilt this increase the range of reception?-S. A.
(Surrey).
A.-Adding a lovfrequencv amplifier to an existing receiver does' not
increase the range over which signals
.

can be received in the same way as an
HF. valve, but owing to the magnification of sery weak impulses recei'.ed by
the detector, signals are made audible
that would otherwise not be heard in the
phones when' connected to the unaided

rectifier.
¡n this way, thén, an L.F. amplifier
may be assumed to increase the normal
range of a receiver.-J. F. M.

Suiphated Accumulâtor
:

r

L

Q.-Can

suggest

how 1. can
remove the white sulphate. that has
formed upon the .plates of ny accunlu.
ator, and also tell me the cause of such
sulphation?-W..T. (Swansea).
A.-Provided that the trouble has
not gone too far it may be remedied b'
continuous slow charging and discharg.
ing. ¡f this does not cause the sulphate
to drop off, then it is necessary to
scrub the plates with hot soda water.
Should this not effect the desired result
then we are alraid that the cells are
beyond repair.
Suiphation is generally caused by
discharging at too -high or too low a
rate, and it should be arranged as far
as possible that any accumulator is discharged at the same or nearly the sanie
rate at which it is charged.
Letting the cells stand in a discharged
state vill cause them to sulphate quicker
than anything else.-L. A. C.
you

ii!

glad io do

add a low-frequency ampli-

your question)

aid

i/ic coupon on page
'

¿end

of

together with

iii oit/le

stamped envelope addressed Io

return, in an onvelope

.

it,

cover and a

yourself for

addressed to The

Editor, WIRELESS MAGAZINE. La
Sauvage, ,E.C.4.

A.-Ordinary sheet lead is not the
correct material to use for the plates of
an accumulator, but as the cells are df
the. home-made variety there is not much
help for this, The only way, in which
the plates may be correctly formed vith
this material is to charge and discharge
the cells continuously uttil the negative
plates turn the required colour; it will
then be found that the cells vill retain
their charge-F. O. S.

Belle

,

'

¡

Oscillation in Reflex Set
Q.-1 am troubled with my

single.
valve reflex set bursting into oscillation
when I am adjusting the catwhisker.
This occurs even though the reaction coil
has flrít been adjusted so that the set is.
perfectly stable.
Can you suggest the
cause?-E. R. (Glasgow).
A.-The amount of reaction necessary
to set up self..oscillation is dependent upon
the damping present in the circuits conIf, with a given amount of
cerned.
damping, the reaction coil be adjusted so
that the set is just short of the oscillation
point, and the damping is then reduced, it
is only to be expected that the set will
oscillate.
That is exactly what you aré doing. in
your particular set the damping is largely
determined by the resistance of the crystal
contact, which vill vary when the catwhisker setting is altered. The obvious
remedy is to employ the reverse procedure
to that you use at present. That is to
say, you should first adjust the catwhisker to the most sensitive spot that
can be found, and after that adjust the
reaction coupling-K. M. P.

-

accumulator, using ordinary commercial
lead .. for the plates.
Although the.
positive p)ates have turned chocolatébrown in Colour the negative plates
'remain a dirty black instead of a slategrey and the cell's refuse to hold their
charge. Can you explain this and suggest what can be done to remedy the
trouble?-D. F. (Fife).

Just Write your query on
(this small

point greatly facilitates the handling

itf

Home-made H.T. Accumulator
Q.-1 have built a home-made H.T.

one side of a sheet of paper

t,

u

Q.-llow can I tell vhen the HT.
battery is exhausted and requires to be
renewed?-K. C. (Durham).
A.-The usual symptoms which indicate the failing of the component-mentioned are that signal strength gets
gradually poorer and poorer while it
becomes increasingly difficult to obtain n.
pl-oper reaction effect. Crackling npises
usually make themselves heatd in the
plsoiss and loud-speaker, while distortion will also probably occur.
lt may
also be noticed that the set works fairly
well when first switched on. but that
signals fade considerably after a. few.
minutes_J. N. P.

ARE IN -DJFFIC'UL TY-OUR
SER VICE IS FREE OF

L. F. Amplifier

Q.-lf

ilIIO

- - - - - - - - - Exhausted HT. Battery

-

Which Main is Earthed?

-

-

Q.-\Vhat procedure should. t adot
to flrt4 out which 6f the mains of my
D.C. lighting system is earthed ?..
T. K. (Middlesex).
A.-Obtain a lamp fitting and attach
to it a suitable length of flexible wire.
Insert one of the normal house lanws1
in the holder and carry Out the followij.
tests -Connect one vire to one house
fuse and the other vire to any con'enient "earth." Repeat the procedure
with the other house main and earth.
The lamp will light at full brilliancy
when connected up in one position, whilst
no light will be observed in the other
ppsitiOfl..
.
The main to
hich the wire is connected when no light appears is that
which is earthed.-L. A. C.
(More questions answered on page 182.)

-
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CLEARTRON STANDARD VALVESC..T.o8, C.T.15; C.T.25 and C.T.25B, at
12/6 .ànd

i/-, have niad ÇARTRON'S

name in the Wire1ess Trade.

CLEARTRON'S new '1926/27. models with NEW filaments,
INCREASED electronic emission, HIGHER vacuum and
LONGER life
Give "Last word ' satisfaction and are always backed by

CLEARTRON'S IRONCLAD GUARANTEE.
America's Foremost Valve made in Britain's Newest Factory.
Cleartron's new Aston Works, in addition to the Cumberland Street
Wórks, Birmingham, will be in full operation by September i5th.
Send for new season's catalogue with full technical data, etc

CT©II

JUII©

ONE CHARING CROSS,, LONDON, S.W.z.
Telephone

Telegrams

Regent 223 I-2.

IIILTE

(Works: Birmingham.
"Cleariron, Westrand, London."

National Radio Exhibitíon

See us at Stands 135,1 O2,

¡n writing lo advertisers, please

:

LII

&ag

you aw the advertisement in the W11LEss MAGAZINE.
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Our readers contribute items of interest to every listener
From

Birds on Aerials
To the Editor,

s IR,-May I

VALVES FOR LETTERS!

" Wireless MagazIne"
liffcr with

Halyard

in the statement which he makes that
only swallows perch on aerials?
On my aerial wire, which is the. usual
ssvallvs, several sparrows, a
7/22's,
blackbird, and last, but not least, a fullgrown barn owl, have been seen at frequent intervals.
Other peóple have seen yellowhammers and a starling using the aerial.
From what I have seen, a good macv
of the feathered fraternity can make use
of a part of this modern invention.C'.. B. Ross (Bewlie LilIiesleaf)

Have you any interesting comments
or suggestions to ma/'e o s any pho.s2
of wireless that will interest other
readers of the WIRELFSS MACAZ!NE?

if

you

stave,

1/wi

write them brie//if

on a piece of notepaper (write on one
side only, please) and address them Io

the Editor.

-

.

.

To tise writers of the letters publis/sed each month we asiard oak es.
This month s letter-writers will each
receive an Osram R 5v valve ¿ next
month s writers will be sent a Cleartròn
Vat Ve each.

t

-

Mysterious Conversations

the many interesting
stunt broadcasts that the B.B.C. has
given us, the most popular seems tø be
thesong of the Surrey nightingale. If
listeners are so pleased with a bird solo,
presumably they would be even bétter
pleased with a bird chorus, such as
might be heard if the B.B.C. could placé
a microphone in a bird sanctuary.
Some expert ornithologist might be
persuaded to listen to the transmission
and play the part of announcer to this
bird concert, telling listeners the name
of each bird " artist " as he heard its
song or call note. . (His remarks, of
course, would have to be made into a
separate niicrophone and superimposed
on the outside transmission.)
At all events, there would be much
less uncertainty about broadcasting the
sounds in a bird sanctuary than in trying to transmit the vocal efforts of a
single bird such as the nightingale.\V. OLIVeR (\Vandsworth).
-

S,-On reading the letter of H. \\
\V.M." for July it
Whiteside in the
appears to nie that the mysterious conversations he is hearing cn be explained
iii this way.
¡f H. W. Whiteside vill find out if
anyone living near him possesses a
crystal receiver he may find that this is
I myself
the cause of his trouble.
possess a one-valver and have had the
same trouble, which was traced to a
.

near-by house..
They have only to connect up their
crystal set in the usual way, and.evervthing they say " comes through '-' to us
There is no connection between the two
sets-R. A. \VALKER (Swansea).

Si,-With

reference to Mr: \Vhiteside's letter in the July number of the
WIRELESS
MhGAZINE,
he
may
be
interested to know that almost every
night I can hear distant conversations
going on.
I am situated about half a mile from
a post office, but my aerial runs almost
parallel to two telephone svires, and
sometimes I am able to pick up fragments
of conversations-T.
SELLSR

(Edinburgh).
Crystal Reception

have logged on a crystal set
tuned by a series-parallel variometer,
Birmingham (80 miles) and London (30
miles), at good strength. Daventry (85
miles) liad to be do-tuned. ¡ have also
heard plenty of ships' morse. Birmingham, I niight add, is at fair phone
strength.-J. HEARN (Luton).
SIR,-!

a Bird Sanctuary

Sie,-Among

A Record?
SIR,-Vs hile

experimenting

with

a

new panel for my crystal set. I. was surprised to receive Daventry quite clearly
wthout either coil or condenser, the
aerial, earth, phones, and crystal all
being in parallel!
¡ obtained the same result by connecting them alldirect to the crystal.
This surely constitutes the extreme
limit of simplicity in reception ?_J. C.
WELLS. (Nor.thampton)

IF YOU-WANT TO BUY

Tell

how much, roughly, you
wish to spend, where you are situates!,
what stations you wish to
receive (whether only the local station
or others as well), whether you
intend to use headphones or a load-

j
j.

us

spea!er, anti We will advise yoU as to
¡he general lines of sets that will
answer your purpose.

Send your enquiry with coupon
(page iii of cover) and stamped
addressed envelope to "Buyers' Advice
Bureau," WIIwLEss MAGAZINE, La
Beile Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

have been very puzzled lately
by curious noises which can be heard in
tIse phones now and then when I switch
on tIse valves.
They resemble a working drill, and sometimes they are quite
loud and sometimes very faint.
The
sounds can still be heard when the aerial
is
coil
taken out, and also on any read-

ing of the corìdeiser-thev refuse to be
cut out but there's one consolation,
they are not frequent.
One day ¡ heard tIse noise fairly loudly
in tIse phones; it was accompanied by a
sound ¡ had not noticed before, the' toottoot of a motor-car horn, and on glancing out of the window ¡ saw that a car
had just passed by.
¡ had at last found, the solution-the
driver of the car, on pressing the electric
horn, closed the circuit, thus producing
weak electric waves, which were very
damp. My aerial o- picking them up
passed them to earth via my set-W. H.
'EDMUNDS (Seven Kings).
;

ASET

and kno not/7ing of wireless, let us
help you lo choose it.
With our
special experience we are able to
advise as to which are the best types
of sets for use in any particular
circumstances,

Noisy Motor Cars!
SIR,-!

j

H. Whteside, jun., of P.O. Barkivay,
Hertfordshire, offers Nos. 2-18 of the
\VIRELESS MAGAZINE to the first reader
sending is. gd. to cover postage.
Two double-sided morse gramophone
récords will be given by B. Dunn, of
Lilystone Hall, Stock, Essex, to any
reader svho will defray the cost of
postage.
-
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A REMARKABLE CONE SPEAKER.;.
-

-

III

pFi1

iiiiid

THE BRANDES "ELLIPTICONE"
(Tra& Mark)

The new Brandes Cone is of beautiful and distinctive design. The ound passage
is effectively concealed in a handsome case finely finished in dark, walnut. The
large vibrating area of the cone, together with a driving unit of special design, bring
pleasing and natural tone with plenty of power, the wonderful depth and quality of
which is hard to realize until actually heard. The magnets in the cone unit are
very large. There is no diaphragm, but a small armature which, reacting to the
This
faintest impulse, faithfully reproduces extremely low and high tones.
armature is actuated on the "push-pull" principle which makes. for greater quality
and volume. Height '31' depth 7k width io.

£5100
OTHER NEW PRODUCTS

OUR PRESENT SUCCESSES

particulars of which will be announced shortly:
The- Table Cone - - - (a new cone)
The Brandeset II. - - (2-valve set)
The Brandeset III. - - (3-valve set)

- (reduced to 5f-)
'The B?andola
Telephones 20/The Table-Talker 30/-,
Audio Transformer (Ist & 2nd stage)' 17/6

with one

.

From any reputable Dealer.

I.,
BRANDES

rie

-

raft es"
LIMITED,

296,

REGENt

STREET,

\V..'

Service Advertising.

52

¡n writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the
-.

reductio,z

WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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THE WORLD'S BROADCASTING
Principal Europeán and Arneridan Stations.

A Guide to the

The New Wavelengths.

-

ta.tions-which has been specially
¿hi list of broadcasting
MAGAZINE
from
authoritative
information-it should
WIRELESS
prepared .by the
be noted that the new wavelengths do not come into use until September 15.

nsu!tiñj

When

Until ..tha't. date,

,

therefore, the old wavelengths that are given in the last
column should be followed.

Kovño. (given as 219 metres) may work on 3448 metres; Leningrad (given
as 2239 and 940 metres) may work only on 4348 metres; aid Helsingfors
-.
(given, as 240 metres) may- work on 375 metres.
New
Wave-

Station.

length
in

itres.

Call
Sign.

-

201.3
204.1
211.9
217.4
219
222.2
223.9
225.6
229
238.1
240 '241.9
245.9
250
252.1.

Karlscrona

.

Malmo

.

Bordeaux
Helsingfors
Königsberg
Toulouse
Gleiwitz :.
.

It

254.2
26ò.9
265.5
272.7

196

-

.

PTT

-

.

&

-

-

Madrid (F)
Angers
Seville
Barcelona
Caen
Barcelona-.

EAJ8

277.8
280.4
283
285.7
28S.5

-

.

-

EAJi7
EAJi3

-

'.

Dortmund
Reval

-

EAJi

-

.

2EH
ÔKH

Plymouth
Nottingham-

5PY
5NG
6FL
Sheffield
Sfok-oi-Ticn1I 6ST
Liverpool
ÓLV
Swansea
5SX
Dundee,.
2DE
Lyons ......
Radio
Liege
EAjiI
Bilbao
Trollaattan
SMXQ
Bradlord
2LS
Dresden
.

-

.......

297

Agen

.......

Hanover

'

350
340
275,
300
462
332
324
283

--

-

357.1
361.2

361.4
365.8
370.4
375

379.5
-

.350

Edinburgh..
Hull

291.3
294.1

-

-,

.

344.8
348.9

273.. ..353

EAJ4

.

318
462
260

486
260
343

SMVV

Zagrebs_.'...'
-

2LS

Leeds
v1ünster

-

Bournemouth. 6BM
Marseilles
Newcastle-onTvne
Milán
Dublin
Mount Propect
Leipzig
.

.

.

.

379.7
384.6
389.6
394.7

324.5
335.5
338
323.5

404
320
397

-

2RN
WJAZ

-

\VBZ

-

-

306

400

482

-

KGO-

2L0

-

EAJ7

Schenectady.. WGY
Troy

WHAZ

Stuttgart

-

....

Manchester .. 2ZY
Radio Toulouse
Frankfort-on-

Main'

'.

Bremen .....
Aalesund ..-..
Koszicc
Warsaw
--'
Falun ...... SMZK
Cadiz ......... EAJ3
Mont dc' Marsan
Newark
WOR
New York
WJY
Glasgow
5SC Berne .........
Minneapolis
WCCO
.

.

.

.«

405.2

3X0

294
318
297

5WA

Cardiff
Breslau
Oak land
London
-Graz
'Oslo
Madrid

405.4
411

416.4

-

Stockholm
Rome
Hamburg
Bilbao
Brünn
Paris
New York
Boden
Bergen
Elberfeld

...

440
340

-

-

458."

SASE

1,200
357
259
480
504

-

-

PTT

WEAF
2BD

.

-

-

-

Zurich

'

577

-

496
479

51T

Hesingfors
508.5. Antwerp

363.5
402
382 e
373

521

FPTT
WJZ

-

353
418

4,5

0KB

-

-

517.2
526.3
535.7
545.6
555.6
566

-

-

......

500

428
425
392.5

SASA

EAJ9

Birmingham..

327
347-5
333

Zn

iRO

-

452

length

Metre

-

.......

476.2 Lyons:.
483.9 Berlin
491.5. New York
491.8 Aberdeén

-

Prague

Cali
Sign.
.

'468.8

Parisien
EAJ5
357
368.

. ..:

1

3X8

330.5
a8o
280
4x8
345

Petit

,Station.
-:

416.7
422.6
428.6
434.8
441.2
447.8
454.3
454.5
461.5

-

-

-

Wive'

-

Metres.

330
301.5
321.5
410
386

,5N0

Old

-

-.

in'

in
ftietre

351

2BE

Seville

-

3o1

legth

PTT

-

Casad

275.2

Call
Sign

Belfast
Nuremberg
251
241
'331.3 Springfield
238
333.3 Reykjavik
Copenhagen
234.5
337
290
340.9 -Paris

.

Norrköping
San Sebastian

315.8
319-I
322.4
322.6
326.1
329,7

270

S

.

309.3
312.5

940

PTT

.

-

205

SASC

Station.

Jyvaskyla.,...
303
306.1

New
Wavelength

Old
Wave

Carthagena

281.9
1,200
.

HFF

.

in
Metres.

208

Stettin
-Montpellier
Kiel
SASB
Gothenburg
Brussels .........

in
Metr

---

LOAA

.....

New
Wavelength

SMSM

Gefle

Kiev .,
Luxemburg
Kovno
Strasburg
Leningrad
Belgrade ....

Old
Wave
length

5,3

522
265

Vienna
Riga .........
Munich
Sundsvall
SASD
Buda Pesth
Orebrb
Berlin
Madrid
EAJ6

582.5
480
485
545 560
237

-

571
392

Linkoeping,..:
..-'...
Osterund

-

588.2

-

446
378
430

-

720
760

'8,o
850
940
1,000

470
279

I,oxo
i,o6o

2,020
480
370
355

1,150
1,300
1,350

-

-- 39°

422
435

Geneva ....... HB,
Odense
Lausanne
HB2
Leningrad
Basle
-

467

Vienna

i,io
.1,450
i,ôoo
1,750

i,800
2,x25
2,650

-

.

Moscow

Hilversum ...
Ryvang .......
Soro
Berlin

Karlsborg
Moscow

.

53'

720
760

.

..t

8,0
1,000
1,010

Popoff
HDO

i,oôo

-

-

'ISO

LP
SAJ'

.

........RDW

Daventiy
Paris

Norddeich
Amsterdam
Paris

.:

5XX
SFR
KAV
PCFF
FL

1,150
1,300
I,35O
1,450

i,óoo
1,750

i,800
2,125
2,650
-

-

.

850

-

,

-
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IGRANIC VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
MEET EVERY NEED.
Whenever you require
y a r i a bi e condensers
select them from the
Igranic range. Igranic
Variable Condensers are

:i/
i

i--

I

.

.

.

...

"

:

g

-

.)

describ:dinthe leading

radio journals that they
have earned the repu¼-k'

No.
220312

Pet.
:-

-

-- -..

.d

IGRANIC VARIABLE CONDENSER.

..

4

E

E

..-.

r.

pJ

1;I

F

DUAL. VARIABLE CONDENSER.
LOW LOSS-SQUARE LAW;
Similar in general deign to the single pattern. Particularly
IGRANIC

LOW LOSS-S.QUARE LAW.

Thcutstanding

features of Igranic 'arable tondensers
extremely low losses, accurate square law charactermoving plates,
itiC, positive electrical connection to
cómbined ball and friction thrust bearings, aluminium
end plates, accurate rating capacities with extremely low
minimum, best possible workmanship.
re

'

..

"the:

oexpt'

e

.

suitable for tuning two oscillatory circuits simultaneously.
in the " ELSTREE 6," for use in which the Igranic
Dual Condenser is approved by Radio Press Laboratories,
Elstree. The two sections are closely matched.

:

as

-

(These condensers and the single pattern are supplied without knob and
dial so that the purchaser may fit the type best suited to his requirements.
For complete range of knobs and dials, see the Igranic Catalogue.)

P1rics(as illustrated): 00015 mid., 17/-. 0003mfd.,18/6.
;0005 mid., 21/6.
00I mfd., 25/-.

Prices (as illustrated)

...

u!

.

-:.

:

fxJJ3 mid. (each section), 22/6
27].;0005 mid.

,,,,,

THE IGRANIC-PACENT STRAIGHT LINE FREQUENCY CONDENSERS.
High-grade condensers having extremely, low losses and accurate 'straight line frequency characteristic.
,0005 mfd., 18/6.
Prices: 00035 mfd., 14/6.

.,,

.

IGRA.NIC

IG.RANIC

!

MICRO CONDENSER.

VERNIER

A miniature variable
-

....

N

condenser

BALANCIN(

-

:

.

:

-

q

:' '

:
:

-

-

Roe.

N0

::

quaLe spacing between vanes and
control knob. 'Maximum capacity
OJJJ4 mÍd; extremely small minimum. Single hole-fixing.

71(a677

Price (as illustrated) 5/6

.............................

Condenser. Similar in general design :
to the Igranic Micro Condenser. :
Moulded cover protects plates. :
Single hole fiXing.
Price (as illustrated) 5/6.
:

-

li
:

77N0.

R.
-

.

-

r

.

,

-

OUR .ENTIRE' RANGE OF COMPONENTS
EXWBITION, SEPTEMBER 4th to" 18th,
OLYMPIA
AT

SEE

STANDS

HAVE YOU HAD YQUR.
COPY OF. THE NEW
IGRANIC CATALOGUE?
149,

-'

Nos.

72 and 73.

J'Ó1ÄÑk

-

'SEND FORST
No; J89.
Works:

Queen Victoria St,

BEDFORD.

LONDON.
In writing to advertisers. please say you saw the advertisement in the

WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
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BuiIdthe "FIRESIDE FOUR."

THE

Oesined by Mr. E. Redpath,
and described in this Issue.
I

I

I
I

2

in...
.,.,

Ebonite Panel, 7in. X 6m. X
Cabina with bairboard
Burne-Jonea S-way Te, minal Panel

0

ERNATIONAL

IN

5

.....
.....010

,',,2-aay
Panel Brackets
,.

id.
2

£

,,

..

Peto-Scott Var. S.L.F. Condenser 0005
Polar Junior Condenser
I Concert Grand L.F. Transfnr,ner
I Second Stage L.F. Transformer
:
4 Butai-joncs Vibro Valte Holders
Anti-Capacity
Volve
I Barae-Jones
Holder
'
4 Amperites
2 T.C.C. Condensers 02 mId
0002 rnid
2
T.C.C. Condenser 0001 mId
Dubilier '0003 Condenser and Grid
Lcak, Z osee
I Aperiodic HF. Transformer
I 6 Po,nt Jock with uilansent change peer
4 Point Jack with Marnent contact
Plug to suit Jack
Battery, 4 volts
Redpeth Aerial Tuning Unit B.B.C.
Rrdpath
..'.Davestry
I
..
I Base for above
Glozite
..
I
I

'

......
.........
.....
.......
....

1

10

0

2

6

0 1
0 15

6

O

6

0
6

1

5

6

1

1

0

i

O

'W

time 'this

ttte'

isue

0f'
WIRELESS MAGAZINE is in the
,

the nineteen' sets
0
0
4
0 5
selected from the British Elimination
0' 4 0
T.C.C...
Conipetition for international corn0
2
4
petition
at the 'L hird Radio World's
0
5
0
Fair, New Madison Square Garden,
10 0
0
4
0
New York (September 13 to ¡8),. will
0
3
9
6
0
1
theTUnited'
been despatelied to
........ 00 100 60 hae
States.
0 12 6
The judges' task in selecting the
0
2 6
....
0
6
1
..........
choser sets was no easy one, Of
çourse; there 'iere the inevitable half£10 10 0
dozen or so that Izad to go-andthere
The above St rea be suppIid Wired and
were also' the half-dozen or so that
Tcnted at
.......... £13
£2 10 0
Plus Roaltirs
reallr could not go. Between the
Any of the above parts supplied separately us desired.. two extrenies wre a large number
Carriage and Packing free on orders value £2 and
over.
of sets that-ñeded very carefu' conWe spècialize in Components for all,cts and apparatus sideration..
Vireles, Magazine
and allied
described in
In the end the judges (the Editor
publication,.
Lists on appfrcataon
No( New Address:of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE; the
I. T Q.,
- O IVi N O R A
"W.M." Technical Adviser, Dr. SydWireless Specialfs(s,,
258, New Cross Road, London, S.E.14. ney Brydon,- D.Sc., M.l.E.E.; and
Croas 1273.
Telephone.
the " W.M." Technical Staff) decided
REQUIRED. Capable, trustworthy men with that nii-eteen sets -should be sent for
spare time who wish to substantially increase
conietition in. tmerica.:he successincome where sse are not fully represented
ful competitors are:- -.
Applicants must have practicas knowledge of
J; L. Bfanks, .........
nstalíation ot Set and Aerial. be Householders

.......

0
1

1

6

rcader's hands

O

.

.

,.

'

,

........

O

O

-104,

or live with parents, and be able to give references;

Plaistw.'

tate age and experience. Address Dept. 29,
General Radio Company Limited, Radio
House, Regent Street, London. WI

Wireless
by

OLIVER LODGE

"A book. simply written and
poçularl'y presented by one
of the foremost minds of the
day; both beginners and advanced students, all the world
over will eagerly peruse this
book. "-Daily Graphic.
illustrated, Cloth,

55.

net.

r

H. P. Booker,
i6, Newcombe Road,
St. James,
Northampton
H. Budd,
toz, St. John's Parks
Blackhealh, S.E.3.
E. Colliiis,
27k, Welklose Square, E.z'.
%V. Dorling.
70, Finlay Street,
Fulham,. S.W.6;
E. Emmons,
The Copse,
Hamble,
Southampton.
%\
H: Farley,
56, Lillian Road,

Talks about

SIR

Humberitône Road,

Barnes,,S.\V.13.
'

.

F. Fisher,
67, Edenbridge Road,
Bush Hill Park, N.
W. Fri'cker,
7, Red Rice Estate,
Nr. Andover.
F. Fry,
23, Wandw'orth Road, S.W.8.

i

S.

Gteen,

.

157, Wigari

Road,
Westhoughton,
Nr. Bolton,
Lanes.
S. R. Heath,.
Bracknell,
Bristol Road,
Sherborne.
J. E. Llewellvn,
E!rnsfield,
Baldock Road,

Letchvorth,
K. Loweth,

Bedford Road,
Clapharn, S.W.4.
G. P. Searle,
Bella Vista,
King's Road,
51',

a!

Pagnton.
G. Todd,
New Pavement,

Pocklington-,
E. 'korks.

t-.
J-ii

H. Warren,
Slades,
St. .Austell,

Cornwall.
H. \Vilknsort,
t.
5;Morris Grove,
I.1rlcstaiI,
Nr. Leeds.
R. Stuart Wortley, Junr:,

Highciott,
Claverdon,
\\'arwicl..
The sets made by these competitors

vill compete at the New York show
ith 'niericai1 and possibly other
European anateur-built reeivers.
Afterwards they will be exhibited at
the fifth Annual Chicago Radio
Show in the Coliseum. Chicago
(Octuber ii to 17).
In due course each of the 'abovemen tionect cbmpetitors will receive
from the \VIRU.Ess MAGAZINE and'
Amateur lVireless a bronze medal in
addition to a certificate from the
.organisers of the New York exhibi'tion.
Moreover, 'should one of the nineteen sets sent by us win the inteinational prize (which vill probably.
take the form of a cup), we shal
award the competitor a specially-f
struck gold medaL
,

j

-

-

In writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
-
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A. SUBSTANTiAL BRANDES PRICE REDUCTION
The Brandola noz'. seventy-five. shillings!
With the addition of many new instruments to the Brandes
incJúding two Cabinet Cone Speakers, it is found possible substantially to reduce
the price of the Brandola horn-type speaker. Still one of the most efficient
and perfectly-developed examples among the Brandes loud speakers, it
represents high-class workmanship at moderate cost.. A large diaphragm
gives new rounded fullness to the lower tones and new clarified lightness
to the high, with luxuriant depth to both. Superbly designed and finished.
Height 26", neutral brown finish, walnut plinth with nickel-plated fittings.
Thumbscrew adjustment to diaphragm.
ranges

75/
From any reutble

BRANDES

LIMITED,

29e,

Dealer.

REGENT

-

STREET,

WORKS: SLOUGH.

Wi.

-

,- ..

Service Advertisig.

52

In writing to advcrtisers please say you saw the advertisement in the
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Exliibilion

Olympia Radio

:

-

i

I

The name 'LOTUS' is
your guarantee of sound

results

DOMINION WIRELESS

and solid

satisfaction.
A SKED to place in order of popuLI. larity thirty-one types of broad-

The 'LOT(JS' JACK

LMadei

frombest
Bakelite

I

I.

with

mouldings,

nickel silver
One - hole fixing.
Soldering contacts
can be brought

into any position.
The 'LOTUS'

Prices
No.

3, as
!1ustrated

topical

thers

21-to 3/-

Jack Switches

Thispush-pull

f

280

Oi.

.....

C

,

springs and pure
contacts.
silver

263 an

....

........

:-

L

-

Northbridge
Sydney

cast matter, the readers of an AusVictoria.
tralian newspaper voted as follows
Religious services, band music,
3L0
Melbourne
371 an.
public concerts, popular orchestral
3AR
Melbourne *
484 m.
items, old-time programmes, popular
.3WR
Melbourne
303 m.
3E0
Mildura .........
instrumental items, news, classical
286 m.
3TJZ
Melbourne
instrumental items, classical orches319 m.
tral items, Children's Hour, educaQueensland.
tional talks, sacred vocal itenhs short
plays arid sketches, organ recitals,
Brisbane
4QG
385 fi.
humorous recitations, musical-comedy
4MB
Brisbane
337 lii.
items, operatic items, humorous vocal
Rockhainpton
4RN
323 m.
items, ballads, classical vocal items,
4CM
Brisbane
278 m.
talks ¿n books,
4GR Toowoomba
-talks,
'294m
dramatic theatrical
You don!t know io where thai conrecSouth Australia.i t e ni s, dramatic
lion should go or why your ei wrks
5CL
Adelaide *
recitations, vaudeWell one day and badly ihr next?
395m.
yi I I e
theatrical
Weil, why worry? We keep a siaß
i t e m s,
dan ee t
5DN Parkside 4
specially io solve such problems' as yours.
music, talks on
313 01.

M

Designedtotakeup
the least space the
depthbackof panel

2UV
:2KY

switch is

designed
occupy

to
the

-

.

hobbies, hdusehold
hints, sporting resuIts, athletic talks,
and fashion talks.
*

*

-

*

Lei ihem have your queries.
Replies io queries

are

published

querisi

is

of

general interest

ach month

bui every

answered direci by posi.

Western Australia.
6WF Pe'rth*

....

1,250 ro.

Tasmania.
confusion
7ZL
Hobart*
space, being
Ask one question at a time; write on
of thought seems
417 m.
only i
in.
N
one stde of the paper only; attach fo your
to exist over the
Of the
'tN deep.
- principal
arrangement -o f query the coupon on cover iii, and send it
finest Bakes r a r IO n s
are
t'rices
lite, it has
Australian
ca
with a stamped addressed' reply envelope
marked
:-*.)
nickel
thus
silver
No.
as,
A /
signs, but the systo: Tic Editor, WntLEss MAGAZINE,
illustrated
springs and :
tern is really quite
others
contacts
of
Bcile Sauvage, E.CÀ.
from 2/9
pure
silver. : simple. The contiR e ay s from
t
Soldering contacts can be made
rient is divided into
theatres are either
to suit any wiring
six territories, añd each territory has more popular or iiiore easily arranged
a
different prefix number, thus
in Australia than they arc in EngThe 'LOTUS' JACK PLUG
land. Bétween January s and April
New South Va1es ......... 2
Victoria ............................ 20 no less than srxteen relays were
made, from theatres by Australian
Queensland ....................
broadasting stations. A record
South Australia ............ 5
number; surely?
West Australia .........
'6
*
*
*
*
*
.....................
Tasmania
7
Deigned for use
'.' \Ve who live in England and,have
with Lotus Jacks.
*
*
*
*
p rice
a multitude of European broadcasting
Made from
best
At the present time there are stations literally at our finger-tip (we
Bakelite mouldings
2
and nickel plated
twenty-one broadcasting stations Oper- can get them by the mere turn, of a
brass. To fix, the wires are placed
ating in Australia. They are dis- djal) find it difficult to realise what a
in slots and gripped4n position by
trihuted in the territoriés as follows
oon even one broadcast programme
a turn t Thb screw cams.
:
is to a resident in a lonely colony.
Made by the makers of the
New South Wales..
A correpondent writes enthusiastifamed 'LOTUS' Vernier
zBL
Sydney *
ColiHolders and 'LOTUS'
cally from Pietermaritzburg (Natal)
353 m.
Buoyancy Valve Holders
2FC
Sydney *
1,100 m.
to say that he can receive Johanncs
2H1) Newcastle ......
288 fll.
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., U
burg, Cape Town and Durban. He
2UE Randurck ....
297 m.
has heard WGY and KDKA relayêd
LOTUS Worhs;
2BE
Sydney .........
326 m.
from the last station.
BM/PRESS.
:1 Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
in writtn,g to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the WIREUSs MAGAZINE.
m
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i
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CAXTON 4-VALVE CABINET
Made for Sets, "As good as money can buy,"
"øarmony Four Receiver," 'The Melódy Three"
Special

Cabinets made to Customer's. measuremen'.s.

Prices quoted.

t

ne of the most interesting features of the
great Radio Exhibitión, which opens at
Olympia on September the 4th, will be,
without doubt, the reproduction of th'e
2 LO Studio.
During the run of' the
Exhibition broadcasting will be done by
the B.B.C. from this studio, so that you
may actually 'see your favourite artists
before the microphone.

T'

Cash with Order.. Fumed Oak.

..

Dark or Jacobean Oak ...
Real Mahogany :'.

...

Detachable 7" deep Base Board to mount 21" by

j" panel

...

.

£1 5
£1 10
£1 14

0
0
0

to slide out of Cabinet front.

Also supplied at 10/- extra with two beaded front doors placed
2 ins, in

front of the enclosed panel.

Ebonite or Radion Panels

Supplied añd perfectly Fitted at low extra cost.

'

All Polished with the

new enamel that gives a glass hard surface
that cannot be soiled or scatched.
SENT FREE.-Catalogue
of standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and woods.
NO, Ca
?ack.d and delivered free in U.K.

For the frst time in the history of British
Radio jt has been possible to arrange an
exhibition that wiIl b complete. No
British manufactilier of standing but will
be represented, so that within the New
Hall, Olympia, will be foúnd everything
that is worth while in Radio.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market ilarborough
A

NEW "AMATEUR MECHANIC" HANDBOOK.

Toys

Electrical

and
Tricks
FREDERICK

All lòvers of wireless should set aside at
least one day for a visit. Each exhibit
will have something of interest for themsomething new, distinctive or novel. The
great strike demonstrated the fact «uite
plainly that wireless-simplified as it
is. still the eighth wonder of the world.
You cannot afford to be absent from its
first really complete manifestation.

COLLINS

By A.

A WONDERFUL book to place in the hands of any youth whose
bent is In the direction of electricity, particularly as applied to
toys, tricks, and experiments of an entertaining kind. The
chapters deal with experiments in static electricity; ss'ireless
toys and experiments ; tricks in electró-magnetism; the

telephone and telegraph; magnetic toys
microphones, and a wide variety of
electrical toys.
Profusely illuslralcd.

is-

CASSELL'S, LONDON, E.C.4.

Ak)jour

THE NATIONAL-

BECOL
I

-

17EXHIBITION
NEW HALL

THEFORMEROFTHEFUTURE
LOW LOSS.

I.

-

OLYMPIA

I

Size 3 d ia,neter io os.iside of wings..

Made from the famous BECOL EBONITE.
Specially designed for low loss. Large air space
between wings. Easy winding. ThooughIy
dependable and British made. From alI
3
dealers, in 6-inch lengths
BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., Hanweli, London, W.7.

t

-

'

.i

......

to%S

TIlE
RODS, TUBES, SHEETS, PANELS, MOULDINGS, ETC.

In writing to advertisers, please sag you saw the advertisement in the
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coil ¡ioUler

Answered

(Continued -from page 172)

that does more

Artificial Aerial

Crystals Requiring Added
Poten.tials

Q.-What constitutes an artificialaerial as approved by the PostmasterGeneral for a transmitting permit?-'
W. E. R. (Portsmouth).
A.-An artificial aerial is one that is
non-radiating or as nearly nonradiating't
as possible.
A small frame aerial is not

Q.-\\ hat

crystals or' crystal combinations require an added potential for
(Maneflicient rectification P-F. H.
chester).
-

A.-Carborunduni

T

more

do

wilt

used with a steelpoint contact, tellurium and zincite,
silicon and carborundum and silicon used
with a steel-point contact. The amount
of applied potential varies considerably,
so that the best voltage for the different
combinations should be found by experiment.-T. M. B.

hold coils;
1 than
it will give you
perfect control
of

your
coil adjustments, and a visible
indication in front of

*

panel of
movement.
the

exact

the

assumed to be non-radiating, so that àn
inductance coil of any other description
may be used provided that the niaximuni
area formed by the turns does no
The entire
exceed three square feet.
aerial " system should possess capacity
and resistance in addition to the in-j
ductance of the tuning coil. No attempt
should be made to earth the oscillator
sysiem of the transmitLer.-J. II. L.
____________________________________

I

Patent app, for.

-

LI

.)/

Use of a .Milliamrneter

Q.-I

have often sen. receivers in
various measuring instruments
have been incorporated, for instance, a
milliamineter, but
do not fully undern
stand the use for such an instrument,
añd in what part 6f the circuit it should'
be connected. Can you: please.:assist.
me?-H. G. (Putney).
A.-The general use of a milliammeter,
in any valve reciver is to denote -when

which

itches,

o

ads

by

1

ERIC J. LEVER.
33, Clerkenweli
Green, London.

ECl.

..

''
i

i

distortion is taking place in the L.F.
.ainplifier
For this purpose the mili-

i

and

Brunches.

T

Glocr'Cellu, 21X11 round or square ........

sIt

........

ro'and osly ............

j/

i/I
t'I

21X11 wasrd to prevent crn-p
2/1
24X11
Sondai Z,nco toe oroe.11 sise jars ............ ii .....
largo
Saco

.

Paekioj

and

Corcino,

LOira.

Free on receipt

lati

j-

sent

stomped envelope.
THE ETON GLASS BATTERY COMPANY.
48. 51. Mory', Road, Leibe. E.u.
4V

BUILD YOUR OWN LOUDSPEAKER

Applying Potentials

to

-

EUS.

chester).

A.-The application of an extra
potential to a crystal does not make for
louder signals, but merely causes the
crystal to rectify more efficiently. Such
potentials are only added to certain
types of crystal, such as carborundun,,
These crystals will not rectify
etc.
correctly without this applied potential
and tbereore it is essential to employ

---

BURROWS

Cassell's

such.
I

If you can't sell

where,

sell it

it

else-

i

through

THE BAZAAR.

I

I

Link House, 54, Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.

in writing

10

.

":i..T.

.

..

tc.
-

:.

\/4J

5-

I

..

-

or
The general method is to use a
4l-volt dry-cell battery with a 300-ohm
The
potentiometer connected across it.
lead from the crystal detector that
would normally join the phones is connected to the sliding contact of the
potentiometer, whilst one side of the
latter is joined to the phone terminal
already disconnected from the detector.

-L. AC.

-'e..n

'

-

I

)

q
i
'

-

-

'

-

-

Great New
Wireless Offer

Crystals.

Q.-! understand that by applying a
certain potential to a crystal greater
Is this,
signal strength is obtained.
actually the case, and by what means is
the potential
added?-F. H,.. (Mai,-

os will obtain volume olth omoarpaoocd tenui
typc.
quality,
Friese. Pertieuian o,,d Dioqoms for stomp.
GOODMAN'S. 27, Farringdon St.. E.C.'t.
Also eblolnable fro,o .Spescsrs Atorro,. 4,5. Matoso Ase.,

by A. R.

¿
.

'

WIth U, LISSE4OLA. BROWd A. er as edjustable
Eocpteoe, sod our perfectly mudo highly Smiohed SpeciaUtleo. yOU COO coolly Cohltruot a handsome Kernlose
roper dhspbrog m.typo l.oudeprsker. orosy other approved

The Story of
Broadcasting

.

.

.

1/6
1/3

rselioasfor sentie,,

'

'!if

-

Should the needle flicker to either one
side or the other, then it denotes that
distortion is present.
Many amateurs use a milliammeter to
determine the total current output from
their H.T. battery, and for this purpose
the milliammeter should be coí,nected
between the negative ¡IT, terminal and
the L.T. supply. In this position it will
register the total H.T. círrent consumed
by the valves.-P. S. M.
:'

pce dos.

r».

'

't

J

H.T. BATTERY
THE WET
Ali Brjti,h MedeLeclanche Cull.. r

-

'I I WI

ammeter may be connected in the plate
circuit of the last valve, and provided
that the needle remains practically
stationary when telephony is being
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Simply

More'. Questions

'<

Our wonderful 2-valve set with
loud speaker and headphones
insttdled free in your own home
-anywhere-by our own Installation
Engineer, for £12 cash i or £1 dowso

I.
'

"'

and 20/- a month for twelve month.
only. And we guarantee satisfaction.
There io nothing else to buy-the Set is
cmple(e wit!, all accessories.
When our Engineers have installed the
set just switch on and enioy perfect and
powerful loud-epeaker reception. You
are also entitled to two free calls from
our Engineers after the set is working.
The General Radio set is British made,
an.urpa.sed in efficiency and purity 0f
tone. It ha, no superfluous controls and
e a, easy to work a, turning on thelight.
Senda postcard to4ay for free illustrated catalogue No.54 and full particulars of this offer-also a special
additional offer to owners of crystal
Sers.

<

<
a-

) <

GENERAL RADIO CO. LTD

RADIO HOUSE

<

1$

235RegentStreet,WI
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"Lotus" Valve

Holders and learn
just how and why
they excel in absorbing shock, protecting

the valves and

flCCt0

sv'

Visit Stand No. 84 at
tim National Radio
see the
Exhibition

---

eliminating all microphonic noises.
Rigorous tests at the
factory ensure that
.

Lotus"
;Ií"Holders
.
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Valve..

give
r
e
satisfaction
en ti
under any conditions.
That is why you
should insist on them
for your set;
will

Fó*' greater: range.!
The plates of the
"ÇEERLESS"

S

REsIcoN

CoNnaNsEaareshapedto
give uniform tuning over
the whole scale, in both
aerial and anodecircuits,
and the minimum capacityisso lowthat youcan
tune over a greater range
with a given inductance

ßj

rl,

Il

-

-

j

'

ill

--

-

4O)',
gnedforefficiency,bothmechanically and electrically -- the electrical
loss being exceedingly
low.
Specially constructed so that no side
strains are set up-thern
alignment of the frames
is perfect. The moving
plates revolve with perfect freedom and without backlash. For Super
Heterodyne receivers the
REsIcoN is ideal. It.can
be operated so finely that
a vernier is almost unteéessary. One " hole
only needed for fitting
to panel.
-

:1

Res. Trade Mark 47357.
I

"Peérless"

'

_

RESICON VALVE MOLPER
-

-

Condensers.

spoelty.

o-11h Dm1.

.

11ml

.nd Veroler.

-00025

15/-

17/6

-0003

16f6

19/-

-0005

18/-

20/6

From

Made by the makers

Prie, complete Prie, complete oitI
-

-

of the

famous Lotus Vernier Coil Holder.

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO., LTD.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL

-

I.:

all dealers or direct

The Bedford Electrical &. Radio Co., Ltd.
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.
¡n writing to advertisers, please say you saw the advertisement in the
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will understand why P.M. Valves
are the best value on thé market.
r

-

THESE
seven PM advantages reduce your maintenance
and give you better results-

-

I,,

resilient filament supports

.
I

/<eeping filament.

in

_______

GREATER EMISSION SERVICE.

P.M. Filaments have up to
times
greater emission surface than ordinary filaments ensuring a much wider r'!ige of
power for economical operation in fact, these new filaments are so conseatively
rated that they give ample results at lower voltages than marked and will stand

I

permanent alignment.'

up to

.1

The special alloy of.rare metals that forms the heavy
covering of P.M. Filaments is prepared by a patented process that secures a
copious flow of electrons and the operating temperature is so low that this precious
alloy cannot be discharged, a definite' proof of long useful life.

UNBREAKABLE FILAMENT.

P.M. Filaments are longet than ordinary
filaments, acd retain their ductility even after t,000 hours life, so that it is possible
to tie them its a knot. At no time does the low operating temperature cause sag,
and these i!amrnts are specially set round the five strong resilient hooks so that
they are
from tension and cannot be broken except by the very roughest
handling.

3
rA0d
away to

(tith

show

two

c1

sl4pport)

reasonable overload.

LONGER VALVE LIFE.

2

loj

Filqment two complete

a

filament and grid.

NO VISIBLE GLOW. The extreme economy in heat of P.M. Filaments can
be judged by the fact that no sign of glow can be discerned during operation.

4

REDUCED CURRENT CONSUMPTION.

It is the filament that
counts arid
you

is

this

P.M. Filaments only require
one-tenth amere filament Current, giving up to seveh times the life of each
accumulator charge, a reduction to one-seventh in your Cost of accumulator
maintenance.

5

what

ay for.

NO MICROPHONIC NOISES. The unique method of mounting the
filament within the field of the grid and anode, so that the filament lies without
tension or sag in its Correct position, and all the electrons are utilised and controlled,
completely eliminates all microphonic noises, leaving an effective background of
silence to emphasise faithful reception.

k.
For 4-volt accumulator or
3 dry certa
THE P.M.3. (General Purpose)
Olamp. 16.'6

MAJESTIC VOLUME. Every P.M. Valve

.

7

is a master valve in its own classa

designed to give you

THEP.M.4(Powe) 01 amp. 22/6
For 6-volt accumulator

Perfect Radio Recetion

dry cells
THE P.M.5 (General Purpose)
4

amp.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE VALVES,

22/6

THE P.M.6 (Power) 01 amp. 22/6
For 2-volt accumulator
THE P.M.I HF, 01 amp. 15/6
01 amp. 15/6
THE PM.1 L.F.

WITH THE P.M. FILAMENT

-

.

-

T1EP.M.2(Power)01amp. 18/6

i i aicI

r-a-.

1hu,ric,,donototy',,lrshFruStat
5
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Cigarettes
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MANUFACTURED ONLY FROM

OLD VIRGINIA TOBACCO
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